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Amult&tude of design strategies are avai le to achieve energy-
efficient windows. Opportunities.fbr .improving window performance

fall tufo groupsr site, exterior appendages, fiAme, glazing,
interior accessories; and building, interior, Design strategies

, within these iCoups can J.mprove'one.or more Of the six energy
functions of wi1ridows: 'solar heating, daylightingr'stiading, insu-

.

Alat4on, aft Erghtnessrand ventilation. Includedin this report
'`are 33 strategies; an'explanation of the:physical'phenokena respon-

.
lible for each strategy's energy ierformance, summarized energy and
dlonTenerty advantages and disadtantages; aesthetic.cohsiderations; '

cost approximations; example installatiins, laboratory studies, or
calculationsAby the authors; and.-references.' rntended readers
.include profdssional.designers, lessees and ownersof commereJal '4?
space, home buyers' ankowners, window component manufacturers, and

.researchers.. The report' s purgose..isto draw attention to the wide
061p.

range of options currently available to conserve energy.with windows.

Key Words: Air-tightness; daylighting; energy conservation;
insulation; shading; solar heating; ventilation; windows.
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' INTRODUCTION.

. Windows can substantia

required to-maintain
provide a net energ
energy burden'. ZT

windows energy.2
one or more of

. providing win
- rejec"ting s

during die

ral ven

Win

y aftef the andmint,of .purchased energy '

amfort. Well /designed, they can actually
gain; poorly /designed, they can bean enormous

s xeport pray/ides design strategies t 'make
serving. EAch strategy is directed at improving

he six ener functions of windows, which Are:
er solar he, providing year -sound dayli hating,
er solar heat, providing insulation and it tightness

ds of .heati g or air conditioning, andproviding natu-
lation durin temperate weather.

. . //

w design ,sx,ra egies trconserye energy, need' not te limited to
t frame and gl ing'. Site strategies can minimize adverse cli-

/*tic forces and/or amplify beneficial climatic forcs; exterior
appendages an /interior accessories can supplemenTthe capab4ities

- of the'Windo :frame and glazing; and building interior btrategies
can/insure aximum benefit is'deriv from the energy assets the

/window provides. .. .

/
In or rxo fac litate, successful use of design strat4ies,.this -

;/ repot includes a cursory explanation ofIthe physical phenomena
//// '' rp onsible for stategyts performance, This is followed byl
7 1 st summarizing t .energy, as well as non-energy, advantages and

/1
isadvantages of each strategy. Then,,since windows and theil-

accessories can'drastically'affect the quality of the building ,

,

_!"-t exterior,-as well as the character of the building exterior,..aes-
thetics are.discussed. Brief price inquiries. axe reported*to
Provide 'estimates of first colts.. Installation gas not included in.
moat ongt..fivrps hprause_of_the-wid_vIrariation installation situa-
'xionslo:troducer More-precise dollar figures shoul* be obtained
from local distribUtors. before life - cycle Costingis,calculated for

. an actual building. Finally, the reference's used-in writing and .
illustrating each strategy-,..and sources for further informati9n,

., are listed.

Selection of individual strategies should be based on the importance
'of each of the window's energy functions, considering the local
climate, the time of dal and/or seasons the'liuilding is most used,

and the environmental requirements -of the activities being housed.
) The strategy /function cross - reference table following. he intr2duc-

tion.is provided to help select strategies addressing the energy
.functions determined to be most important for a specific project,
Final evaluation requires recakulation, of the total window system,
since,the performance of,strat%ies in combination may differ from
the sum of each individual's-performance.

0
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The report is not only intended for the professional designew, but , ,

also for the researcher, :to suggest further investigation of the
4 'many energy-conservation potentials of windours; the manufacturer,

to encourage further refinement of the energy-copservation. qualities
of his product(s); and:the commercial lessee dr home buyer, with
toe hope that more energy-efficient windows will result as a cdnse-
,quence of demand from a consuming public better informed of the

range of energy - conserving options available. ,
%

Work on this report,has been'conducted within the framework of an
National Bureau of Standards interdisciplinary'research projeot on .

the energy-related performance of windows. The work on this project

was partially in support-ok the-development of Building Energy --
Perforffiance Standards. .It was jointly supported by the Energy.
Research and Development' Administra.tion (Contract E(49-1) 3800),. by
the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development
(Contract 4o. RT 193-12)', and `by the NatiollalBureau of Standards.
The content of the tegprt draws heavily upon research and data
published by private industry:, In referencing this material, NBS
ip no way. endorses specific mangac&rersitor products. Professional

judgment must be exercised in aabessing the-capabilities of strate-.
gies singly or.in combination for specific building projecs.'

f
-

I
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STRATEGY /,Function CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE

Solar Daylighting Shading Insulation Air Ventilation
Heating ightness

. . .,

.1. SITE ,

WINDBREAKS X
g} DE TREES, , .

.

X X
'GROUND SURFACES X X
ORIENTATION /TO SUN X X I ,

ORIENTATION TO WIND

t-

X

X

2. EXTERIOR APPENDAGES 0
.

SUN SCREENS , .X X e_
EXTERIOR ROLL BLINDS X X

i ARCHI. PROJECTIONS 0 X ; X
EXTERIOR SHUTTERS X X X
AWNINGS '. _ X

3. FRAME
FRAME VENTILATORS .. . 1 iX Mb

k xWEATHERSTRIPPING '

THERMAL BREAK X
. - .TYPE4OF OPERATION 4 X X

'WINDOW TILT X ' .

SIZE,,ASPECT RATIO X

4. GLAZING
MULTIPLE GLAZING, X
HEAT -ASORSING X X N
REFLECTIVE GLASS .

X
APPLIED FILgs X X
REOKED GLAZING . X X ...

' GLASS BLOCK X X X .

-THRU -GLASS VENTILATORS X

S.INTERIOR ACCESSORIES, .
. , .

% .

VENETIAN BLINDS X -

DRAPERIES ,X X
FILM SHAPES X , X ,X

OPAQUE ROLL SHADES'. X X .
-.., . ...

INSULATING SHUTTERS ., X
...

... .. ...1..:,

6. BUILDING INTERIOR .

! FIXTURE CIRCUITING. . X
. TASK LIGHTING . ° .... ,X '

''AUTOMATIC SWITCHING: X
INTERIOR COLORS X
THERMAL MASS- ", X ...
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SOLAR,HEATING:

'97

4

GLOSSARY

Total Solar Transmittance = the amount of solar energy trans-
mitted through the window configuration divided by the

'total energy inciaent (striking)-On the outside surface:
(Givenoas a percentage.)

Latitude: for the convenience of the reader a map of the U. S.
with latitudes is provided on the opposite page.

DAILIGHTING:

Visible Transmittance = the amount of visible. 'light transmitted
through a window configuration divided by .the amount of

. visible light incident on the outside surface. (Givene.
as a percentage.) .

-41EADING: -

..

-1, i , .

Shading Coefficient = the total amount of heat transmuted by
. a window configuration div,ided by the total amount of 'heat

. transmitted by a single pane of doUble strength (l/8"),°
glass. '%-

0 .

INSULATION:
O

4. fr'.

Btu = amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one
pound of water at its maximum density'one degree Fardhheii.

eN- .

U-value = the amount of heat conuCted from the inside air,
through the window configuration to the outside,aii,or,
vice versa, in the Slimmer. A 15 -mph outside wind is absumed
in the.winter, a 7 l/2-mph outside 4nd is assumed'in the'
summer.' The air inside is assumed still .summer and winter.
(Given in Btu/square foot, hour degree Farenheit difference
between outside and' inside temperatures.) FO.r example,_,a -

U-value of 0.50 means 0.50 Btu's pass. through' each square.
foot of window.configuration for every hour and, for each 4
Farenhei.t degree difference existing between the inside
and outside temperature.

A-value,= the.resistancea material offers to, the flow of heat,
from one surface to anothe . The resistance, between the

surfse to the air is consl red separately. The reciprocal.
tof the Sum of the Resistances equals the value. udf7
(R +R 4...R ). .

. .

AIR TIGHTNESS, VENTILATION:
, ..

-
. .

'Volume of air passing.through an opening = cubic fjpetof air
for a given time period divided by c id( length (for

.

infiltration- br d, ivided by open area of sash (for .
-

S.

ventilation).

12
c



.SI CONVERSION

In View of present accepted practice in thiescountry in this
technological area, common U.S. units of measurement have been
used throlighdut this paper. In recognition of the position of
the USA as a signatory the' General Confdrence on Weights and
Measures, which gave official status to the -metric Si system of
Units in 1960; we assist readers interested in malting use of the
coherent sysera, of uni'ts by giving conversion. factors applica-
ble to U.5: units used in this paper.

Length
4 ,

1 in 2 0.0254 meter* '(m)

1 ft = 0.3048 meter* (m)

,

Area

1 1 ft
2
= 0.0929 square meter (m

2
)

Volume

1 ft3 = 0.0283 'cubic meter (m3)
,

1_

Mass

i.

'

1 lb = 0.453 kilogram (kg)

Mass /Volume (Density)

1 lb/ft
3

= 1602 kilogram/meter
3

(kg/m
3

),

Temperature.

degree oelaiii4(°C) = 5/9 CF 32)

Volume/Time (Flow)

1 cfm = 0.000472 meter /second (m
3
/s)',

,

Velocity

1 thph :447-meter/second (m /s)'

Quantity of Heat

1 Btu =.1055:87 joule (J)

Thermal Resistance

0

'1

1 °F h ft
2
/Btu =.0.176 square meter degree Celsius/Watt (m

2
.°C/W)

le exactly .

PO

.
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Ti.io key site considerations are the siting of building
\

to proide favorable window orientation to th sun and

favorabl' window orientation to prevailing winds. Land-

scaping can also improve window performance.. Shade trees

e sun;can seasonally, control direct radiation from t

ground surfs es cane control reflected radiatio ; planted

ground cover can moderate air temperature; And windbreaks

scan diminish the force of the'wind.

In general, there -are two advantages to vIndow

I
performance through site design. First, adverse' *ratio.

forces are moderated at'a distance Residual fo ces are

then dissipated before encountering the windows. 'Second,

cliLatic moderation is likely to improve the performance '

.
of adjacent walls and roofs,-las well as windows.

The effectiveness of improving,the gabrgy performance of

windows. through site design is apparent
Iwo

if heat-gain/heat-

loss calculations are-first computed with unadjusted regional

climatic statistics, then recalculated considerinethe

tempering, of sun, wind and air temperature yoseOle though

site design..The site-moderated window performance sho ld

be the basis for making trade-offs inwindow design.

*1'

1-0

15



11 ., WINDBREAKS/Air Tight ess, Insulation: Ventilation A

'Install a fence and/ row of trees or shrubs as, a wind barrier
to reduce wind press e on windows:

1) Air infiltration through windows can be reduced by di-
minishing wind pressure by means of a windbreak. The most
effective location for a windbreak is upwind a distance of

. 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 times the height of the building. At this
distance, the wind will be deflected up and well over the
building, reducing the pushing action on the building's
windward side and the pulling action on its leeward side.

I,

r

Figure 1. Windbreak Distance

1.`

1U1

a



0

following comparison between a solid wall and an open fence.

-1

4 A windbreak is'more effective if it allows part of the wind
to penetrate. A solid windbreak creates a low pressure area
on its leeward side with resulting strong eddy currents.
These may be as deStructive as direct wind in eroding the
still air film at the surface of the window. Allowing a
portion of the wind to pass thrdugt the windbreak tends to

jrelieve this leeward suction. This is illustiated in the

N

1

Strong Eddy
Gurrents

Minimal Eddy

Currents

e

Solid Fence Fence with Slatted Openings

Figure 2. Airflow vs. Fence Design

-2

17
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A

4

0

3) Heat transmission through windows can he reduced by d -
minishing the amount of wind flowing across the glass
Glass is a .good conductor of heat and therefore affor s
little impediment to heat flow. However, a still lay r of
air at the surface of the glass does retard heat flog
Blocking the wind will protect this bdundary layer of air

'.from the scouring force of wind. The iumortance.of, e

boundary layer of air i i13,usbrated,below:

. STILL .

INSIDE
AIR

SINGLE OUTSIDE,
GLASS

= (0 mph) U VALUE
U= R =.58 + R = :03 .j. = .25 (7.5 mp = 1.04 U VALUE

:5.1! R = .17 (1'5 mph) 1.13 U VALUE

Figure 3. Heat Flow Through Glass vs. WWI Velocity

I

Prevailing' winter wirlds'com4 from a different direction than
prevailing summer winds in much of the U.'"S.' Therefore, a !
Windbreak c,an be placeiCto divert winter wind away from a
building without inte'r'fering with summer breezes.

V

r

18
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ADVANTAGES:'

1) ,Reduced air infatration through cracks around Windows.

-2) Reduced heat loss through the glass by diminished wind ero§ion
of the insulting boundary layer of air at the glass surface.

3) Partial protection from the summer sun on east and west
orientation when the sun is low in the sky.

4) Privacy.

5) Improved natural ventilation when the windbreak geometry
funnels breezes.

6) Snowdrift control (snow will collect at the leeward side).

7) Slight redu4ion in noise from sources beyond the windbreak.

DISADVANTAGES:

1) Possible need of pruning, ferNlizing, watering, and
insecticides.

ti
Difficult to establish where windbreak is most likely to be
effective in` builtup areas due to complex wind patterns.

3) Possible increased chance of burglary' when windbreak impairs
surveillance of windows by neighbors or pedestrians.

AESTHETICS:

1) Windbreaks and shrubs can imprbve the overaq aesthetic
character of a neighborhood. '

.
1

2) Windbreaks can be used too physically or'implicitly define the
boundaries between public and private space.

..e
.-. 1

3) Windbreaks can obstruct distant views.
,

.1
.-

19
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COSTS:

EXAMPLES:

- p

A three-foot-tall American Arborvitae costs $6 delivered,
according to a Washington, D. C., nursery. Spaced,3 feet
apart, this amounts to $2 a linear foot..

A six-foot-high fence consisting of boards staggered on either
-side of a 2 X 4 costs $33 per eight-foot section (including
one,post) delivered, according to one Washington, D.'C.;

>lumber yard. This amounts to.$4.13 per linear foot.

0

1) George Mattingly' and Eugene Peters of Princeton University are
studying the effects of wind on a group of townhouses at Twin
Rivers, New Jersey., Results from scale models in a wind
Iftnnel suggest that a five-foot-high iapoden fence would reduce
_air-infiltration 26 to 30 percent; a single row of evergreen .

trees as tall as the house would reduce air infiltration 40
percent; and a.combination of the two would reduce air infil-
tration 60 percent. The best location for a windbreak was at
a distance of 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 windbreak heights upwind frOm the
house. The results of the wind tunnel tests are now being
studied in a Lill-scale field experiment at Twin Rivers.
(75,Mattingly,p37) = (year, author, page)

2) . Another experiment wascwiducted by the Lake State Forest ;

Experimental Station in Nebraska on two identical houses. One
was fully exposed to the wind, and the other was protected by
dense shrubbery. The exact fAlconsumption for maintaining
an indoor temperature of 70° F in each house was measured. A.
'savings of 23 perCent was recorded for,the protected house.
(63,01gyay,p99)

Similar results are reported in a study conducted in South
Dakota. A fully exposed electrically heated house required
443 kWh to maintain an inside temperature of 70°F from January
17 to February 17. An identical hckse sheltered by awind-
break required only 270 kWh. The difference in average energy
requirements for the whole winter was 33.92 percent.,
(74,Flemer,p2) ,

Following the ReferenCes 'are two.wind mapg of'the U. S:-.
showing the direction and" mean'xielocity of Wind for'July
and January. (68,ESSA,p73) eT,
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1.2 ,SHADE TREES/Shading, Insulation

STRATEGY:

\.)

, ilant_deciduous"trees-to pravide shade in
.tunlightin the winter. -Plant' evergreens
the sunder and to reduce window heat loss
the winter.

PHENOMENA:

4P1

the summer and admit
tp, provide shade in

to the tight sky in

. .

1) Deciduous trees provide shade In submer, then (ose their
]-eaves and admit sunlight in the winter. A treer-shaded,

south-facing window receives less-solar heat than an unshaded,
north- facilig window. (The north window receives diffused
radiation from clouds.) This solar protection increases
dontinuously throughout the summer, as shown below.
05,Forest Service,,p77)

,TYPE OF FOREST PERCENT OF LIGHT PENETRATION

Evergreen
Deciduous,

,410 a

April
8

1

May

7'
23 5 4

2) Treesjot only reduce window heat gain by'blocking direct
sunlight penetration but also by lowering the grouncL surface
temperature. In a test conducted at Indiana University,.when
the air temperature was 84° F, concr exposed t6 the sun was
108° F while concrete shaded by'a ple tree was 'only 88° F.
'(75,FEA,p3) The heat gain throug a tree-shaded window is
therefore diminished both by reduced heat ra ion from the
ground and correspondingly cooler 'ait-t4p atures.''

.\
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3) The suns path is lower in the'sky'in the winter than'in the .-

, summer. Therefore the sun's Pays may be low enough to angle 0
1 _below the branch structure of 1, tree adjacent to a window.

O

J,
Summer Winter

Figure 4. 'Seasonal Sun Angle vs. Tree Interference 'v

f.4) On a. winter night the .outside surface of the window` radiates."
heat to terrain and the sky., The winter sky has a muchf
colder average temperature compared to:the ground which Te-

. , radiates'heat,accumulated during the hourp of sunlight.

An evergreen tree in_close proximity to a window will Obd.tru.ct
the winter night sky.. The temperature of the tree wi'l approxi-
mate the air temperature. Radiant heat loss from the window _-

. to the tree will therefore beless:than to the much colder
night sky. This phenomeneis illustrated by frost appearing

'on open fields'earlienthan under trees. -

,
,

-ADVANTAGES:

I

1) Reduced summer sAffr heat gain with only slightly decreased
winter solar heat,gainwhen deciduods trees are used' (Treeb
with foliage ,low to the-ground arOpecially effectiv&on
east and-vest e*pd'sures_where raftVerhangs provide-no
,protection-from low angle sunrayst

t.
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Reduced summer solar heat gain and veduced winter night-sky
heat losses with theuse of evergreens.

3). Reduced or eliminated glare from the sun and'bri:ght sky.
iii

4) Protectiod of windows from driving-rain or 'hail..,
.

DISADVANTAGES:

1) Required maintenance, including not only fertilizing, pruning
deadwood, and possibly spraying, to control insects, but alsO
removal of leaves tram grounds and rainwater gutters.

.2) Incfeased likelihood of worm damage due either to lightning
or wind - broken tree limbs.

'3) 'Possibility of.foot blOckage of underground iewer.pipes%

, 4) Beneficial winter solar heat gain blockegiby evergreens.
. ". 0

AESTHETICS:, .V '-
/ 4

1) The quality of light under trees is much different froM the
quality of light under a roof overhang. Light under a roof
overhang is principally 'blue light" diffused from the blue
sky. The right under deciduoustrees is principally "red -

light "" filtered through! the leaves. This effect'1..greater
with deciduous .treeS than coniferous trees. (65,Forest
Service,p65). In addition'to the difference_in color quality;
.trees may dapple a window withaspattefn.of sunflecks pene-.
trating the canopy of leaves or needles. This pattern moves
with breezes andichanges density with the seasons._

AI

2) Trees may be selected for their softness and irregularity or.
/ their natural pr pruned shapes to complement the haid-ledged ..

geometry Of ttlejzuilding. For examge, maple and ash provide
aCircular sting in summer add an ascending open branch
pattern in *inter. The linden is spherical.also, but'in
winter it has a_dense, twiggy branch 'Pattern. Honey locust 1 0

and tulip trees are vertical oblongs inform, while white oaks
, are ho4zontal oblongs. Poplars are column-like in shape and

American elms are vase-shaped. .(71,01gyay,p76)
-__

:

3) Trees can provide an effective unifying element to a complex
of bliildings.

e .
.

.4)Ireescanaffectthescsleofthesettinginilding
$-

d.s seen.
.- .

,-
.

...
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COST:

A Washington, DC,.nursery quoted the following prices for
'trees delivered in small quantity (price does not include

planting). A6-foot oek or maple costs $8 to $10. Prices...of

taller trees vary with their growth rate: a'26-foot maple

tcosts $70; a 20-foot oak costs $300 to $350. A 6-foot hemlock

costs $25, a 10-hemlock costs $50.

EXAMPLES:

, re

Thg following diagram illustrates..thb calculated effectiveness
of a spade tree on the east or, west side of a house in reducing
the air temperature in the shaded area. (74,Weatherwise

Gardening,p32)

900

-85°

80°

7p°

ti 70°

650 ? --t"

.3 6 9 1.23.6 9 3 6 9 1 2 3 6 -9 3 6. 9 12 3 6' 9

. a.m. p.m: a.m. . p.m. a.m., p.m.

Exposed Shaded-West Shaded-East/West

Figure 5. Shade Tree Effectiveness vs. Orientatiorii
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.1.3 GROUND SURFACES/Daylighting, Solar Heating

STRATEGY:

.Use light-colored ground surfaces to "reflect sunlight into.
windows, dark-colored surfaces to absorb sunlight and raise
outside temperaturbs, or planted surfaces to absorb both
'sunlight and lower outside'temperatures.

. PHENOMENA:

Light reflected from the ground represents 10 to 15 percent'
of thetotal daylight transmitted by a first flOor window on
the sunlit side of a building, and may account for more than
half of the total daylight on the non-sunlit side. The amount
of light refleCied thtough_the window is,even greater when
adjacent grouted surfaes are light in color. The following is
a list of common groUnd surfaces and the percentage of inci-
dent light they reflect. (72,IES,p75)

MATERIAL

White paint (neW)

(old)

Snows(new)
(old)

Concrete
Marble (white)
Granite
Brick (buff)

(chn:k.slazed)

Vegetation (average)
Macadam. .

Ff

PERCENT
REFLECTED

75 percent
55

74.

64

,55

45

-40

48

30

25

18

28

4
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2) Ground-reflected light transmitted through windows strikes the

ceiling. This is beneficial for daylighting in two respects.
I ,

First, the light is projected deeper into the room than is

direct sunlight. Second, ceilings are usually light-colored

and, hence, reflect light better than darker floors, carpets,

3)

/

or furniture.,
4*

/7/r '////i////////
D irect Sun

Ground-Reflected Sun

7

`..".V..s.triAlkungerhasa

.

Figure 6: Ceiling. Reflected Ground Light

Thg addition of grbund reflected light to -direct sunlight

increases the ability of a window to provide supplemental

winteshedt. (The additional light becomes additional heat.).

Darltrcolored surfaces absorb more light than light-colored

surfaces, and therefore trecome warmer in sunlight.- A window °

will radiate less heat in the winter when adjaCentground

surfaces are warm. Also, on a calm winter day,- the air
temperature over dark-colored ground surfaces will be warm,-_

further reducing window heat'losses. 'Conversely, during the

summer, light-cblored surfac4 are beneficial because they
absorb less lights than dark - colored surfaces and Ore con-

sequently. cooler. The following is a,list of common ground

and nd their sunlit surface., temperatures when,the air

temperature Is 84° F. (75,FEA,p4)

DEV. FROM AIR

+40
'+28
'+24
+20'0

+16
+12

4

MATERIAL .
SURFACE TEMP.

Dark Asphalt 124

Light Asphalt (dirty)'`" , 112

-Concrete 108

Short grass (1-2inches) 104

Bare grotind 100

Tall grass (36 inches) R6

1-16
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4) Plant cover absorbs sunlight,, yet has,a lower surface tem-
-pergture than paving. Evaporative cooling occurs during the
'transpiration life process of plants. The net heat gaih from
the sun is.rapidly dissipated by the enormous surface area of
leaves. Very little heat is stored -in vegetation because,of
its minimal mass. Night air-temperatures over grass, fof
example, are therefore cooler than over paving. The lower day
temperatures and lower night temperatures of planted surfaces
result in less window heap gain and a reduced air conditioning
burden compared to the situation of having paved surfaces
adjacent to windows: "ft

ADVANTAGES:

1) Increased daylight pehetrationl'when light-colored ground
surfaces occur adjacentato_windows.

2). Reduced window heat loss in the winter when dark-colored
ground surfaces occur adjacent to windows.

A

3) Reduced heat gain:in the summer, bath day and night when
planted surfaces occur adjacent to windows. Likelihood of
glare reduced also.

DISADVANTAGES:

1) Increased light adMitted'into,the building. WhenAbsorbed,
the resulting heat is a disadvantage kn summer.

. 2) Increased likelihood of glare with light-colored gropnd
surfaces.

3) Ineffectiveness of ground sur aces to improve the performance
of windows several stories_ab the ground.

4) Increased reflection of Sound-through.windOw6 when hard paved}
surfaces are used.

'AESTHETICS:

Brick, 'cobblestone,
-----, slabs, and texturoect

can be used in
is

11a

metry of a

Asphalt paving blOCks, gravel, stone
co 'ete are a fewof many options.whighde Of patterns to'reinforce the geo-
gCheme.



2) Lawn, ground cover, or shrubbery strategically placed to

reduce the ground -heat and glare adjacent to windows can

enhance both the view but and provide an attractive setting

for a'building.

EXAMPLES:
%, .

4
C

1) T. Kusuda, dt, the National Bureau of Standards, measured the

surface temperature,of five different ground surfaces*(bare

soil, black toll, long grass, short grasgrand white pdfnt

over black top) for two, years. He found that/ asphalt tad an

average 'yearly temperature 8° F higher than
/ rass. The daily

maximum surfacetemperatureS of the asphalt paving reached

140° F, whereas the bare soil seldom'exdee ed 100° F. Even

during the_morning on an average summer day, asphalt surface's

were warmer than ambient air temperatures', while bare soil has

/10° F cooler than ambient air temperatur s: Painting the

asphalt paving white reduced its surface temperature con-
siderably, even,during the second ygar when the 'faint had _

faded. Temperatures of the,painted surface never exceeded

105° F. The following graph gives a breakdown of surface

temperatures of different surfaces by month. (76,Kusuda,p297)

140

120

100

80

.60

.40

20

1 Black Asphalt

2 Asphalt Painted White

3 Long Grass
Air

0
I

J FMAMJJ ASOND
Month

Figure 7. Monthly Ground arface
Temperitures
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'2) Measurements,have been made comparing tempe atur s over Marion
Blue.Grass,-artificialtuaf and asphalt pav ng. When the air
temperaturelyas 90° F, relative humidity:AO percent, and wind
1.1 mph, the grasS was 100° F, the asphalt vin 140° F, and
the artifidial turf was 162° F. .oIt was expe ted \that grass
would be coolerrthan artificial turf because of eV4)rative

J. cooling. While this was the case, the tempecatur ference
was also influenced. by the light'ig5Tepiou ;hare eristics of
the different surfaces. The absorption of sunligh was: by
grass, 78%4 ,percent; by asphalt, 87 percent; land by-artificial

"turf, 92.7 percent. The grass is therefore cooler, not Only
due, to evaporative c!ooling but also due to the'fact that\it
reflects almost three.times more sunlight than rt turf
and near* two' times more sunlight than asphalt pav hg.
(71,Taylora2-43) The'following figure shows h w mu h warmer,
the air was at various heights above artificial urf. compared
to Merion Blue Grast.'

9 Feet

5.5 Feet

3 Feet

1-3 In.

4

1 °F 3°F 3°F 3°F -2°F' 3 °F

3 3

2 5

6

945

3 -1

-3 -2 1

.9 6 3 -6 6 6 5

AiAk

1050- 1150 6.1-3° 235 330 440

Time of Day ,

Figure 8. Air Temperature DifferencesktaetIveen
Artificial Turf and Merlon Blue Grass
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3) A terrace stdfaced in a dark materiaLlacing 'south and east

on the inside tomer of an L- shaped building, is a very

effective sun pocket. A temperature of 70° F (21.1° C),has

been recorded in auch a corner: while out in the wifid the

temperatute read 30° F (-1.1° C).' (50, Fitch,p97).
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1.4 ORIENTATION TO SUN/Solar Heating, Shading

c it

STRATEGY:

Provide the largest window area -n the side where the sun
exposure minimizes combined mechanical heating and cooling
needs.

PHENOMENA:

4.
1) Sunlight transmission through windows will be a net benefit on

an annual basis if winter solar heat gain exceeds winter
window heat loss and summer solar heat gain.

2) .What percentage of the incident solar energy a window trans-
mits for any given day depends upon the angle at which rays of
sunlight intercept the window and how many hours the window
receives sunlight: The angle at which sunlight intercepts the
window affects the amowit of sblar'energy transmitted in two
ways: by determining the proportion of light reflected,
absorbed and transmitted;land by determining the projected
area of the window measured perpendicular to the rays of
light.

The proportion of light reflected or absorbed increases
gradually from the minimum.when the angle between the light
rays and the glass is 90°,up to approximately 45°. There-
after, the amount reflected or absorbed increases draStically
until no light is transmitted.. (see Strategy: Window Tilt)

N.;

The projected area is the areaof a window frp/tjected onto a
plane perpendicular to the rays of ght. The projected area
becomes smaller as the angle at whi the, light intercepts the
glass becomes smaller,. The amount of light transmittedis
therefdre reduced due to the decreased area exposed as shown
below. '

Actual Width 4 I = Sun Intercept Angle

Proj. Width = COS 4 I x Actual Width

Figure9. Projected Window Width

\ \
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3) How many hours a windovi receives direct sunlight, as well'as

the angle of the rays of sunlight, is determined by the path

df the sun across the Sky. The path of the sun vases with

the. seasons and with the latitude. The summer sun rises north

of,,east and sets north of west: The winter sun risessouth'of
east later irethe morning, travels in a lower arc, and sets

south of west earlier ii fhe,evening. The .further `north a

site .1.4 the greater are the seasonal northerly and gOgotherly

shifts of sunrises.and sunsets, the lower the -arc of the sun

across the sky, aneUhe more hours,the sun i bove the horizon

in summer and the fewer hours it is above the horizon in

winter. This phenomenon is illustrated ,below for latitudesof

42° and 34°.' (50,AIA,p35)(51,AIA,p2-16)

S,;
Eh

Jun'e 22

1

S
42°7\l'Lat '(Boston)

S

34°N Lat. (Atlanta)

Figure 10. Plan View of Sunrise and Sunset

-c

c
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r

42°N

9 hrs.. 6 Min. 's.lco

Winter

Nasi

9 hrs. 50 Min. Winter 1.(i)

`jot.

15 hrs. 16 min. Summer 14 hrs. 20 min. Summer
. . 34°N

Figure 11/ Daily Path of-the Sun Viewed Looking South

.--

,

I

Altitude at Noon.@ 42°N Lat.
(Bbston)

Junt 22 = 71156
pep 22'= 24.55°

Altitude at Noon @ 34 °N Lat.
(Atlanta)

June 22 = 79.45°
Dec 22 = 32.55°

Figure 12. Daily Path of the Sunyiewed Looking Eat
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.4) Aacause of the lower end more southerly path ofthe winter sun-
-across the sky, a south- facing window receives sunlight a't a
more dilfct angle_and'for mare-hours of the day than an east-

or west-facing window. A south-facing window receives the sun' -

obliquely at sUnr4se, almost _perpendicularly at noon and again
obliquely at sunset.- By-copparison, an east-,or west - facing
window receives the sun obliquely and for less than half the -
number of hours the sun is-aboV-e- the horizon. A north - facing

window receives no direct sun in the winter' and, hence, has
only the minimal heat gain from daylight to offset conducted

heat losses. ' '-

Because of the Higher and more nordrerly path of the summer
sun-across the sky, a south-facing window gets no,direct'sun
at sunrise or sunset, and -ih the middle of the day the sun"

- intercepts the windoWs at a glancing Ingle. T4is rest ts in a

much,reduced projeCted window area with much otthe light

being reflected. Furthermore, the high position of the summer
sunperbits modest building projections to totally shade the

window. (While permitting the lower winter gun to penetrate.)
,East and west exposures receAve the, summer sun for more hours
of the day and;at a more dirlect angle than south exposures.
Hence,' east and west are more difficult to shade. The north

expodure also receives summer-sun, hilt for only a'short Period,
---

of the day and at very, oblique angles. The thermal conse-
--

K
quences of north - facing windows in the summer are therefore"

minimal. The solar gains for the different orientations ace

shown below. (76,Kusuda)

c
A 0f

p
AVERAGE DAILY BTU/SQ FT/DAY

S E or W

Lat 42° N (Boston)
Jun 22' 1026 638

Dec 22 757 286 143

Lat 34! N (Atlanta)
Jun 22 .681 1105 681

Dec 22 1050 458 220

From these values, it can be seen that the further north a
site is, the more winter sunlight the south exposure receiv
in comparison to the east or west exposures. The further

south a site is, the less-summer sunlight the south exposure
receives in comparison to the,east or West exposures.

1-24
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Tthrefore, buildings located in southern latitudes should have
window areas concentrated on the north and south.exposures
(ideally with a, projecting, horizontal shading device over =N

South- facing windows) to minimize the air conditioning burden.
To obtain the greatest benefit from the sin as a winter heat

, source, buildings located in northern latitudes should have
window areas concentrated on the south (with minimal window
areas to the north).

5) The arrangement ofrooms relative to their window orientation
will determine their natural daily temperttire cycle. By=
'matching the tiles rooms are likely to'be occupied with the
hours they receive sunlight, solar heating can be better
utilized and dependence on mechanical heating reduced.

'ADVANTAGES:

airy

,

1) Increased winter solar heat gain. Properly sized'nd oriented--
windows can gain more heat from the sun than they lose by con-
duction." ,(75, Berman) This can)translate into reduced, heating
costs.

k

2) Decreased summer solar heat gain. Properly oriented and
shaded windows can result in a savings in initial cost'and
subsequent operation of one ton 6f air conditioning per

-7-- 100 square feet of glass compared to poorly oriented unshaded
14indows..° ('66Teallender,p.749)

DI4ADVANTAGESf

1) paditg fabrics due-to-exposure to sunlightl

2) Winter overheating possible with large south-facing windows
for small rooms within light - weight- construction buildings.

.3) Reflected' sunlight from light-colored ground surfaces or
-adjacent buildings may reduce effectiveness of glass orienta-

,
.1tion relative to direct-sunlight

";,)
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AESTHETICS:

COSTS:

-

_Properly oriented windows 1411 Pesult in rooms having a shaded

character in summer and a sunny, bright character in winter.

The orientation of a window will determine the Path of the

patch of direct sun ight rojected onto the floor and/or

walls. The patch o nligOt may be attractive if it spot-

lights,a geranium; or bothersome if it results in glare on a

work surface. .

k The orientation of a window will determine whether the outward

view is shaded or :sunlit.' A window oriented to admit the'sun

(e.g., south-facing) provides a view of e shaded side of

outside ejects. A window on the shaqd-§ide of a building

.
(e.g., north-facing),proviqes'a view of the sunlit side of

outside objects. East on, west-facing windows offer the advan-

tage of a view with the light source changing direction

between morning and afternoon.

,

Proper orieVation of windows does not prestime increasing the

total window area. The issue is the dip-tribution of the

window area. Therefore, proper orientation need not result in

additional construction costs.

EXAMPLES:

Proper orientation of windows may even reduce construction

costs, by minpizing the amount of expensive shading required

'by adverse orientation, and reducing the required capacity of

the heating and cooling mechaniCalsystems.

o
.

1) The following is a study of the effect of window orientaticT

on heating costs. Thewindow areas for a conventional house

in Boston are revised as follows:
40 rk

WINDOW AREA IN FT
2

S .N E W TOTAL

CONVENTION 100 100 50 t50 300

.REVISED 180 20 50 50
'I.

300
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Occupancy was-considered to be a family of-tour, lightin hnd
;:aPpliance heht gains were considered at about 20 kWh per day, a

Cl.

and room tetperature was to be maintained at 70° F (21° ).

Solar data were taken from ASHRAE and outside temperature data %
from the U.. S. Weather Bureau. U- values fors the building,

" envelope wereTHA minimum: Roof 0.053, wens 0.085, doors
0.65, floors D.084, vaindows'0.65. 'Air infiltration was
assumed at 1 change pec hour.

4 .

The conventional house was calculated ,p) require,92 million
Btu per year from the heating system. By merely shifting 80
square feet of windows from the north to the sout,h sides-of

.the house, the hearing requirement was reduced to 83 million
Btu for anet savings-of 9 million Btu. (76,Bliss,p34) .

0

2) The cooling loads resulting, from different windyw orientations
have been studied with scale models at the Building Research

..,

Station at Haifa, Israel. In one experiment, four identical
models were constructed. The walls consisted of light-right 4*
COnCrgtk---11111i1M (5.9 in) thick. One side contained asclosed
faindi;w: The models were oriented so that the windows faced
each of, the four,cprdinal directions. Before sunrise, the
inside air temperatures were all apprmlimately equivalent.,

Four hours after sunrise, the inside air temperature of the
east - facing model had risen 8° C (14.4',F) above the outside
air temperature.

The model with the west-facing tindow had the la gest inside-
to-outside temperature tlifference, The differe reached
11° C (19.8° F) in'the afternoon.

. r . .

The models w* south- and-liorth-facing windows powed,the
smallest inside /outside teMperature'differences i nging from
3° to 5° C (5.4° to 9° F). 069.,Givimi,p201) *.

tk, 1
3) Measured data documenting the effect of orientation on inside

temperatures of actual buildings WerAcollected in a study by
the city ofyayis, California, in 1974. The energy re_ re-
ments of a lie44y constructO but not yet occupied aPart nt
complex were recorded. The apartments were two- ar0 \t ee-
story buildings 'built to conventional standArds and or
north, sodth, east, and west. \

9; IL
Or ......0.

)

The study found that top floor apartments facingeeasti dr west
were the hottest, reaching'a maximum of 99,',' *F(37.2° C). The, ,.

same apartment model facing north or south reached a maximum
4,,t

temperature of 85°F (29.4°'0. (76,Cole,no pages)

411..
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....The following graph by Victor Olgyay differentiates total

sdl#r gain during the cooling season (overheared period)
-from total solar gain during the heating season (underheated
period) in New York City. (73,Cligyay,p58)

0

140

100

CN 60

m 20

s

-Total Yearly Direct Sunlight

TotalDirect Sunliaht During
AllUnderheated Period

Total Direct Sunlight During
Overheated Peridd

,
Figure 13. Gkientation vs. Yearly Solar Radiation in New York

N - t

k

The most favorable orientation oceuts where the positive
difference.(the solar gain during the codling season subtracted
from Solargain,during the heating season) is greatest. For .

. New York City this is 17 1/2 degrees easE of south.
#

I

5) -A study by Samuel M. Berman of Stanford UniverSitY provi es

data quantifying the yearly effect of solar energy/On th

energy balance of a WindoW. Calculations were made for :several

cities and considered a variety of window glazing aneshading

options. The example shoWn below assumes the window includes

a storm sash orls, double glazed, and that,/during the summer,

a standard whitewindow shade or venetian blind lowered

when the window is in sunlight. No external shading of the

;4indow The calculations show the amountkof 4-4it

indoor cli ate control energy expenditure due to the window in-`
10tulPer square foot Of window for the season. A .sitive
value represents a net energy gain,a minus value represents
a net energy-expenditure. (75,Berman,p65)

';14,DALLAS -FT. WORTH

NEVI YORK CITY k-

SOUTH EASTMWEST NORTH

Winter Summer ummer Winter Summer

+107'
471

-41
$8-

(
+48
+14

-61
r24

+9
-25

A

J-13 ,

No. wile
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The above values show that the solar benefit in ghe winter
more than offsets the solar detriment in thesummer for
south-facing windows in regions with hot simmers such as
Dallas, or 'cold winters like New York, ,Arso' noteworthy is
the fact that east and west-facing exposures nearly break
even. Finally, it must be realized that the net gain or
loss of a window may be advantageous or detrimental, ;depending
on the configuration of the mechanical heating and cooling
systems.

a

C
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Figure 1 4. Window LoCation vs. Air Circulation

1.5 ORIENTATION TO WIND/Ventilation, Air Tightness

STRATEGY:

a

5

0 0

Provide "cross-veRtilationP with Windows put 'ioffalignment
with the direction of-the wind to improve oveia ventilation.

PHENOMERA:
C

C.
1) When window placement on opposite sides of an interior space

- is possible, the building should be oriented slightly askew to
, the direttion,oelhe wind When window placement on opposite
sides of a space is nov possible.but placement on adjacent-
sides is possible, the building should face directly.intotthe
wind. The reason for this is illustrated 1.n the following
plan view of window locations:

Windows on Opposite Sides

Good Overall Circulation
.

Windows on Adjacent Sides

Good Overall Cirdulation

o

"

1,

Local girculition

Locatirculation

1-31'
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2) ,From this figure, it can be seen that if the wind encounters

an inlet'and outlet in alignmeilt with its outside direction it

will pass through the intervening-space in a narrowly defined,

high velocity stream. Very little ventilation_ will occur

beyond that narrowly defined stream. However, if the wind is

forced to change direction in transit between inlet and outlet,
a'turbulence within. the room will develop. A'circular current'

will 'encompass the sides and corners of-the ,room. The, maximum

air speed is teduced compared to windows indirect alignment
with the wind, but the average velocity of air movement within
the entire space will be greater. Overallrentila-aon is
subsequently superior.,

3) Where the building interior isIsubdivided into a series of
interconnected spaces, placement of interior partitions can
provide the disruption of the otherwise straight path of air
flow between upwind and downwind windows.'

ADVANTAGES: --

1) Increasedvolume of room ventilation when windows properly
located

ea

2) Decreased annoyance_from local high Velocity drafts.

3) Reduced demand for air conditioning and mechanical ventintion)

DISADVANTAGES:

' 411,

1) Effectiveness unreliable if wind directi is unpredipta 4e

and subject to wide' variation.

2) Diminished effectiveness if the wind i
culation within a space will be so.dis
perception.

ry wea . Aif
ed as to be beyond

.

Potential conflict between orientation relative to the And,
orientation to the sun, and orientation to the view.

4) Untenable where extreme air or noise pollution prevails.

.

1-32
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,AESTHETICS:

,1) Opened window may provide pleasant sounds.and smells toenter
a room, .providing variation to the quality of the interior.

2) A...strategically directed breeze through a window May be more
psychologically effective'than an equal rate of air change.

VP . perhounducted through'a register.

3)

COSTS:

Open windoWs generally require insect screens, which affect
the exterior character of the fenestration.

The cost of locating Windows on opposite or adjacent sides of
an interior space is not likely to be higher than locating the

.-/same number of windows on, only one side of the space.

EXAMPLES:

The following table illustrates the calculated effect of
window location relative to the wind upon the average inside
air velocities, giyen as a percent of the outside wind
velocity: (69, Givoni,p261)

Wind Perpendicular Wind at an Angle
Windows on

opposite sides 35% 42%
Windows Qn

adjacent sides 45% 37%.

REFERENCES:
,

Givoni, B., Man, Climate and Architecture, Elsevier Publishing
Co., New York, NY, 1969. -*

Olgyay, Victor, Design with,Climate: Bioclimatic Approach-to
Architectural Regionalism, Princeton Unit, Press, Princeton,,
NJ, 1963.
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-2. EXTERIOR AP1ENDAGES

The energy performance of a window

with external appendages whi,b are

or part of the wall or roof systei:

can be effectively accomplished by

-blinds, awnings, brise soleils, or

Can be greatly' improved

part- of the window system

For example, shading

louvered sun screens,

roof, overhangs.

Such devices often provide secondary energy benefits in

addition to their primary function. For example, sun screens,

-( in addition to providing shade in the summer, preserve the

air film at the exterior surface of the glass, thus reducing
e

winter heat.losses. External roll blinds, by providing a

trapped air space, perform similarly to storm windows in

reducing heat loss in the winter, as welleas affording sun

protection in the summer.

4

The general advantage of using exterior appendages o improve.

wiri4ow performance is that they mitigate climatic problems

before they enter the building. Also, although to a lesser

ektent than site strategies, external appendages allow some

of the residual forces, such as summer solar heat or winter

winds, to be dissipated before encountering the window.

2-0
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2.1-SUN SCREENS/Shading, Insulation
4.

STRATEGY:

\c

Install a screen of Mini-puvers outside a win a to shade
direct 'Sunlight, yet provide*a view out fromiin ide theic

building.
--,,,

.,...

P

PHENOMENA;

1) Tie effeCtiveness of a. solar screen ilishad,ing a window depends
on its geometry and its reflectivity as a material. The
gel5Metry determines how high the sun must be above the horizon-
before the louvers block all the direct sunlight. The reflec-
tivity of the louvers determine how much light penetrates .

indirectly by being reflected off the surface of the louvers.
If the slats have a reflective surface, part of the light
striking the top of One slat will be reflected directly
through the window and part will be directed to the underside
of the slat above, and' :then directed through the window.
Thus, highly absorptive surfaces improve the effectiveness of
sunscreens. The following is an example.Of theNgeometry. and
effectiveness of a sun screen reported by one manufacturer.
(76,Koolshade,p6)

Profile
Angle -
of the
Sun

Amount
of Direct
Sunlight
Blocked Shading

Coef.

-17 Louvers per inch
(magnified view)

Figure 15. Sun Penetration Through ASuil &open vs. Sun Angle -

,2-1
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The potential heat burden of
early in the morning or late
because the sun's intendlity
This is due to the in-creased
which the light must travel.
illustrated below.

SLullight penetrating a sunscreen
ija_tbe afternoon is small,

fri diminished at these times.
distance through the atmosphere'
08,,Pennington,p88) This is

, Sunset

.3) An
** external sun screen installedclose to a window creates a,'
layer of virtually still air, thus preserving the layer of,air
at the surface of 4 `eglass. This benefit results in fa reduc-

tion In the winter:U-value of aoiingle glazed window with A
sun'sereen from 1.13 to 0.85 (7k,ASHRAE,p407)%Lee STRATEGY:
Windbreak fo, discugsion of air films at the s ce of glass.)

Noon

I air
Figure 16. Distance Thr6ugh Atmosphere vs. Sun Angle

'et

externalgun screen blopkS a wind Tskxposure.to the
tends, to bed older than ground

o

winter qght.sk
surfaces.

ADVANTAGES:
'o)rY G .1, ,

a
1) Reduced summer solar heat gain Which seduces average interior,

temperatureS as well as reducing local'oVerheating on the
sunlit side of the building. f

-2) View and concurrent shading. Visibility, looking out through
a suescreen, can be as high as 86 percent as through an
unprotected window. (75, Koolshade,p16) The visibility is
greatest when the sights line isopArallel,to the angle.

.
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(
. 3) Daytime privacy withoGt eliminating the View out.

4) Unobstructed night-time surveillance'of buildinginterior
through windows with sun screens.

5) Reduced direct and reflected
reflected from the ground or
tively than awnings, roof by

glare. Sun screens block light -,
adjacent buildings more'effec-
rhangs, or wall fins.'

6) Reduce& heat loss, in winter due to protection of air film at
the surface of the window, and due to reduced.heaE' radiation
to the cold night sky.

7) Protection7fNlass from projectiles thrown by vandals.
(Replacement of the-sun screen may cost more than replacement
of.thgless, but likelihood of injury from breakage is
greatly reduced.)

Prevention of insect intrusion. Conventional insect screening
is commonly a mesh of 16 x 18 per inch. One type.af sun
screen is equivalent to a mesh of 23 x 2 per inch and, hence,
is likely to be suitable for insect screening.

9) May provide solar heating in the futUre. An experimental unit 0-
is under development which incorporates a sun screen in an air
space between two layers of-glass. In .the summer the air
space is vented outdoors at the top and bottom, and in the
winter it is vented indoors to take advantage of the solar,
heat build-Ups.

DISADVANTAGES:

1

1) Reduced solar benefit in the winter when sun screens are left
in place:

2) No night-time privacy. in the night, the direction Of trans-
parency reverses the screen appears opaque to occupants
while allowing .p'assersby an uninhibited view in. For resi- _

dences, necgAitates the installation of drapes or blinds
for pri

3) Interfeyence with outswing windows.

4) Interference with window washing.

5) Impedeke re

(
ss in the event of-fire.

-

2-3
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AESTHETICS:

- 1) Louvered sun screens make windows appear blackened on Elie

facade. This idcreasesitheir-visual impact as a design

elernedtt
Y/

2) "Louvered sun screens somewhat darken the view out of a windOw.%\

3) Louvered sun screens striate the view. The direbtion of the
visual striation depends on whether the horizontal elements or
the vertical elements are thicker, for a given viewing

COSTS:

Prices of louvered sun screens constructed of aluminum hori-
zontal slats held with twisted bronze wire and finished with a
black heat absorbing cOatinrare approximately:

--$6.00 per square foot for, large windows.
$6.50 for smaller windows (less than 4 foot x 5 foot).
$5.00 delivered price to "do it yourself homeowners"

The price of an expanded'metal sun screen made from a sstainped
single sheet is lower,--et the expense of reduced transparency.

: The price ranges from $3 to $3.50 per square foot.

EXAMPLES:

1) The Department of Public Works for Buck ,county, PA, installed
louvered sun screens on its administration building at a cost
of $36,000. Annual savings in operating costs were estimated
to be 35% or $16,283. Thus, the costs of the sun sc'reenswere
amortized'in just over two years. (76,ACHR,p:29)

2) Following the references are photographs of sun screen
installaticAps illustrate the daytime outside appearance,
the effect on-view out from the inside, and the night-time
Outsiderappearance of a sun shade. (76,Koolshade)

/

C. a.
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2.2 EXT RIOR ROLL BLINDS /Shading, Insulation -

\
STRATEGY:

InstalljiXterior roll blinds to provide sun shading in the
summer .find to reduce winter heat flow.

PHENOMENA:

-l)41 Horizontal slats on a roller at theead of a window can be
lowered to provide an opaque barrier to the*aummer sun,
blocking both direct and diffuse sunlight. One manufacturer
reports. up to a 35-percent reduction in air conditioning costs
with the uge of roll blinds. 76,Frowein,p1) .The following
figure illustratesathe installation of an exterior roll blind.

f

i Slats

Side Rail

Bottom Slat

Figure 17. Installation of'an External
Roll Blind

, .

Housing Box
at

Operating Strap

Strap necOil

. r-'--....
. - k
1 v2) When the slats are the lowered position but-not yet resting

,-,one on top of the next, horizontal slots betOeen the slats
. .. N 9 .,

I per it air to circulate through the blind.
,

. 3) 11 the roll blind track's are hinged, the entire lowered roll,
blind can be projected out from the window during the day to

,.provide natural ventilation concurrent with shading. -

I '

'4,a 2-9
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.e -, \) -
1

4) Light colored roll blinds more effectively keep rooms cooler,
because the blind reflects incident sunlight and remind copier

. t
/ than would be tlie case with a dark-colored blind.

. , .
.

_

5) During the winter, Whenthe td is lowered and,the slats

rest one on top of another, the resulting layer of air trapped

between_the blind $nd the window acts as insulation. Exterior

roll blinds provide the most effective insulating air space of
all the exterior strategies reported, because of the tight
joints between the slats an the seal provided at, the top and
sides. One manufacturer reports the following U-values for
roll blinds in combination with various types of windows.

(76,Pease,p2)

GLASS TYPE SEASON GLASS CLASS +
ALONE . 1/2 x 2"

GLASS +
1/8 x 1 3/8"

ROLL BLIND
SLATS

ROLL BLIND
SLATS .

SINGLE WINTER 1.13 0.405 0.568

SUMMER 1.06 0.395 0.550
41

DOUBLE WINTER 0.58 0.301 0.384

(1/2" AIR SPACE.) SUMMER 0,56 0.297 0.376

SINGLE + WINTER 0.56 0.297 .0.376

STORM SASH SUMMER 054 0.290 0.366

5), Since the coldest hours of the day occur during the hours of
darkngss, using a roll shade during'the night provides increased
insulatiOn during the period of greatest potential heat loss.
In New York City, for example, 70 percent of the degree-days
occur.during,hours of darkness. (76,Claridge,p.57) Further-

more, a loweried roll blind obstructs a window's exposure,to

.the cold night sky, further reducing heat loss.-

ADVAi4TAGES:

1
a

Shadingduring.ummer days with the roll blind lowered, and
unimpeded ventilationeat night with the roll blind rolled up

into the head of the window.

2) Insulation from winter heat losses it.iith the roll blind lowered

at night, and unimpeded solar gain through the window withsthe

roll blind raised (luring the day. ,-

4
t
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A

Independent control of the shading of each individual windoW,
and ability to partially shade a window in the case of the sun
striking only part of the window, or where it is desirable to
shade only a portion of a room.

Protection of glass from vandalism and wind storms when shade
lowered.

41,
Deterrence to burglars entering through windows when shade
lowered. °

Impediment to spread of flames out a window and up the side of
the building., (Metal Roll Shades).

7) ReduCtion in noise transmission with blinds lowered. One
manufacturer repor.ts a noise reduction from 100 DBA to 60 DtA
or a STC value of 40. (Mai.76,Frowein,p.1)

4DISADVANTAGES:

'1) Slats cannot be tilted venetian blind fashion to provide shade
and view;

2) Delayed egress in the event of a fire..

3) , Maintenance required for operating hardware, and for slats if
wooden.

4) Limited to maximum single span of 12 feet for,vertical windows
(less for sloped windows), and, a maximum 'height of approxi
mately 10 feet. Large sizd exterior roll shades should be
motor operated.

AESTHETICS:

1) Inhheraised mode, the slats are rolled into a concealed
-pocket in the head of the window.

In the lowered mode, a roll bitid has the appearance of en",
opaque panel withhorizohtal grroves on-the facade. They are
available in colors; in wood, vinyl, or alumilium; and in
different slat sizes.

,

5.8
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dime3) Ili.the lowered position where the slats do not yet come in

contact with each other, the effect from the interior\ is a

series of horizontal slits of light. 'When the blind, is locked

down, it appears as a solid opaque panel blocking almost all "\

daylight. In'this lowered mode, if the frame assembly\is

hinged, it can be cranked out like an awning. Ground-reflected

light will illumi'hate the ceiling'of the roomf^If/the window

is above the second floor, the activity on the street or\

grounds below can be viewed through the resulting openir4.

COSTS: O

The cost-of a roll b
units, because mu

ind per square'foot decreases with larger

f the cost of manufacturing tAe unit'is

idl`the roller assem y. The followirii\iices are-for a unit

without installation: (76,Sinnock)

APPLICATION WIDTH HEIGHT $/FT
2

- TOTAL $

WINDOW 3'-0" x 3"-6" 10.12 106.26

SL. GL. DOOR 6'-0" x 7' -0" 7:20 302.40

SL. GL, DOOR 11"-6" x 7'-0" 6.00 483.00

EXAMPLES: - ,

Roll 'blinds have been used extensively in Europe for several e

decades. Today they are used on apprOximately 25% of all
European residential buildings and commercial high-rise

,buildings.
.

In the United States, designers have.only in the last three or

four years began to use ro.11 blinds..

Following thethe references are two photographs illustrating a
rola blind viewed from de inside and viewed from the outside.

(76',Frowein)

2) Because of their effectiveness'in reducing'Winter heat,loss

and summer heat gain, roll blind devices have been included in

two recent demonstration energy conserving houses: the Zero

Energy Houge built by'the Technical University of Denmark, and

the NASA Technology Utilization House in Hampton, Virginia-
:

0
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2.3 ARCHITECTURAL PROJECTIONS/Shading

STRATEGY:

Design architectural projections to shadel'windows from summer
sun.

PHENOMENA:

Horizontal or vertical plane(srprojecting out in front
of ar above a window can be designed to intercept the
summer sun, admit' much_if not all the winter sun, and
allot a View out. If the plane projects far enough `from
the building a single projection may be sufficient as in
the case of generous roof overhangs or windows recessed
deeply between vertical fins. Alternatively, more modest
projections can be equally effective in shading but they
must be more closely spaced.e

2$- Eat and west-facing windows 2re more effectively shaded
by vertical projecting planes, south-facing windowsl'are
more' effectively shaded by horizontal projecting planes.

3) For shading effectiveness the color of the ,projection
should be dark to reducehe light reflected off the
projection and through the window. The light absorbed by
this dark color is converted to heat and then dissipated
to'the outside air withOut becoming an air conditioning '
load. A separating gap ,between the,shading device and
the window is important to provide free circulation of
the airs to insure this heat dissipation: * -I

For daylighting effectiveness the underside of a horizontal
projection should be ,light colored to reflect indirect
ground reflected light into the room. 0

5) The further south a building'is located, the more important
shading east and west-facing windows becomes and the less
important shading south-facing,windows becomes. This is
dtie;:to the high position of- the summer sun in southern
latitude with the resulting decrease in direct sunlight_
transmitted by the south-facing windows, (See Strategy,
Orientation to Sun)

2 -15
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ADVANi'AGES:

I

1) Reduced summer solar heat gain. If air can circulate

between the shading device and the window, and'the window

is completely shaded from direct sunlight the solar heat°

gain of the window caebe.Teduced by as much as 80 percent.

('67,ASHRAE,p.485)

2) Reduced glare on work surfaces'adjacent to windows.

3) Reduced winter heat loss to the sky.

) Possible shelteT from winter winds with corresponding

reduction in heat condpction losses at the surface of the

glass and reduction in infiltration.

5) Simplified window washing where wide horizontal projections

can secondarily serve as a, working platform.

DISADVANTAGES:

Possible impediment to window washing in the case of

narrow closely spaced shading planes.

2) Possible impediment to fire egress in the case of narrow

closely Spaced shading planes.

3) Obstruction of vied.

,* 0'

'4) Increased maintenance. Horizontal planes will collect

dirt, bird droppings, and ice.

A single overhead.projertionwith A sight colpred under-

side will cut off-the blue right from the dky'4hut adMit

the red er green light of ground reflected light,

.

. s.*. I ,. ..., .i...1 ' t

2) -. Vertical prpjectipns from either sida,7of the trindow

, .narrow the .peripheral view liom the.:04idow. . , H , 1

. .$i

*,

v, v ..x. 4k ,.. 4?, tt 4. '. ,

Deeply recessed windows aff4d a frOW View440e.'
outside with sight lines quickly cut off when7ehe vidwey

moves awhy..from the'centerOf the -WinUow. ''-'
4 ;. og It o

4. 4
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4) Closely spaced horizontal'!or vertical planes may begin to
ddminate the vien'out of a window and in any case change
the scale of the window. The proportion of the space
dividedby the shading planes becOmes as -important as thg
overall window proportion-2 determining_ the aesthetic
effect of the fenestration.

5) Horizontal projections Can provide a sense o security
in the instance of floor to ceiling windows in tall
buildings.

COSTS:

Generally, custom design and therefore not subject to cost
generalizations.

EXAMPLES;

1), The ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals (73,A HRAE,p409) contains
a table which gives the distance a horizo tal projection .

must extend out from _the wall to shade anarea up to.10 feet
below the projection ?rom April through September. Projections
are given for eight orientations and for latitudes from 24 to
56°N it 8 degree increments. 'The projections are calculated
for each .hour.

a
2) The following photographs illustrate:

a) Closely spaced horizontal shading projections.
tt,

b) Deeply recessed_ windows providing vertical.and horizontal
shading projections.

Closely spaced vertical shading projections.

REFERENCES:

ASHRAE, ASHRAE Handbook of Funaamentals, American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc., New York,
1967 and 1973.

"
t

Olgyay, Victor and Aladar, Solar C,ontrol and Uading Devices,
,Princeton Univ. Press, Princeton, N. j., 197.

O

Y
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Belinda Collins, Sensory Env. Sect., NtS, Washington, D.C. 20234

fr

Belinda Collins, Sensory Env. Secit.,,,NNBS, Washington, D.C. 20234
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2.4 EXTERIOR SHUTTERS /Shading, Insulation,'Air Tightness

STRATEGY:
C

Install louvered, operable shutters outside-a ndow to
provide shade in the summer during the day and reduce heat
loss and infiltration in the winter during the night.

PHENOMENA:

1) An exterior shading device effectively blocking ala
direct sunlight can reduce solar heat gain thrqugh a °

window up to 80 percent. _(undated,NBS,p2) The shading
performance of closed exterior shutters depends upon how
well the heat absprbed by the shade itself is dissipated
&) the outside air. Operableltfouvers adjusted to block
the sun but let air circulate improve the shutter's
ability to keep out heat. Similarly,-light colored
shutters which reflect much of the sunlight rather than
absorb it are more effective., (Actlial shading coeffi-
cients qliantifying performance could not be. located.)

(--

2) Heat loss through a window with closed shutter is reduced
because the airrspace between the shutter and the glass
provides_AdditiOnal resistance to the'flow ofheat to the
outside: How effeotive_the shutteris in reducing ileat
loss depends upon the air tightness of the-spacebetween
the shutter and the glass. A shutter) with pivbtinA
louvers which can be closed is beneficial to this end.

-However, even louvers fixed in an open configuration -----
reduce heak'loss through the window by substantially °

sheltering lihe insulating film of air at throuter surface
of the glasg ,from the scouring action of the wind, aild by
reducing infiltration through window cracks,.

-1 ADVANTAGES:

s A A t,
I 1) Reduced solar heat'gain in the summer. 2,q

IP 2) Management by the occupant
oermit,control of shading,
and view 'alit.

4

.

. -

°

on an"IndiVidual basis to
light level within the room,

0°

2-21
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3) 'Prgq.04on from rain penetration-through windows opened
for tilation.

A) Reduced night heat loss in
0

5) Protection of windOws from
. intrusion.

6' 'Privacy.

DISADVANTAGES:

the winter'.'

storm damage, vandalism, or

O

1) Operation requires reaching outside the window which
necessitates insect screen or storm sash being mounted
inside the window and beingtpenale.

2) Subject to wind damage if not secured properly.

Shutters are considered by many residential designers and '"

apparently the homerbuying public, mandatory' dressing of'
windows. Regretfully, the fact that shutters can serve
valuable energy conserving functions as well as cosmetic
functions has been forgotten. If their potential benefit is
aga in realized; perhaps operable shutters will again be an
option to more home buyersin the future.

AESTHETICS:

COSTS:

Primal* wooded shuters, with fixed open louvers are commonly

available at lumberyards. A sample of prices in Washington,
D. C. is given ardware to make exterior shutters
operable is not commonly vailable as such but can be devised

simply from gate hinges.

15 x 39 inches '$12.0O per pair

- x 47 $15.04

-.7 x 51 $19.00

x 55 $25.00

2-22
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4
Wooden shutters with adjustable-tilt slats -could not be found
to obtain sample cost. The common interior shutter for
interior use is not heavy enough construction to be recom-
mended,for exterior use.

:,--"
* _

Prefinished aluminum shutters mitil fixed open,slats are also
,

available. The following are ample of retail prices-in the
IliMiami are,- '(See EXAMPLES for description of the types'

given below;) .

.:.,

' - Bahama $4.25 per sq. ft. -.

.,--

Sarasqta $4:51)

-.Rolling $5r.00

- Side-hinged $6.00

Vinyl shutters are frequenXly used Co dress windows: These
are not appropriate for use as operable shutters if they are
molded to be seen only from one side or are molded with -

continuous simulated louvers with no open space between the
slats.

EXAMPLES:

'Several types of operable shutters are:common in the
southern regions of the U. S. The following are examples
of various modes of operation and associated generic
names:

F

2 -23
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0.

:Baharna_Shutters

=1M10.11

Rolling Shutters

, '.7

Sarasota Shutters,

Side-hingeShutters

Figure 18. Types of Shutters

2) The photographs following the references 'llustrate
installations of Bahama *and Sarasota types s bf operable

shutters as seen from the outside and the quality of
light penetrating a closed rolling shutter as seen from

the inside. (76,Wilk)

REFERENCES:

MN,

NBS, "Home Energy Saving Tips". -National:Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C., undated.

Wilk, James A., personal comTunication, Willard Shutter Co. Inc., Miami,

Fla., Nov. 5, 1976.

2-24
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Willa-1.d Shutter Co., 4420 NW, 35 Court, Miami; FL 33142
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"2.5 AWNINGS/Shading

STRATEGY:
-

Install an awning with provision for air to circulate between it
_and;the window to ptlOidde shade without heat build-up.*

PHENOMENA: JO.

1) ' How well an awning shades a window is dependent on how
opaque the material is to bbth direct sunlight and diffuse
light from the sky. The following table gives the trans-
mittances (amount of light penetrating/total incident light)

. of several common awning constructions: (58,0zisik,p463)

2

SOLAR TRANSMITTANCES OF AWNING MATERiAIS & CONSTRUCTIONS

Material Direct
transmittance

Diffuse
transmittance

Canvas 0.0% 0.0%

Plastic 0.25 0.15

Aluminum
1

(separated slats) '0.0 0,20

.04

Note:.

1. Source: (76,Stolz) See the figure at the end-of the.
Strategy for an illustration of an aluminum awning.

_-
The surfaces of the awning,exposed to the sun should be- a .

lrght color 1p minimize tie amount of-sunlight absorbed.
Sunlight absorbed by the awning raise its temperature. ,Much

wof this heat may be transferred to-the window itt two ays:4t
by radiation, and by raising the temperature of the air
between t awning and the window. Light colored awning* 114.

-materiAs e therefore more effectile because they, stay -,t,

cooler and transfer less heat to the window. For eRample; a
white canvas '4Taning.or a slatted, white aluminum awning
reflects between 70 and 91 percent-f the sunlight depending
on how clean it is (dirt absorbs light). By comparison, a
dark green canvas awning reflects only 21: percent; and a
dark green plastic awning reflects 27

/

percent of the
light. 08,0zisik,p466) .

.

.

4

2=27
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The heat from sunlight absorbed by a dark-colored fabric
will build-,up under theAaWning and be transferred to the
window unless air is permitted to circulate behind, the ,,

awning. Fabric awnings are commonly installed with a narrow'
continuous gap between the top of the awning and the wall to
prevent hot air from bding-Erapped under the awning.

\Slatted aluminum awnings inherently provide air circulation
by virtue of the gaps (ranging from 1/4 inch to 3/4 inch)

betweenthe horitontaltslats.

,4) In order for an awning to be effective, it must be designed
to provide adequate coverage of the window area for the
specific orientation of'the window. A south-facing window
requires only a minimal horizontal projection to be corn-

.
Apletely shaded all sutmer, all day.- An east or west-facing

4404, window needs an awning which extends down a substantial
percentage of the window height in order to provide protec-

,
tion from the low sun angles of early morning or late
afternoon. In addition, the sides of the-awning should be
closed to prevent sunlight from angling in behind the awning
on south-facing windows. The follbwing table illustrates

$! :I
the su,- it area of glass beneath awnings of various con- ',

fi ations in Cleveland, Ohio. (58,Ozisik,p472)
Al
7..A

ERCENT GE'OF GLASS AREAS SUNLIT FOR VARIOUS AWNING CONFIGURATIONS
)

ORIENTATION SOLAR WITH SIDE PANELS OPEN SIDESI TIME1 -

SOUTH

EAST ,

WEST
.

lb.
,

ASio te:

AWNING DROP? AWNING DROP2

8 a.m.

9 a.m.

10 a.m.

,7 a.m.

.8 a.m.
.

4 p.m.

3 p.m.

2'p.m.'

5 p.m.

4 p.m.

0.65

4

2

7

0.60

-8 %

4

2
- f

13

7

0:55

13%

.

5
.

'22

15

0.65

q%

5

2

7

0.60

14%-

11

5

13

7 .

0.55

22%.

18

7

22

15

1) Solar time approximates clock time half-way across a
time zone. Clodk time at the western extreme of the
time zone will be approximately one-half hour earlier
than solar time, and cApk time at the- eastern
extreme of a time zone'will,be approximately one-
hale hour later- than solar time.

2-28
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2) The awning drop equals the distance the awning
extends down the window divided by the total window

height.

The net effectiveness of an awning in redu9ing.the summer
solar heat gain of 'Windows is given below for a design
day representing August 1 at 40 deg ees latitude. Heat

gain is totaled for the period from a.m. to 4 p.m. for
the south exposure and noon to 5 p.m. for the west

_

exposure. The awnings'have a 70 percent drop and pro-
.

yision to vent air at the top,... A dark foregfound is = :

assumed. For a light foreground Eheiheat gain could be
as much as approximately iwioe the amount sh0wn due to
light reflectihg up. beneath tVeawning. (540zisik,p474)

, HEAT GAIN THROUGH SINGLE GLAZED WINDOWS WIX4 AWNINGS

ORIENTATION
OF

WINDOW
TYPE OF AWNING'

HEAT GAIN PER
100 S.0 FT. GLASS
SURFACE,

BTU/DAY

HEAT EXCLUDED
BY THE AWNING

-PERCENT-

BTU/DAY REDUCTION

SOUTH No awning 62,200 0 0

White canvas awning
Dark green canvas

2400
e

.59700 64

awning 27,700 34509 55

Dark'greenylastic
awning 35,600 .26600 43

, .

WEST No awning 84,200 0
White canvas awning 19,00 64700 77

Dark green,canvas
awning _ -

k green $lastic

23,900 6030d 72

fawning . 34,800 49400 -59

air

ADVANTAGES:
°,

Reduced summer' solar Neat gain by up to 55 to 65 percent

on south- facing winp and 72to 77 percent on west-
facing 'windows. (58, sik,p475)

2) Reduted glare.

3) ':Rain protection or windows opened tOprovide ventilation.

-4) Unobstructed yi w out in a downward direction.

5) Removable in winter to let sunlight in and prol
life, of fabric awnings.

44r2= 299
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DISADVANTAGES:

1) Subject to wind damage.

'64,0

2) Periodic replacement of fabric due to weathering deterio-
ration. (Canvas: 4 to 6 years, vinyl coated canvas and
plastic: 6 to 8).years)

3) Reduced effectiveness if ground. surfaces and/or adjacent
vertical surfaces are highly reflective.

4) Horizontal.view out partiplly obstructed, view of sky
largely or completely obstructed'.

5) Rainwater run-off from large awnings can spuse splash
problems on the ground.

AESTHETICS:

/

1) Awnings are available in a variety of co161 and patterns.
The an be a bright, cheerful addition to an otherwise
drab fa de

COSTS:

O

.Awnings will drastically darken the building interior by
eliminating the sun,and bright &ky as two sources of
illumination'. Any sunlight which does penetrate at the
bottom of the window area does not project any depth into
a,room.

o

t.

° , -

In the Washington, D. C. area-the following is a sample of the
installed cost of an awning covering a 3 ft. 4, 5 ft. 1110,

.

residential-window:

t

2-30
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COST, OF, .
COST OF FABRIC 'FABRIC

MATERIAL CONFIGURATION . AND FRAME REPLACEMENT

Painted Canvas No side panels $60 ,$40,

w/side panels $70 $50'

Vinyl-coated_
canvas 10 percent more than painted canvas

or Vinyl-coatO
dacron

Acrylic treated
acrilan 20 percent more than painted canvas

A

'Enameled aluminum . solid panels- $100
open slatted $120.

EXAMPLES:,

A

1) The folloiqing example illuatrates first cost savings
-

possible with awnings on residentia windows. Calcula-
tions are for a room with 400 squar feet of floor area,
and two normal-sized, unshaded windows facing west. If

. awnings are installed over theSfwo,windows the reduced
heat load permits the use ,of a 3/4 HP motor to drive the

......

a/c copressor-instead of a 1 HP motor. The smaller size
also permits the use of the standard 119.volt electrical
service rather than separate wiring providing 220 or 230 ,

volts. Thus, the use of:awnings saves $60 to $100 in the
purchase price of the air conditioner and $50 to $100 in
installation costs-Tor separate wiring. (Ogden,p4)

2) An example of first -cost savings possible with canvas
awnings on a commercial application is the newly constructed
Administration Building at North East.tassouri State
University. By using an opaque, acrylic awning over the
.windows, less expensive gray, tinted 'glass could be substi-

. tuted for reflective glass:and the size of the air condition-
ing system could be reduced due to the reduced solar load.
Operating costs of the heating system as N1 as the air
conditioning system are expected to be lower (due*to the
winter solar gain admitted whp the awnings are removed
in comparison to reflective glass which rejects sun year-
round. .

z 2-31
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3) ,operating cost savings can be calculated for an example
.4:ease msing.the table listed 'under the PHENOMENA (number

5). White canvas awnings are installed-'on the west side

of a house in New York City. (400-46' lat.) There are

six west-facing windows totaling 100 square feet. The
awnings would reduce the cooling load by 64;700 BTUs per
day. Assuming an air conditioning system consumes one KWH
to remove 6826,STiA, 9.5- KWH would be saved. At $0.04/KWH
the salangeamount.to $0:38. This reuesents August 1, a
day when the air cohditiOning load is likely to be greatel
than a day in the beginning or end of the air ,conditioning

P

season. *However, the amount of daily solar-radiation (the
heat_source awnings reduce) in August is actually less

:"than the average, for the period of May through September.
Therefore, the savingS/calculated for August 1 are a
'conservative estimate of daily savings possible during the
air conditioning season.

45 Following the REZERENCES is ah example of a roller awning
used on an Officebuilding, (75,AVery,p1) and a slatted,
aludinum awning used on' ,a residence. (Alcan,62)

5) The following are examples of common awning configurations:

O

2-32
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-Pit I

N . Roller Awning
- (self-storing)

1,10,11, , °- r

Venetian Awning °

(east or west iiixposures)

Hip Roof Awnings
(for casement windows)

Slatted Aluminum Solid Aluminum

Figure 19. Types of Awnings

O
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REFERENCES:

43,15..

Alcan, "Flexalum Awnings",'Alcan Building Products, Cleveland, Ohio,

undated.

Avery, "Queensland Sunblind", J. Avery& Co, Ltd., 82-90 Queensland

Road, Holloway; EngYand., February, 1975.

Buckingham, Donald. Telephone conversations, Washington' Shade and

Awning Co., Gaithersburg, Md., Dec. 27, 1976.

CPAI, "The Utility and Distinction of Design in Canvas", Canvas
Products Assoc. Int., Saint Paul, Minn., 1964.

tGlen.Raven, "Sunbrella Outdoor Decorating Guide", Glen Raven Cotton
Mills Inc., Glen Raven, N. C., undated. 0

,Grehan, Arthur, Correspondence, American Canvas Institute, Memphis,
Tenn., July 31, 1975.

Keller, William, telephone conversation, John Steffen Assoc.,

consulting engineers to Ittner and Bauersox, Architects, St.
Louis, Mo., Dec. 29, 1976.

Ogden, J. B., "Air Conditioners Will Help You Sell Awnings", Air

Conditioning Dept., RCA Inc., Chicago, Ill,,.undated.

Ozisik, Necati, and Schutrum, L. F., "HeWiGain Through Windows
Shaded by Canvas Awnings", ASHRAE Transactions, Vol. 64°ASHRAE,

Inc., New York, N. Y., 1958.,

P.G & E., "Window Awnings Save Energy", Pacific Gas and'Electric

Co., San Francisco, Ca., undated.

Schultz, Kenneth, "Solar Shading with Canvas Awnings", Canvas Products
Review, Canvas Products Assoc. & Int., St. Paul, Minn., March

419'65.

Stoll; Ivan, telephone conversation, -Aluminum Awning Industries,
Stockton, Cal., Dec. 27, 1976.

-
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or-

J. Avery & Co., 82-90 Queensland Rd., Holloway111 7AW, England

o

S

Alcan BuAding,4products, P.O. Box 511, Warren, Ohio 44482 Mr. Aik9i.s
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3. FRAME

The windowramelcan enhance or detract from the beneficial.,

energy attributes bf a window. The material from yhich it is

constructed can be insulating or highly conductive of precious

winter heat'and prone to condensation problems. Weather- N.

strippin\g between operable sash and the frame can substantially

impede infiltration through-joint cracks at erimeter of

the window. The perimeteriten be kept m nimal a4justing

the proportion of the window. ' Temperate reezes'can be captured

and their flow into a building directed.by the ch *.ce of

operating window type. Finally, the wiuLer solar h =at gain

can be increased and summer solar gain rejected by me ly

tilting the window frame.

4

3-0
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3.1 FRAME VENTILATORS / Ventilation

STRATEGY:

Specify window fpames with a provision for controlled-admittance
of outside Ar through the frame section into the building
interior. ,

PHENOMENA:

Small openings can be incorporated in the had or sill ,section
of Or frame to admit fresh air without rain or insect- pene-
tration. A weatherstripOed shutter can provide tight closure
when ventilation is not desired. k

N
ADVANTAGES:

1)' Occupant control of the ventilatiam.
0.

2) Ventilation at window Where security or cost preclude
operable sash.

DISADVANTAGES:

Lack of centrally controlled admittance of.outSide air.

NAIr

AESTHETICS:

A deeper head or sill frame section td.accommodate the ventilation
openings is required.

COST:, .0"

p

Incl uding through the frame ventilation increases the frame
cost between 15 and 20 percent depending upon ,the unit selected'

.

38



EXAMPLES:

Following the references are examples of frame ventilators.

REFERENCES:
4

Kawneer, "KaWneer Has Just Re-Invented the Window", Kawneer Architectural
Products, Niles,' Mich., 1976.

. --
Roto'International, "Unitas-Dauerluftung" Roto Intern onal, Essex,,

Conn. 1975.
I

Wausau Metals Corp., "4.uminum Win.dows and Curta in Wall", Wauvu.Metals

Corp., Wausau, Wisc., Jan. 1975.

J

A
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7

0
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a2 WEATHERSTRIPPING /Air Tightness

.

STRATEGY:

Install weatherstripping to reduce air leakage thtough windows.

4
PHENOMENA:

1) Infiltration is One oftht primary ways that energy is
lost th4ugh windows. Every three feet of edge of
operable sash ,,,may lose as much energy as one square_foot
of glass. (74',Professional Builders,p154).

2) Air leakage through cracks only octdrs when there is a
\difference lin air pressurt between the inyide arid outside
of the building. There are two fundamental causes of
this air pressure difference: 1) outside wind indud
pressure -and or inside,mechanical system.- induced pre sure.
2) air density difference due to inside and outside it
temperature difference. These two causes can tend to
cancel each other or can be compounding.°. -

The air tightness of a windovdepends upon the init al
size-of the crack between tqframe and'sash necessary
for the sdshto be movable and to accomodate- fabrication
tolerances; and upon the change in the crack size with

,aging due, to general wear,distortiong'of the frame due
to external stresses transferred"om the building, and
shrinking or warping.of the components. 'Air llage

operablethrough the perimeter joints o operable sash be _

effectively reduded-with weatherstripping because of the
ability crweatherstripping to adctmmodate changingjoin
sizes.

, .

4) OkSHRAE estimates the effectiveness oiiweatherstriRping
for various'types,of windows as folio s. (65,ASHRAE,p459

.a
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CUBIC FEET OF'AIR'INFRTRATION PER FOOT OF CRACK, HOUR

Wind Speed (mph)

Wood doub_ e hung S 10 15' 20 25

(average fit, unlocked) le

non-weat erstrippe,d 7 21 39 59 80

weatherst ped 13 24 6 36 49

. average reduc ion percent-reduction due to Weaper-e
stripping 1100

.(poo fit, unlocked)
non - weatherstripped

weatherstripped
average reduction

Metal - Double hung

.(unlocked)
non weatherstripped
weatherstripped,
avetage reduction,

,ADVAN'TAGES:

27 69 111 154. 199

6 19 34 51 71

0 70 percent reduction due to-weather- '

strippifig .

,20 47 74 10 137

6 19 32 46 .60

60 percent, reduction due t9 weather-

stripping.
4

A /
1> Reduced infiltration of outside air on the-windward Side

of a buiIdirig and redilced lugs of conditioned air on the

leeward side of a building. i

2) EliminatiOn of-uncJomfortable draft's.
. 0

. . , a .

3) Increased resistance to water and
.

snow prentration.
..-

4) Improved sound insulation:

DISADVANTAGES:
0

1) Deteriorates -from physical aging or wearing.

-0 .

2)- CAL compensate for gross frame distortions.

4
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EXAMPLES:
el

,1) An ,analysis was performed on a lypothetical five bedroom
bungalow with 998 squarelfeet of floor area, 12 windows
with a combined area of 221 sq. ft.; two doors with a

b.ined area of 37 sq. ft.,*and 4' inches of insulatioh
in the walls and ceiling'. The windows were average
.fitted and had rib-type metal weatherstlippigg. The
interior tempeyature was to be maintained at-70°F. The
folldwing tabre summarizes the calculated reductionin
wint%Theatingycosts due-to weatherstiipping the windows
of tile hypothetical bungalow locates 'in*Various cities.
The costs have -been tecalcdlated by.-the authors for
natural gas at $0.21- per 100 cubic:feet (Nov 76 price in4.
ashington, D. C.), 1000-tin/cubic foot, and a furnace'
efficiency of 80 percent. (52-5-Lund,p4).

Washington, b. C.

New NO*

FUEL COST- SAVINGS FROM WEATHERSTRIPPING

Fuel Cost-due to
Infiltration

Degree Days, Non

dik

4,561

Chic 1 6,282

_

Mi5e-Eapo1i, Minn. 7,966

Grand Forks, N. D.

11- ..
W.S. Veatherstripped

City. ,2 63%-93 22.47

76.06 =26.72

A

96.46 33.89

-119.53 41.99

55.23 19.40 .

t
non-W:S = nthweatherstrippe,.

-.- "c .4 ' ''.-;
.i:;;:"*.-;.*,

.4

Total Fuel
Cost rip" k

In
sIvings W.S.

'35.83 149.7-2

" .

41,46' 173.30

49.34 .206.20

6.57 261.50

77.54 324.03

1131,89..

131.85

156.86

198.92

c.

244.49

2) The following section thWOa-doubil,!ining window illustrates.
one manufacturerts Tadatt4Apping methcid.as

1.. ,4
'-- .-:

e

: .

I
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Window Frame

Rigid Vinyl Insert

Pile Channel Weatherst

Sliding Sash

ik

Figure 26. Cut-away Section of a Weatherstrippeci Window
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3.3 THERMAL BREAK/Insulation

STRATEGY:
_ .

Provide a tDermal break in the path of heat flow through metal -

window frames to reduce winter heat loss and summer heat gain.

PHENOMENA

Th
1) Aluminum conducts heat 1,770 times better than wood and

therefore fers-little resistance to unwanted flow of hea .

(75,Kern,p.47) This inherent disaiiontage of. metal windak
frames can e allieviaEed by thermally selparating the inside of
the frame from the ',outside of-the_ frame. There, are presently
two methods of providing a thermal separation:

a) pou±ng poly-urethanejai a slot in the metal.fxame; then'
after.it has 'bonded and set, sawing .away he metal
bridging the slot. A

'4°

b) providing two separate frames linked together with a
rigid vinyl insert.

2) The effectiveness of-the thermal break depends upon the
insulating

va g of the material used and'the thickness of the
material in the ath of ,the heat.flow.

An aluminum 'frame with a good thermal has a U-value similar to
insulating glass (U=13.58) and performs substantially
better than an aluminum frame with no thermal break.as
shown below: (76, Kolbishop)

Frame U-Value.

U = 0.602 inch .thick aluminum,frAe - with break
U = 1.18 \I2 inch thick aluminum frame - no break

3) The benefit of providing a thermal break in the frame is
proportional to the amount of_framltarea. T11* frame area

can be as high as 20 percent of t e total wiow area.
In such a case, if'the °window is glazed with insulating
glass, it is important that the frame not provide a "short
circuit" for the heat flow.- A thermal break in the frame

. 'prev&lts this.

3-11
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ADVANTAGES:

Reduction in 'winter heat loss and summer heal gain through the

window rame.

2) 'Elimination of condensate or ice fOrming on the frame except

in the most extreme ccihditipns.
0>- I

. ,

3) Elimination ofwall deterioration due to run-off from tonden-
.4. ,N

sate. ,

.

DISADVANTAGES:

1) Poisible degradation. of the thermal break from sun exppsure if

the frame section does Abt.,Provide protection.

t .

.

FImposition-df stress on the thermal-break if if is bonded to

6 bOth sides of.lont sections of aluminum subject to wide

,
inside/outside temperatdre' differences and extreme summer /

winter temperature ranges.

For, ex*Ple, the temperature of the 'outefeframe, if it is .

...,

anodised a d. or, can range from 160°F ( 'C) when exposed

to g t in the summer to below zero (-17.7°C on cold

winter nights. 'The frame inside the thermil bre Will stay

much closer to. room temperature, especially if the window has,

,reflective or heat absorbing insulating glass. ''The wide
seasonal temperature range of theo6tside.section will cause

it to expand and contract while'the inner section changes '-

relatively little in length. (76,Hetmalli ThisphenoMena ..

requires the use of a resilleat material or the:ther break-
R.

.

atgoodbohding agent. ,96,RoeHm) ' .

i,' f

.Increpsed alumin cross sectionysi/t recittted f9r structural

integrity if the rmal break aliows'free slipage.betweenAk.
110th e two frame pa

'

i . .

*
,

-- f
,

..".

AESTHETIC CONSEQUENCES: %,
, ,

4
. % ,.

.
,

.
.

.

1) The frame sections
)
can be detailed to obscure tAe thernaf.

db break from view or the thermal break canrbe.cororeddto blend .,

with the frame. .

J

A

2) A more massive frame section may be necessary t4 accommodate \\

the.thermal,break and still have adequate structural integri
if the thermal break does not bond the two sections together.

.

3-12
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COSTS:

The costof. installing window frames with a thermalbreak depends
upon the complexity of the frame. For'simple fixed glass frame
sections, f thermal break adds approximately 10 percent to the,
material clost of the'frame. For openable windows, a thermal break
will cost considerably more because there are more frame components
and they-must withsttand the stresseslof operation,

EXAMPLES:

1) A manufacturer has calculated the energy and resulting cost
savings for'in-6talling windows with a thermal break in a new .

office building in Lincoln, Nebraska.' (6,671 heating degree
days, 1,282 cooling degree days) All windows were to be
double glazed and non-operable. The building had 1,350 sq.
ft. of inside window frame area. Oil heating with an effi-
ciency of 70 percent was assumed. based upon an improvement
in the frame L' -value from 1.18 to G.60 it was calculated
t.hat'l,f70 gals oil

_from

be saved. At $0.40'per gallon
this amounts to S508 saved per heating season. Additional
savings are expected from reduced air condltioning,costso.

The thermal break interrupts the conduction, from the sun-
heated outside surface ofi.the frame. The additional cost

1 of providing window framels with a thermal break was S1080. ..-

'('6,KOBISHOP)
1

The following illustrations show how poured poly-urethane4

thermal bre4s can be included in window frame sections.

Neoprene
Weather- stripping

. High Structural'
Strength Polyurethariel

3-13 /
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3) The following photograph illustrates the effec.tiveness of a

thermal break in 'reducing heat loss through the fraMe. A-

piece of dry ice is placed in contact with the 'outside face o

two window frames. The ftame section to the right has no

thermal break and ices-up, the frame section on the lef

contains a-thermal break and does not ice-up on,the side:

V6,Devac,p5)

Frame
With -

Thermal
Break

SeelDetail"A" Dry Ice Frame
Without'
Thermal
Break _

,x

Devac, Inc., 10130 State Highway155, Minneapolis, Minn. 55441

3-14
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3.4 TYPE OI OPERATI

STRATEGY: 4

Ventilation, Air Tightness

Select a type of operating window considering i s abiaity to draw
. in outside breezes and direct incoming air.

PHENOMENA:

Outward projecting casement windows can scoop it and exhaust
air when the wind is parallel to the wall. (55,Jones,P)

)
Wind

Figure 21. Plan Vie'w of Caserhent Windows _

2) Tops hinged-,

windows can
of the sash.
tendcy of

bottom hingedl center pivoting, arid jalousie
angle the incoming air stream upward in the plane

(73,01gyay,p111) This helps relieve the
hot air tQ stagnate neA the ceiling.

.

........

Figure 22: Section Through Hof izont I Pivoting[Witindows

a



i .'

3). Double hung windows provide slight ventilation, even on :

windless days-,'due to the difference in density, between warm
and'cgolrair. When 'tWoutside air is cooler than room

. ,

/
temperature, warm, less-dense ropm air exits out the top
window opening.while cool, more dense outside air is,dra in

. through the bottom window opening replacing the exiting/ arm

air. If the outside air is warmer'than room air theAracess

reverses. Because phis effect increases with increasing
. ,

vertical separation of the.top and bottom openings tall,

'narrow windows are more ef,fecti've ventilators. ( 4,Grandjean,

p211Y
.

. . 1 ,
,

( Outside
Temp 60°F

Horizontally sliding windows with both halves operable may
provide more circulation of air in w t

de&d air 'spaces. Also, the option of pening one side, thelIc
might otherwise be

other J..de, or both affords more flexibility for furnishing a

room and more options for the room occupant to direct the air
I

flow.

80°F

Outside
Temp. 80°F

Figure 23. Air Circulation Through Double-Hung
Windows Shown in Section

460°F

t

1 V
/

Both Sashes
Operable

a

_I 1

I
One Sash
Operable

Fig,ure 24. Plan View of Air Movement Through
Horizonal Sliding Windows Shown in Plan

3-18 .
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ADVANTAGES:

1) Mote effective oVerall.xlentilatiOn of a'room.
.

2): Ventilation during,rainsible with out-Ing awning, it-
.

swing hopper, and jalousie witdows.-,.

,3Y 100.percent of trindow-area is%openable with pivoting and
qiingitlig,type windows compared'to,a maximum of 50 percent with
vertically-or hor#ontally sliding windows.

4
'4) 6rearer.ease in rind trashing 'possible when outside glass

surfaces can be reached through opened sash, when, sash can be
pivoted nearly 180°, or when'sash can be lifted out of.tracks.

5) dCcupant control. Option to have greater, variation of room
temperature and ventilation than likely with Mechanical system
alone.

,

DISADVANTAGES:

I A

ly Possible wind .damage when opened,. hinged, or pivoting sash
catch gusts.

2) Moreparts to'-require maintenance with vertically or hori-
zontally pivoting sash compared to sliding sash..

Possible.entry for biriglais by removing glass slats of
jalousie windows

4) Interference with inside draperies, rolt shades, or venetian
blinds with in-swing windows, and interference with out'slde
sun screens., roll blind's, or canvas awnings with oqt-swinging
windows. -

The following table SNmarizes several of the above advantages and
disadvantages of window operating types:

, o

. -

3-19..
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.
. .
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0.
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4.J.
a
0
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'V0
a
0
..-1

.0

o
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...,,,,,

...-
.0
W
0
r4
.0

-s
o
4,

0
A

A5
m
a

0
0

4
4-,

Cl

-
a
0
o

01ADVANTAGES"
-..

t100%, vent opening . X X X
.

X

X X .

X

X

X

Provides
e ,

diverts' inflowing air upward ' '
a

.

will &fleet dr4fts k ' X -

s.

offers rain .rotection while .artl o en
X X X X

.

screen an4_storrd"sash easy to install

.....

X . X X' X X
- r

e-s to wash with ro.e'r hardware X X' X X X X

. ,

. DISADVANTAGES

only 50% of area openaK e . X, X
.

doesnot .rotect-from rain when o.en

.

inconven ent o.eration when over an obstruct on )i, X ,
X

presents a hazard if vent low and close to walkwa X

hard to wash X X

_
X

interferes with furniture dra.es blinds 'etc,
X

screens -storm windows difficult to provide X

sash has to be removed for washing

.

X X

3-20 .
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AESTHETICS:

Y -

1) Subdivision of a window to provide operable as well as fixed,
portions reduces the scale of the fenestration and may red
dimensions to a more human scale.

uce

2) With a large facade,'occupant discretion in having the wiredows
closed,pa rtia/ly open, TiFcomplttely open will rovide a
constantly changing pattern to the composition o the fenes-
tration.

%!.,

.3) An open window, ITIIike a ventilation register.delivering
"processed" air, allows a sense.Qf contact with the outdoors,
both visuadly,acoustically, :and olefactorily.

..

4) Horizontal window meeting.,rails must be designed with eye
level, sight.:lines,ana view considered in order that annoying
View obstruction be avoided.. 0

<0,

5) Too much subdivision ofthe glass area can distract from an
° -.attractive view, as with-jalousie windows.

COST: :

Ags

The additional cost of selecting the correct but more expensive
type of window to ventilate a room versus selecting the least
expensive type of window'is small relative to ,the total building
cost. .Providing .double hung versus single hung results in minimal,
if any additional costs.' Often thd track andiseparate%ash are
already'existant,.only the operating hardware need be provided.
Casement windows are more expensive)than horizontally or vertically
sliding windows but Afford complete opening of tie window area.
Jalousie are more expensive than casement Windows but afford 100
percent openable area.plus rain protection. .

. EXAMPLES:

s. .A

An unusual type of operating window is available which,can be
hinged at the side like an in-swing casement, or by shifting a
lever control, hinged at the bottom like an in-swing hopper, window.

3-21 .
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eL

When the sash is hinged at the bottom and the heat rpigister or.
radiator is located below the window the risiftehot air will be
directed into the' room while being mixed with aTontrolled.amount '
of outsicie fresh.air. Drafts are minimalqn this'situation. When

the sash is hinged fiom the,side 100 percent of the winftWarea is
available for air circulation. Washing is facilitated by simply
swinging the window into the room in the side'hinged mode.

26 in-swing allows the installation of external storm windowS,
insect screen, solar screens, or awnings. However, it does.
interfere with interior window accessories, e.g.. draperies, venetian
blinds, Tx shades as well as limiting the placement ,of furniture
near the window. (75,Arch3,tects Journal,p488)

REFERENCES!"

Architects Jourpal, "Windows Tech.'study Na. 1,,Hanging and'OrperattOn-,
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Eng., Sept. 3, 1975.
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Olgyay, Victor, Design with Climate, Princeton UniyersitY Press, Princeton,
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': 'N. J., 1973. ' .

. ,

"RotO-Tilt and Turn714ndOws", Roto Interhational, 'Essex; Cbnn., 1976.

L
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.
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. 3.5 MNDOW TILT/Solar Heating *

3

STRATEGY:

4

. .

Designwrindows tilted slightly towards the ground toreduce -
summer solar heat gain without appreciably affecting winter
solar heat gain. , : )

. , /

PHENOMENA:

S

..'";,..

1,

.

w.

" ..

Reflection of sunlight at the surfaCe of glags varies
considerably dependin& on the incident angle at which the
light'strikes the glass (i.e. the angle between the light
ray and a perpendiculayldne from the surface of the
glass as shown in the figure below). At-incident angles

s,

, 4.

Line Perpendicular to Window plane

A Angle between sun arid `.

window in plan view

B Angle betWeen son
'' and ground plane (Altitude)

. \

...

i

If

t,Incident angle ,

Figure 25. InCident Angle Illustrated

3-23
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less than 57° small changes in the incident angle have
little affect bn the amounts of light transmitted or re=

fleeted. At incident angles'greater than 57° the amount of

, cLireet.sunlight.reflected increase at,an increasing rate
and the amount of light tran itted deceases correspondingly.
(77,Cellarosi) This is illu trated 1n the fol'owing graph.

(74,Yellot,p22)

'4
t

ft

too

80

60
a)

C

a)

40

20

Transco ttanee

0.87

0

0.87

Re1Mtatati6e

0.68

1

30 60 .1.

, Indident Angle ,

Figure 26. Light Transmitted and Refletpd by
Glass vs. Intident Angle

;

0

it ,
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I. 4

2) ' During the summer when the sun is-high in-the sky, the
incident angle of the sun or vertical glass is likely tp be
wen aboye 57°. For example, at 42° latitude at noon on
June 22 the incident'angle of. sunlight on a vertical inane
of glatsofacing south is 71.45°. This is so far in excess
of 57° that any increase in the incidentangle, (i.e.
,tilting the glass outward) will gr ieatly ncrease the, amount
of light reflected and reduce thefsolar heat gain corre-
ispondin&ly. (

During the winter, when the sun is low in the sky, the,,
incident, angle of sunlight,on vertical glass is likely to' be
less than 57°. For example, at A2° latitude, on Dec. 22 at

' noon the incident angle between the sun and a south-facing
window is 24.55°: 'At' this low sun angie,a slight tilt
downward to the glass will not appreciably decrease the
amount of sunlight transmitted in compariNp with vertical
glass. Thus, the potential benefit, of.wintr solar'heat

. gain is nii)t appreciably decreased. This seasonal "V4riation
is illustrated in the folloWing figure.

Maude at Noon @ 42 °N Lat.
\ (Boston)

Altitude aY Noon @ 34°N Lat.
(Atlanta)

?. June,22 = 71.45° . June 22 = 79.45°
.

Dec 22 = .24.55° Dec 22 = 32.55° ,

Figure 27. Seasonal Sun-Angle Variation For TWo Cities
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. st

From the previous' figure it'can also be seen that closer,.

to the equator ("e.g., 34°N latitude)-,the sun is hfgher
in the skliT in both summer and winter. Thus, less tilt

of the window i'S'required 'to achieVe the same reduction

in summer sun transmission as is po'ssible with more

;tilt.in more northern latitudes.
.

3) : "The amount:ot Summer sunlight transmitted ,through

tilted window is not only reduced because more of the
light is reflected but t is still further reduced be-

cause the horizontal outward projection of the'tilt also

reduces the area of glass exposed to the sun. The geometry

is the same as if there were a horizontal projection
shading. vertical glass. This shading effect becotes
negligible in the winter when thesun is at a lower angle
in the sky.

S Exposure of
. Veitita! Window

' Exposure of
Tilted Window

Figure 28. Glass ExpoSure to Sun,Shown in SectionView

Jt
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ADV NTAGES:

*4

4

1) Reduced, summer solar heat gain withbut obstructing view
out.

.2) Little reduction of winter solar heat gain.

Reduction in exposure to cold winter night sky.-
) -

4) % No,management of the wingoia required to achieve these
effects.

5) Reduced glare.

6) 'Less prone to soiling from birds.

7) Protection of opened sash section from rain penetration.

DISADVANTAGES:,

or

1)- Increased exterior surface area for same floor area**
A

provides'greater potential heat loss.

2) Not effective on east or west exposures when sun is low
in the sky. (The more off of a true N.S.E.N% orientation
a building is, the more effect tilting the glass will
have on increasing the incident angle for the easterly or
westerly exposures.)

3)s Reduced effectiveness whenAground surfacgs are reflective.

4) Dust more prone to collecting on inside surface of the
glass. . ,

5) Washing tilted windows may be mare diffidult than washing
vertical' windows.

6) Stronger roll blinds required for non-vertical wIndOws
because-the slats, when not vertical, may tend to bow
from their own weight.

(")
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AESTHETIC CONSEQUENCES:

'IL r

1) During, the day the projection of a building out rd

\a towards an observer may instill a sense of over earing

dominance. The effect during the night will be inimal.

i2) The greater building perimeter at the top of th windows

compared to the base of the windows results in greater

expanse of ceiling which may give a sense Of'sp ciousness.

However, there is no increase in floor area.

1.)0.

Installation of draperies will result in an odd
ship between the "hang" of the drapes and the s

the glass. With venetian blinds, the slope may

operating difficulties.

COSTS:

Tilting the glees increases the area.of g
height of window opening. This will incr

the installation costs'.

EXAMPLES:

1)4 The North Carolina Blue Cross
in Orange Cdunty, N. C. is or
running east/west with sloping
north, and south sides to reduc
Wind acceleration was a concern
but wed tunnel-tests showed no
Air cond-coning costs are said

relation-'
ope of
create

Ss for a gi
the mate

7

en'

ial and

and Blue'Shield Headquarters
ented with its long ails
reflective glass on the.

summer solar heatgain.
during the'design-stages
dverse wind conditions.'
o be significantly

reductd'as'a result of the shape Of the building and use 7

of reflective_g*zing.

-
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2) In the Tempe Muni'cipal.Building of Tempe, Arizona the

`glass slopes at 45 degrees similarly act as its own

.sunshade and reduce heat gain "by reflecting sunlight due

to the. increased angle of incidence. Heat absorbing
glass and draperies are used to further reduce heat gain.
The area immediately behind the glass is isolated from

a,. offices and ,the heat that does penetrate is carried away

by the air handling system. The end result is that only

18 percent of the available solar heat reaches the
occupied areas of the building. (71,P.A.,p111)

00,

.
ti

tx-='

City of Tempe, P.O. Box 5002, Tempe, Ariz. 8581

g`- <
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it I

4

Dulles Airport Terminal Buildi
another example. The glazing
with the formal lines of the
solar_heat gain reduction.
oriented-Tacing-south and no
vertfcal to facilitate futu
Untinted single pane glazi
draperies, shades or blin

g in Fairfax County,
tilts outward, consista
uilding, providing effect
e long tilted sides are

th. East and west sides are
e building expansion. a "
is used without any internal

A is

4

n

Robert Wehrli, Arch. Re search, Sect., MRS, Washington, p.c. 20234

! 're

C.
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Robert Archeseagch Sect.,/NBS, Washington, D.C. 20234
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3.6 SIZE, ASPECT FIATIO/Air Tightness

STRATOV

Proportion windows so they approach a square and use, fewer but
correspondingly larger window to minilize window perimeter,
thereby reducing the potential for infiltration.

.PHENOMENA:

4

1

1) Window infiltration occurs at three joints:

a) the perimeter joint between the frame,and the wall.

.

b) the perimeter joint'between the sash and the frame.
t

c) the perlmetett,joint between the glass.aildthe sash.

Insulating glass conduction losses are greatest at the
perimeter where metal or glass edgingb4dges the in-
sulating air space.

2) It is possible to decryise the perimeter of a given area
of window merely by making it closer to a square, in
proportion. As can be seen in elle following figue, less
perimeter occurs for any given area the smaller the width
to height ratio is. Also- the smaller the area, the mare
pronounced this'phenomena is.



'14 '

ri

4

I

1:1 1:2 1:3 1:4 1:6 .14._

Figure 29. Aspect Rao

3) Regardless of the'size of the area, the amount'of perimetei

for aiy given area increases at an increasing rate up 6:),;a.

width to height ratio of 1:3. ThereAfter, the,pmount of

perimeter increases at a.decreasing rate.-Thereafter, if,
non-energy criteria dictate a window-narrower than a 1:13

rafip varying its' slenderness has decreasing energy

relevance.

4) Using fewer but larger windows rather-than morTbut smaller

windows .reduces the perimeterlova given winOw area.

For example,.two square windows each 3 ft. onla side,

provide a, total-area of 18 sq. ft. with aperimeter of 24
ft.' A sing1Cquarewindow 4.25 feet on a side provides
the same area but the perimeterAl only 17 ft.

ADVANTAGES: e

1).r,Reduced potential infiltration due to reduced pertmeter,...,m,,
4 .

2) Reduced conducted heat Idss through the edges of insulatidg'
/ 4.

glass. ,

3) Less time requird to clean a few large windows compared .

to many smalltr Windows.
334.
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4)

(5)'

Ir4 J

Reduced ma'ntenance-cost

Reduced pot

DISADVANTAGES:

1% Less uniform
windows -compa

2) Fewer options
ventilation ml

of painting caulking.

ntial7f9r,water-penetrationt.

.3) Increased phys

s'

C4

i

istribution of daylighg wi
ed to more windOvs-Zaced-

or varying the sourced
h fewer.bUt larger.'wind

1

cal effort 'required' ' Ova

a fa large
ervalS.7,

t and natural

4) Increased cost Or replacement
vandels orsto damage,

AESTHETIC CONSEQUENCES:

large windows.

of broken g as due to

*".

4

a .0'

s"
1) Larger and square shaped windows may kse atrOblem,if

classical propo ions are dictated iA4traditional design
,situations.

2) 'Larger window's affect the scale of tteOgding.

3)) 'ewer' ut larger windows may readlt in'a
tion of waLl areas and window Areas. -

; .15

COSTS:

The total deliver* cost of fewer but 14rger wIpdows is
lower. ° 'd

>
.

, . .
. .

.

The costs of framing and installing icrbilt larger
.

windows is apt the be less within cert ranges-- One
e .5..constraint is the limit of what a carpenter can handle.

Secondly; thecost of framing the Walldpening-ihdreases
in -discrete increments as the depth -of the header ,increases
in nominal increments. .

,

1.
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EXAMPLES:
.

.4!

The figure,below illustrates the proportions calc ated in the

table following the references for the two. extreme of: area =

1, and-area = 5.

Area = 5.00

.
-

i1.00

r--
1

r-- r-

1:1 1:2 1:3 , 1:4 1:5

P1 =24.00 13.1 = 4.24 P1 = Pi = 5.00 P1=5.37

P5 = 8.94 P5 = 9.49 P5 = 10.33 P5 = 11.2 P5 =12:0

REFERENCES:

Figure 30. Aspect Relics',

L

o.o'
Sri

II

2

Pi= 5.72

P5 =12.8

Rehm, Ronald, meeting, Mathematits Divis .n,'National $ureau of

Standards; Washington, D. C De.. 0, 1976.

t
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e
The following table illust tes changes in petimeter and perimeter'

4I

to area ratios as a function of aspect ratios from 1.to 1
through 1 to 6`for areas of 1 through' 5.

AREA .= 1.0000

ASPECT
1 x 1.0 '

WIDTH
,

1.000
PER
4.000

APER PER/A
4.00

ITOA

1 x 2,0 .707 4.243 .111 4.243 .111 S .

1 x 3.0' .577 4.619 .376 4.619 .376
1 x 4.0 .500. 5,000 .381 5.000 4 .381
1'x 5.0 , .447

i
5.367 ..367 5.367 - .367

1. x 6.0 ,- -408 5.715 .349 5.715 :347)

.AREA = 2.0000
ASPECT WIDTH

/

PER APER PER/A APER/A.
' 1 x 1.0 1.414 5.657 2.828 t

r x 2.0 ' 1.000 6.000 .158 3.000 .079
1 x 3.0 -.816. 6.532 .532 3.266 .266
1 x 4.0 0 1707 7.071 .539 3.536 :270
1 x 5.0 .632 .' 7.589 .518 - 3.795 .259
1 x 6.0 - .57710 8'.083 .493 4.041 .247

,

=A

.

,/.

k

..

,-..

AREA = 3.0000
ASPECT WIDTH
1 x 1.0 1.732'

1 x 2.0
)
1.225'

1 x 3.0 - 1.000
1 ":x 4.0 _, .866
1 x 5.0 '''' .775
1x-6.0 .707

4
AREA = 4,0000
ASPECT WIDTH
1 x 1.0 2.000.

"
1 x 2.0' 1.414
1 x 3.0

.

1 x 400
.

1.14
1.000

1 x 5.0- .894
L x 6.0 .816

..,

AReg= 5.0000,
ASPECT WIDTH
1 x 1.0 2.236'

x"."Nt..

1 x 2.0 1.581 i.

1 x 3.0 .... 1.29/
1 x 4.0 1.118
1 x 5,0 1.000
1 x 6.0 ' .913

. .

PER PER
6.928

7.348 .193

'

,8.0Q0, .652

8.A0 .660.

9-.9,5, .635-
9.899 .604.

-PER t...PER

8.000

t
8.485 :223
9.238 .752

10.000 .762 .

10.733 .7'3
11.431 .698

PER° PER :
8.944

9.4-87 .249'
10.328 .841
11.180 .'" .8524

12.000 .820
12..80 :780.

\
411-37

1-

..

.

PER/A
2.309

2.449

2.667
2.887
3:098

3.300

PER/A
2.000

2.121
2.309
2,500
'2:683

2.858

4'

PER /A

1.789

1.897

2.066
2.236
2.400/
2.556-

.

&PER/A '''

1.064
.217

.220,

.212

.201

.
.

APER/A

t /
.056

.188

.183'

.183'

.174

APER/A-

tr

.050

.168

.170

.164

.156
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11.

4. GLAZING

The typeof glass installed in the Window will determine

is
the amount of'sunlight transmitted into the building's

interior and the amount of the building's heat-conducted

to the oiatside: These two factors will establish the
''

re
lc,*

heat gain of heat, loss throughgia*§s\for given interior?

and exterior climatic conditions. Insulating glas.,
,.?.,

.U,/
multiple"glazing,XWgtorsash), and lOw-emiSsivity

coatings are extremely effective at reducing the conr

h flow through glass. ReflectOe or tinted

glasses are capable of stopping much of the sunlight,

fromenetratineinto the building. -ft5. selectilig

glasstheOriehtation of the window, the length and

theverityf the seasons, and the heat gain 'from lighting,

equipjnent, and people must be considered:. For example,

,clear double glass oh a south'exposure may be effective

.4'

a.

o
. e

.
for locations with long severe winters, while reflect4re

0
...

I.

t
. N

single glass may be appropriate for locations with
. ,

long, hot,summers.

I

4-0
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4.1 MULTIPLE GLAZING/Insulation

STRATEGt:

PHENOMENA:
I

Install insulating glass and/or storm windows to provide an
insulating air space(s), reducing conducted heat losses.

1) Glass is a good conductor of heat, be it indoor heat conducted
outward in the winter, or outdoor heat conducted inward in

, the summer. The high conductivity of glass can be appreciated
)whed compared to another material. For'example, glass, as 4 ,

material, conducts heat 9 times better than plywood. This
rate of heat flow is so great that merely adding layers of
glass in 'contact with each other is of negligible thermal

,benefit. However, if the layers.of glass are separated by
air spaces, the path, of canductiOn is interrupted, and.the
rate of heat flowis reduced. To traverse the air spaces,
heat must be transferred by radiation and convection.

o

The width of the air space affeCts its theimal performance.
Up to approximately 5/8inch, the wider the air space, the
greater the reduction in heat flow. An air space narrower
than 3/16 inch begins to be ineffective. Across such a
short diStanCe, heat is readily conducted by-the air. At
the other extreme, Unceasing theair space width ..beyond
approximately 5/8 in6Tdoes not substantially reduce the U-
value below that of the 5/8 inch separation (although it

. can substantially improve the acoustic insulation). This is
due toa wider space, allowing the air to circulate freely.

4 Air in contact with the warm sheet of glass rises,. air in
8ontact with the cold sheet of glass settles, and a cyclic

. air movement ip established. this moving air transports the'
,*

_heat from the warm glass to. the cocci glass. The increased: ,

L.

I ,

:heat lbss due to such convection currents offsets the
decreased-losses by conduction thriough the air. The net
effect is shown in theollowing graph of U-values for
different air space widths. The upper three curves show the
combined heat 'transfer for tpnye4ion and conduction for
three.temperature differences aciloss.the air space. (54,
Robinson,p11)

.

7

r



.U= 1.0

U = 0.5
conduction & convection

ternp.diff.
(°F)

-60

30

10

conduction only

1

1/2 1 2

Width of Air Space (incheS)

Figure 31. U-Valved Insulation Glas8
vs. Separation

3) Three layers of glass separated by 'air spaces aremore effec-

t
tive than two separated layers of glass of the same_overall

width. Triple glazing with two 1/4-inch air spaces has-a
U-valpe of 0.47 compared to 0.58 for double glazing with a

single 1/2-inch air space. (74,ASHRAE,p370) Installing storm

windows oveeldouble-glazed windows is another means of

achieving triple glazing.

4) The, mix, of gases in the air space affects the rats of heat

transfer. FOr example, heat flow through an insulating glass

unit (in a 12-mph wind, an outside-temperature of 28° F'and an

indoor temperature of 70° F1) will be reduced 14'percent when

the air space is filled with Krypton. (75,Berman,p33) As

much as an.18- to 20-percent reduction in U -valte may be

possible with carbon. dioxide. (75,PRITSKER) ,

Af*
5) The heat absorbing and radiating characteristics (charac-

terized by the- termed emittanc) of the two surfaces of glass

facing toward the. air space will affect the rate at-which-heat

is radiated across the cavity. A coated film, such-as tin

oxide or indium oxide, or pure metals, such as gold`, silver,

or copper, applied to'eitherof the glass surfaces facing the,

cavity reduce the heat transfer by radiation. Examples of the

effectiveness of s'uch coatings is given in the following table.

(74,ASHRAE,p310) .

4-2
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RF

Type of Insulating Glass
(1/2" Air space)

effective emittance = 0.8 (untreated). . . 0.58

Winter U-value

0' . .

effective emittance = 0.60 . . .... 0:J6

. effective emittance = 0.40 0'45

effective emittance = 0.20 0 38

Note that"the U-value for glass having the'lowest emittance
',coating s comparable to uncoated triple glazing separated by

two 1/2 =Inch air spaces (U = 0.36). (74,ASHRAE,p370)

Reflective coatings applied to the inside surface of the outer
sheet can also reduce the emissivity of the glass surface and,
_hence, reduce the radiation across the air space. A highly
reflective glass can thus reduce the U-value to as low as

-0.29. -(77,PPG,p15)

The benefit of such coatings in reducing-Winter heat conduc-
tion outward must be =balanced against a losS in daylight
transmittance and loss of natural solar heating and illumi-
nation. .

6) Toosreat a difference between body temperature and.the
temperature of nearby 'surfaces results in a high rate of
radiant heat loss and resulting discomfort. A study in
England indicates that people in a room feel uncomfortable
near surfacet hdving a temperature 8° C,(14.4° F) above or
below the average temperature of all other 'surrounding stir-

(75,McIntyre,p6) Because the heat flOw is substan-
tially reduced, the inside surface temperature of insulating
glass is much, closer to room temperature than is.the .case with

. single glass, and so discomfort neaf windows is Alleviated.
,.ThisThenefit is also realized with storm windows. ,

7) In the summer,' multiple glazing reduces the amount of heat
conducted from the_outdoors inward. The-U-value for,summer
condtions is slightly -lower for single glass; and higher for
insulating glass, due to changes in'air=space convection at
higher temperatures, because a lower wind speed is assumed.
However, multiple glazing reduces the amount of,sunlight
transmitted. Because glapsis not 100-percent transparent,
someof the sunlight is absorbed and converted to heat within
the glass. This heat is then dissipated to the air at both
surfaces of the glass and. radiated from both surface's. The _

-heat which is dissipated to the outdObrs is heal with_which
the,air conditioning system never has to contend.

4=3
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, Shading coefficients ar= a relative meaure_of.the total solar
heat transferred to th- interior. The performance of single

. sheet glass (of double strength) is useskas the basis 'of
cdmparison and hence' -s a shading coefficient of 1.00... The
shading coefficient o a window with a storm sash or insulating
glass is'reduced to -pproximately 0.90. This can further be
.reduced by using r ective or tinned glasses in the Outer
glazing. ForAexamp e, heat absorbing glass could reduce the
shading coefficient to 0.56. (74,ASHRAE,p400) If the outer

,sheet is reflective glass the shading coefficient is' reported
to be as low &s 0.17. (75,L0F,p19)

ADVANTAGES:

.
1) Reduced conducted heat loss in winter, both during the night

and during the day, when thezowindow can pefform as a solar
collector.

2) Slightly reduced solar transmission and hence slight reduction

in air conditioning load.

A

3) Improved winter comfort. The inside surface of the glass is
closer to room temperature, eo it is no longer_ uncomfortable
to be near the window. ,

4) Elimination of condensate or ice forming on the gl ss except
in extreme weather. 5

5) Reduced sound transmission: (75,Sabine,p.27)

6) -Reduced infiltration possible with storm sash.

DISADVANTAGES:

1) greater weight compared to single glass windows: The'two
layers of glass make the window nearly twice as heavy. This

makes installation, more difficult, and rempval of sash for
Cleaning more awkiard.

.

`2) Unsightliness, if the seal becomes leaky condensate will form
on the' naccessible glass surfaces within the air space.
(Manufacturers guarantees against such leakage for a specified
peribd of time.) .

_

.

:.! .
.

'

4.

N ., '14' _,

,. 3) Replacement of broka glazing is more-costlY'ana time consuming .

when non -stock sizes necessitate spetiel ordering.

4-4
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4) No reduction in infiltration by installing insulating glass,
as contrasted to installing storm-windows, which provide an
additional layer to resist

5) Increased likelihood of thermal,brealCage due to the higher
glass temperature in the presence of sunlight. (Manufacturers'
recommendations for installation must be carefully adhered,_
to.)

AESTHETICS:

410

1) The presence of insulating glass instead of a single pane`Of
glass is nearly indiscernable visually. A:storm s ,ph, if the
frame is the same color and is congruent with the underlying
window, is- unobtrusive but does reduce the setback of the
glass on the facade.

2) Low emission, heat absorbing, or reflective glass'used in the
outer sheet of insulating glass changes the light transmission
characteristics of the window. Various' tints may be speci-
fied, ranging from grays,to bronzes, The visual'and other
effects of these glasses are discussed more completely in the
section on reflective glasses.

O

The following is a comparison of glazing costs 'based 'upon
eStimates_' a hingyn,'DC, area., for small quantities
without ins allation. .

Single glazing

Double glazing
*).*

Storm sash
Prime window
Storm sash with frame

;Triple glazing
Prime window
Storm sash with frame

3/16" thick $1.00 /ft2

c 2
5/8" overall $4.5Q/ft

3/16" thick $1.00/ft,
2

2

) single strength 'S2.00/ft

5/8'.1. overall S4.50/ft
2

single strengtp $2.00 /ft

$6.50 t2

4-5
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' .EXAMPLES:

\

It should be noted that although there is a substantial

difference,
cost

glazingfcosts-when multiple glazing is speci-

fied, the ost of\ the total window does not increase pro-

portionally. Typicallya total window unit consisting of
frame, sash, and g,lazini increased in pride approximately 25 --"
percent for doubig versus single glazing, and gPproximately 45
percent for triple versus single'glazing.

64

1) A study by the Edison\Electric Institute indicates that a
typical, well-insulated, al]- electric, ranch style house could
save 0,266 Oh of electricity with insulating glass instead of
single glass in a climate area such as Indianapolis (5,611
degree days). At an electric ratof $0.04/kWh, this amounts
to $130.64,per year. This represents savings for heating

costs only. (76,PPG,p4)\

2) 'A'computer study of CWo Fairfax County, Virginia, schools
indicates a 13-percent and'10-percent savings for two buildings,

`reglazed.with insulating glass. (74,Griffin,p67)

3) A /P tudy,in Sweden calculated the energy savings from triple

glazing compared to double,glazing. The study was based on

a hypothetical office module with other offices above, to

the sides, behind', and below_. The glass area was,2.24 m2

(24.1 ft2). The office was occupied by two peogle ,frqm 0800

to 1600 hours. Their heat output combined with electrical

equipment was assumed to b0300W. Ventilation was supplied at

a rate of 80 m3/hrq2825 ft3/hr). Mommaremperature is kept at

22°.0 (68° F). The followirit table suMnrizes the average
daily energy saved, triple versus double glass.
.(75, Adamspn,p11)

4

ti
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kWh for \ Energy Saved 416
double triple kWh/yr kWh/yr

North' Malmo -3490

Stockholm 4140
Lulea 5880

East' Malmo 3110
Stockholm 3770

. Lulea 5400

Soutfi Malmo 2650,
Stockholm 3320

lAtir

, Note: Allmo:, 6,900.
Stockholm: 7,

Lulea: 11,000
(77,Helander)

Lulea 4950 .

REFERENCES:

per-'window Ter m2 (ft2)

3290, 200 89 . (8:3)
3910 230 103 (9;6)
5550: 330 147 (13.7)

2940 "170 76 (7t1)
3570 -.200 89 (8.3)
5120. 280 125 '(11.6)

2530 120 54 (5.0)
3150 170 76 (7.1)
4710, 240 107 (9.'9)

degree days.

700 degree days
degree days.
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4.2 HEAT-ABSORBING GLASS/Shading, Solar Heating

STRATEGY:% 7

t,*

Install glass which absorbs more solar energy thar cledr lass to
reduce solar heat gainr._n JJ

PHENOMENA:

:Cr

Visible light represents only a part of the totallsoiar
radiation. Solar energy at sea level is comprised of
approximately 3 percent ultraviolet, 44 percent visible, end
53 percent infrared energy.' (74,ASHRAE,p387). All of this
energy; when allsoriled, is converted to heat. Therefore, it '

is the amount of total solar energy transmitted which deter-
mines the amount of heat gain, and the amount of visible .

light transmitted which determines the amount of illumination
provided.

st.

2) Adding .a metallic oxide to the ingredients of glags during,
its manufacture increases its absorptivity of yisibli and
.near infrared solar energy. The greater absorptivity occurs*,
in the near infrared range. -This characteristic distinguishq
heat absorbing glass from glass which is merely tinted.
(73,LATTA,p61) This is an advantage in that'the visible
light from the sun provides illumination which must .otherwise
be _provided by more heat intensive electric lighting. .

3) The'solarenergy absotbed by the glass becomes heat which.is_
,radiated and convected to'the outdoors and_indoors.proporzi
tionalto the temperatures,. air movements, and the surface
characterld.stics of either side of the glass,( if different
Unfortunately,,on a still, sunny, summer day more heat is
dissipNted indoors,because the air conditioned building
interiOr is cooler. Conversely, in the winter more heat is -f
dissipated tothe outdoors because the outside temperatures
are lower than the inside temperature.. The following figure
shows that heat-absorbing glass is an improvement over gInzle
glagsbut s't'ill admits much of the summer. suns heat. Th,
percentages given in the figure are for an example case and
will vary as the sun angle varies. (6,ulrey,p168)
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100%
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Energy

5.3%
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46.2%
Transmitted

-

-24.3%
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100%
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'Energy

82.3%.
Transmitted
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5.1%
Reradiated
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Reradiated 4.00\

87.5% Total
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Figure 32. Solar Energy Transmission Through Heat-Absorag
"Single Glazirig vs. Clear Glass (SUMMER)

4c
3) When heat absorbing glaseis used as the outer sheet of

glass in double glazing, its performance,...is_substantially
improved compared.to its use as single. glazing. In order
for-the heat in tie glass to-enter the building it must
first bridge tlie trapped ait space by radiation and -

convection, be conducted through the'inner sheet of
glass,,and.then be radiated and convected into the build- ,'
ing interior. _Mote heat will be dissipated to the out-
side air which is in direct contact with the heat absorbing

/- glass. Furthermor , the outward rate of,heat dissipation
greatly accelerate .if there is any wind. (73,LATTA,D60).

Incident Solar 174" Heaf-Absorbing Glass
, . i .

Radiation i
,s: I' ' 1 / 4t' Plte Glass

....,-

%

7% Reflection f.
1,610% Transpisbion 38% k50/0'i
!Absorption / le J.

RereClidion and Qonvection .
4.) % : :6 '4 p/ A 11% ,.6%

Rpjected
..., 51% '

'Admitted
49%

Figurd 33. SolarEsiergy Transmission
Heat4bsorbing Insulating Glass
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41 The following statistics are examples of the performance
.'of heat-absorbing glass in single and double glazing

configur4Itions as repOrted by, one glass manufIcturee.--
(75,L0F,p19) Exact values will vary-dependinon the
composition of the glass.

G. r
PERFORMANCE OF HEAT-ABSORBING GLASS

GLASS
'

VISIBLE
TRANSM

TOTAL
SOLAR
TRANSM

SHAD. .

COEFF. %

. ,

. ..

1/4" CLEAR
.

88% 77% 0.93
..

. .

1/4" HEAT ABS. 75 47 0.70

1" CLEAR INSUL. 77 59 0.79

1" HEAT CABS. INSUL. 66 .

3'6
.0.56

5) If heat-absorbing; double gla9s is installed in a reversi-
ble sash, the heat absorbing 'sheet-Of glass cat face the
outside in summer to dissipate heat outward, then be
reversed in the winter so that-the heat-bsorbing glass
faces the inside dissipating its heat into the building.
The effectiveness of this configuration could be even
further increased by providing closable vents above and
below-the heat-absorbing glass. In the winter, during
the hours of sunlight, the vents could be opened to
circulate the heated air 'between the two sheets of glass
into the building interior, *henclosed at night to
preServe the insulating value of the air spi'de. In the

summer with the sash reversed, the heated air between_the
glass sheets could be discharged to the outdoors further

rev reduCing the amount of heat which enters the building.
The following diagrath illustrates the effects of seasonally
reversed 'sash.

4-11.
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A
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Summer .

-

Figure 34. Reversible Sash With Heat,' Absorbitig,Double GlasS,

Winter

.

6Y Since sunlight absorbed in heat-absorbing glass almost
. immediately raises its temperature, the time lapse

between window exposure,to,sunlight and room temperature
. rise is very short. Alternatively, with clear glazing

most ofthe sunlight is transmitted through the window
and absorbed by the walls, floorand furniture within

. the room. Thus the room temper tura rise is delayed,
while heat from the transmitt sun is absorbed into the
mass of these objects. (See STRA'AgGY: . Thermal `Mass)

7) -6 -losed draperies, roil shades, or blinds can reflect
much of the sunlight which-has-penetrated heat-absorbing
glass back at the glass. This double exposure of the
heat-absorbing glass to sunlight, substantially increases
the glass temperature. Similarly, when heat absorbing
glass is used in double glazing, the inner sheet
clear glass reflects part of the sunlight back to the
outer-sheet of heit-ab'sorbing glass increasing its
temperature. 'These high temperatures create large
stresses within the glass.

-ADVANTAGES:

1) Reduced summer solar heat gain largely by absorption of
non-visible solar radiation and to a lesser extent-by
absorption of visible light vhich provides-illUthination
and view.

134
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2) Reduced fading of fabrics due to greater absorption of'
' ultraviolet solar radidtion compareno clear glasd':

, 3 Winter solar collection, summer'solar,rejection with
-reversible, double glazed sash wjth clear and heat -
absorbingbing glass and provisiOn,for operable venting at
the top and bottom of the sash.

DISADVANTAGES:

1) Partial dissipation of heat to the indoors in the summer
and to the outside in winter when heat-absorbing glass

k used in single gfazing. .

2) Podsible breakage of heat- absorbing gla s when drapes or
shades dAwn in_the summer. The stren th of the glass
at the edges is especially Critical in such instances.

*
.3) Increased temperature of glass increases radiation of

heat which increases likelihood of discomfort for occu-
pants near windows. 0

AESTHETICS:

------

1) Which of the.many available metallic additived are added
to the ingredients of the glass during its manufacture
determines the tint it will have. For example, iron
oxide imparts a bluish green color. Nickel and cobalt
oxides and selghiuM give a gray &r bronze tint. (75,

Architects Journal,p1263) The designer-must consider
both how-this tint will alter the -Colors of the building
interior and, hoW the gloms color will harmonize with
the other colors of the building exterior.

2) The view out through heat-absorbing glass is dimmer than
through clear glass but brighter than many of the reflective
glasses._

3) The thickness .gf heat - absorbing glass will-affect its
color since tile' tinting is caused by,an ingredient
dispersed throughout the glass-rather than occurring-
only at the surface as with reflective glass. This

means that if various window sizes diCtate different
glass thicknesses for reasons of strength, the color-
density variation as viewed from the outside, and the
brightness variation as viewed from the inside, musebe
considered in the architectural composition, otherwise_
the thicker size should be used throughout,

4-13
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COSTS;

OP

Heat-absortAng glass costs approximately 1/3 to 1/2 more than 'h

clear glass. -

AMPLE:

The effectiveness of heat-absorbing glass, though superfor to
clear glass in many, instances, is generally inferior to
reflective glass for the purpose,of shading solar radiation.
The following study done tn Switzerland compareg'the perfor-
mance of single-clear, single-heat-absorbing, and double
reflective glazing-iath plastic, draperies. gix'south-west
facing rooms comparable in every respect werd used in the
°study. Each room had 146'Sq.lt. of floOr area with a 9.25
ft. ceiling height, 102 sq. ft. of outsidewall area, and 46
sq. ft. of window area divided between two windows (approxl-w
matety 50 rcent window to outside wall ratio)7. The outside
al emperature ranged from 20 to 23°C (6g-74°F). Av&rage
tbOm air temperatures. and inside glass surface tempergture
were recorded for'SepteMber and 12 'of'1969. (74,
Grarijean,p206).

-Glas Room air temp..- Glass temp.

Clear 29.9° - 35.4°C . .35.8° - 39:6°C,
(86° - 96°F) (97° - 103°F)

Heat Absorbing 28.7 °' - 32'C 3A.3°
(840 _900F) (101° - 115°F)

Double Refld@tive 236?!. 27°C 24° - 34°C
(74' s 81°F). (704°.- 94°F)

The performance of tAeheat-absorbing glass would be better1
if it were double glaling as Was.the case with refleCtive
glazing. The room temperatures would be, less extreme in all
cases if the building had more thermal mass (the building
'studied was-light-weight construction):

REFERENCES:

. , .'-
'A,

, ,

A. I., "Window Glass Design Guide"; The Architecti Journ
Architecturalltess Ltd., London, Jan. 1976.
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4.3 REFLECTIVE GLASS/Shading ,

STRATEGY:

Install glasS with a reflective surface to reduce summer
solar heat gain.

PHENOMENA:

s'a

1) Solar energy striking a window is either reflected,
absorbed, or transmitted. By increasi g the amount of
solar energy reflected, the amounts absorbed and trans-
mitted are reduced. Solar energy absor ed in the glass,
or transmitted and absorbed within the uilding, becomes
heat. Reflective glass, by increasing he amount of
solar energy reflected at the window, t erefore, reduces
the eventualvair conditioning load withi the building.

2) Reflective glass used as the outer sheet of insulating
glass is more effective at keeping out the sun's heat
than reflective glass used as single glazing. This is
due to the fact th reflective glass absorbs more sun-
light than clear ass and its temperature rises. When
this-heat is co centrated in the outer sheet,of insu-
lating glass it is more essay dissipated to the outside
air, especially if (here is a breeze._ Additionally, the
'trapped air space acts as insulation-impeding the inward
flow of heat,' The following table illustrates the
effectiveness of reflective glass used as single grazing
and as the outer sheet of insulating glass compared to
the performance of clear single and double glass.
(75,LOF,p19)

TYPE OF GLASS VISIBLE

TRANSM.

TOTAL
SOLAR
TRANSM.

SHAD.

COEFF.

1/4" clear single 88% 77% 0.93.

1/4" gray reflective single. 34' 36 0.60

...,.,
, .

1" clear insul. 77 59 0.79

1"'grals reflec. insul. 30. 29 0.47

( 4-17
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3) The importance of the reflective coating or film occuring
on the outer sheet of insulating glass is illustrated in
the following figure. (73,LATTA,p60) ,

Incident Solar'
Radiation,

Cpi.

1/4"Plateblass
\Incident Solar

Radiation,
R cfing '

/

0
t \

1 /4" Plate GIss

Reflecting
Film .

Ilik.

MP"

33% Reflection ;Transmission 16% 40
l''' 110 Trans ission 1.6%

3%

NI \ i
48% Absorption

I \

48% Reflecflon4
' P2-% Absorption

14%

Reradration and Convection
...

0 Reradiation and Convection 13%

RA W Kq W

6%0 o o
.

45

Rejected % Admitted . Rejected

"Ei% 22% 71%

Figure 35. Effect of Film Location
on Heat-Gain

*Admitted

4) The use of'certain types. of reflective coatings on one of
the sheets of insulating glass can reduce the radiation
of heat across the air space and hence reduce winter heat:.
losses., The winter U-value.of clear insulating glass,:t
with a.1 /2 inch air space is 0.58 versus as low as 0:28
for insulating glass with the outer sheet of reflective

gaasa. (76,PPG,p15) (See STRATEGY: Applied Films.)

ADVANTAGES:

1) Reduced summer solar heat load.

,2) .. Reduced likelihood of. glare.

0 0

3) Reduced heat loss in the winter for certain types Qf
reflectie glass.

4 DISADVANTAGES:

1) Decreased transmitted solar energy in the winter and

decreased daylight illumination year-rciad%''

4-18
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2) Care required to avoid scratching reflective, coating when
washing windows. Reflective single glazing frequently
has the reflective coating-on the inside surface of the
glass.-

3) Caution required in selecting.a seai6t .to avoid problems
due to lack of bonding with rcflectj1(,e coating of the
glass., (Single glazing only.) A01"'

- .

4) Increased,replaceMent cost in the event of breaage by '

vandals, storm damage, or other causes. (Also true for

insulating glass an& heat-af)sorbing glass.) ,

- ,

/5) Caution required in detailing the setting of refleptive
glass'to.avoid thermal breakage. The higher solar
absorptivity of reflective glass compared to clear ,glass

results dn higher surface temperatures, .especially with
insulating glass. If the glass is installed in a massive
material such as concrete, the sloWnes's of the concrete
to heat up in comparison to the 'glass when sunlit will
result in extreme center to*edge temperature differences
and edge stresses in the glass. One means of reducing

these stresses is to seat the glass in a rubber gasket.
The rubber serVes as an insdlation:which reduces the
conduction losses at the edge of the glass and allows the -7

edges to be closer to the temperature of the center areas
of glass. It is also extremely important that if glass '

must be cut in the field,.special provisions be taken to
insure a clean cut edge. Oae.Manufacturer's literature for

instrUctiorl"g-en cutting glass)

.
AESTHETICS:

,

1)- Because an outside viewer looks at:reflective glass
rather than throughfrit distortion is more critical than

is the case. with clear glass. Trees and clouds, because
of their soft geometry is less problematic than reflec-,
tion of adjacent buildinis. . Full scalemock-..ups on the

site are worthwhile for studying the visual appearance of
reflective glass and whether distort4.on is bothersoffie or

not. (77,Skolnik,p93) ' a

A reflective glass building may create glare, for/he
occupants of adjacefit buildings as well as pedestrians

and drivers.

4-19
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Reflective glazingof isolated individual windows may
appear awkward. Reflective glazing tends to be,mor
visually effective in expanses, either as a series o
windows in continuous. band, or a single large,area.

Where the fenestration carries around 6.i corner or, occurs
on opposite sides of narrow parts of a building, such as
elevator lobbies or bridging corridors, building the
transparency achieved with clear glass i's,not possible
with-reflecting glass.

5) Reflective glass darkens the view out by virtue of the
reduction in light transmission. Colors may also tint
the view as in the case of bronze or other tinted reflec-
tive glasses. This darkening of the view and slight '

tinting are not likely to be distracting unless a window
with clear glass is in the vicinity, pr unless the coated
surface of .the reflective glass is scratched.

COST'S:

EXAMPLE: . v,

In the,design of the Toled6 Edison Building the architects,
along with the glass manufacturer, conducted a detailed computer
study o\the effects_of a variety of glasses on the buildings' .

construction and operating costs. They selected a chromium-
coAed, duel-wall insulating glass-which increase frst
cost of the glass by $122,000 compared to co' tional 1 4"
float glass(float glass,bhas largely repla ed plate glas ).
However, offsetting this first cost\ of th= glass was a sa ings
of $123,000 in initial costs for the hear' : and cooling
equipment and ductwork. (A 64.7 peT'2Tnt duc on in the
capaZity of the central refrigeration s , a '.2 percent:,.

reduction in the capacity of, the centra -.tang equipment and
a- 67.9 percent reduction in the capacity the dist#bution
,,system.) -Resulting energy consumption savings were calculated
to be 729.4 kilowatts per hour which translates to a savings
in,yearly operating cost of approximately $40,000. (73,NBS,p84)

REFERENCES:
. a.

'American Society of Heating, Refrigerating & Air Conditioning,

Engineers, ASHRAE_Handbook of.Fundamentals,'ASHRAE Inc., N. Y.,
1974.

(
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sudaT._and Ishii, K. Hourly Solar Reduction Data- for the 1
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NBS, "Technical Options for'Energy Conservation Buildings." NBS
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4.4 APPLIED FILMS /Shading;

STRATEGY:,

4' Apply a reflective or low emissivity film tp the inside surface
of glass to reflect sunlight back otita window but let the view
in.

PHENOMENA:

1) Adee c oxides deposited on transparent plastic films are
'availa le which reflect much of the incoming ,solar energy
while s411 permitting a view out. The shading coefficient

oaf Such,rklective films can be as low as approximately
,0.24.

\\
.

2) Other types of\film coatings are available which increase
the window's reflectivity of room temperature infrared heat
while only minimally reducing the window's transparency to
the beneficial incoming solar-energy. The net effect.of °

such "low-emissivity" films is a reduction in the winter U-
- value of the window from 1.13to as low as 0.74. (75, °°°o

Berman,p61)

3) Solar reflective films and to a lesser extent low - emissivity
films have the disadvantage of reducing the beneficial
aspect of incoming solar energy in the winter. The following
table illustrates the seasonal benefit (+) or detriment (-)

010,1
of,single glazing compared to glazing' wiEh applied row-
emissivity or reflective film's in a southern an northern
city. (75,Berman,p64)

t

'%-11NDOW ENERGY DEMAND BY ORIENTATIS KBTU/SQ. FT.)
4 \\ 4

CITY NORTH ST -.A SOUTH WEST '\

Wntr Sumr tr Sumr Wntr Sumr Wntr Sumr\

Dallas
No Film -24 -95 :26 -156 +102 -118 +26 -185 \
Low-emissivity -7.z;,1( -80 +35 -135 +107' -101 +38 -161

Reflective -41 -33 ,-56 -14 -46 -33 -63

New York
No Film -84 -43 -38-- -76 +29 -59 -38 -81

Low-emissivity -43 -39 -2 '-68 +58 -53 =2 -73

Reflective -105 --11 -93 -19 -76 -15 -93 -20
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4) From the table in the previous paragraph it is evident
that the annual energy effeCtiveness of low-emissivity
or reflective films will be very dependent,op whether air
conditioning or heating is dominant, and which direction
a window faces.

Due to the dominarko../of air conditioning in Dallas'reflec-
tive 'films conserve energy on north-, east, and west-
facing windows while in New York may be are only minimally

- conserving for these orientations. In both Dallas and
New York reflective films would appear to result in
increased energy consumption when applied to south-facing
windows.

Low-emissivity films appear to be more energy conserving
than no film or reflective film only'on south-facing
windows in Dallas but on all exposures in New York.

ADVANTAGES:

1) Reduced summer solar heat gain with reflective films.

2) Reduced glare without obscuring view.

3) Can be applied to existing windows.'

7 4) Reduced fabric fading.

5) Reduced winter heat loss-with "low-emissivity" films.

6) May hold glass together in evegtof shattering (if films
-thickness adequate).

DISADVANTAGES:

Reduced benefit of daylight and solar heat gain in winter
with reflective and to lesser extent selective films.

2) Replacement of film is costly, difficult, and likely to
be required aftir nine to twelve years.

3) Additional care required in washing to 'avoid scratching
surface'of films, whichcare softer than glass.

4) Reduced effectiveness of selective coatings when-applied
,

to single glaiing because the need for abrasion resistance
necessitates a protective coating over the selective
coating.

4-24
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Possible, cause of breakage when installed as a retrofit
item. (See disa(ivantages listed under Strategy:,

'Reflective Glass)

A

AESTHETICS:

1) Reflective films require, the same aesthetic judgment as
discussed in the strategy: "Reflective Glas-,

4 11

2) Selective films may impart a slight tint to the outside
view.

COSTS:

1) Reflective films cost approximately $0.40 to 0.50 per
square foot depending on'the properties and quantity
specified. Installation ranges from $0.70 to 0.90 on the
same basis. (75,GSC,p9)

6 2) Low-emissivity films have not been.used as widely in
window applications but the product is commercially
available. A polyester film.with-a gold coating is one
potentially effective product currently marketed by at
least two manufacturers for other uses. The price is
approximately $1.20/square foot. (76,Sierracin,p1)
(76,Levy,telephone)

Ate,*

EXAMPLES:,,,

1) A reflective film app ied to windows in an office building
in Silver Spring, Mary and resulted in a 50 percent
red ction in the air.co ditioning Mad. The aVerage air
conditioner operation cycle was reduced for 24 hours per
day during peak summer per'iods to 12 hours per day.
Winter heat loss reductions were also observed but not
quantified. (75,Groves)

2) A five mil, polyester film with a coating'of gold is
currently available which transmits up to 80 percent'of
the visible light but reflects over 95 perceht Of room
temperature heat bick into the room; The material is

rrently being marketed fdr space suit vises and ski
1 . (76,Sierracin)
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4.5 REDTED GLAZING/Insulation, Shading

,
STRATEGY:

Reaucehe glass area in,the wall opening by substituting an
insulating. panel In a portion of-the window.

PHENOMENA: 4
.r

1) Single glazing has a U-valueof 1.13, double glazing
approximakly 0.58, and opaque, insulated panels as low
as 0.10. OV.6,PPG,p18) By replacing part of.the glass
with an opaque, insulated panel the outward flow of heat
in the winter is reduced: Arso, air conditioning costs
may be lowered due to the reduced admittance of sunlight.

ti

I

2) The benefit of reduced outward heat flow must be compared
t

against the loss of beneficial winter solar heaqaand
beneficial daylighting Opaque, insulated panels might
be beneficial on north-facing windows but detrimental on
south-facing windows. Climate and oribntation are impor:-
tant factors.

3) Opaque, insulated panels ar e commonl*.nstalled in the
upper section(s) of windows. The high portion of a
window provides the deepest penetration of daylight into
a room. Thus, the panels not only reduce the amount of
glass area admitting daylight but also weduoe the depth
the daylight penetrates into a room. Heat loss_reduc-
tions must, consequently, be considered against .the
possible additional cost of continuous as opposed to
periodic use of electric lighting.

. ADVANTAGES:

1) Reduced heat loss in winter, sunlight transmission in
summer.

2) Reduced windowarea to wash and maintain.
,

440

DISADVANTAGES:

1) Reduced winter solar heat gain.

-4-27
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2) . Reduted amotint and penetration of daylight.

3) Possible loss of means o6egress during fire.

AESTHETICS:

1) Reduced view of outside. The sky portion of the view is

cut when panels are installed in upper window sections.

2) Iritroduces another material to'the facade.

3) .changes the perceived proportion of windows.

COSTS:*
Z"-

An insulat , opaque panel consisting of a meet of heat

strengthened glass with a c'ramic color fused to the rear

surface, and backed with one-inch fiber glass insulation and a

foil vapor barrier cost approximately the same as clear dodble

glazing. Aluminum or enameled steel clad panels cost approxi-

mately 30 percent less than clear Insulating glass. (76,

Hiltman)

EXAMPLE:

A school. in Big .Pork, Minnesota was expanded from 47,000 to

63,370 square feet and new windows were installed in both the

new wing and throughout the ,original building.- The new window

units consisted of a reduced glass area glazed with insulating

glass and an insulated porcelain panel in the top portion of

the window. As a result-of the installation of the new windows,

the total cost to heat the 63,'370 square feet with new,windows

is oloyer than the cost of heating the original 47,000 square - --

feft of school with old windows. (74,Sand§trom,p58) The

following photograph shows the new window system with insulating,

:opaque panels 'fin the upper portion of. the window. (76,Devac,p4)
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Devac, Inc., 10130 State Highway 55, Minneapolis, MN 55441

Further analysis is required to separate the savings realized
by the insulated porcelain panels from the savings, accrued
from the more air-tight frames and double glazing. However,
the frequency of outside temperatures of minus 20°F and below
iu. Big Fork, Minnesota suggest that the spnductiqn.losses of
the glass are not offset by solar heat gains and therefore,
the insulating panels used to reduce glass area contribute to
the lower operating costs of this particular school. In less
severe cliMates orientation is likely to be a critical deter-
minant of energy savings or even losses realizegrom replacing
glass with opaque Insulating panels. F,-"N

REFERENCES:

; :
DeVac, "Devac Windows Cut This Buildings Fuel Bill, 34P4rcent",:

Devac_Window Co., Mianeapolis, Minn. i..,j ,1 '.

i
1,

4
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. Hiltman, Michael., telephone conversation, Stolle Corp., Sydney,
*- -Ohio, Dec. 9, 1976.

PPG, "Architectural GlIss Products", PPG Industries, Inc., Pitts-
burgh, Pa., January, 1976,

Sandstrom, HarVey E., "Replacement Windows Help Reduce Fuel ills

34 Percent", American School & University, North American
Publishing Cot,'Philadelphia, Pp- February, 1974. C.,

J
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4.6 GLASSBLOCK/Insulation,SqlarHeating,Daylighting
L

-

STRATEGY:

4,

Install glass block to admit 'sunlight and daylight\with
minimal building heat loss.

PHENOMENA:

Y

.1) Glass blocks are hollow, -masonry units molded in two
halves which are then fused together at a high tempera-_
ture. When cooled, the permanently sealed air becomes
exceptionally dry preventing condensate from forming
within the cavity. This=air space results in glass
blocks having_a low U-value, et admitting approximately
50 to 60 percent of the incide t solar energy including,
78 to-84 percent of the visible light. (64,Ulrey,p175)

The larger the bi c ace dimensions Ole lower the U-
value is. This is e to the'fact that the larger size
reqUires the-re of fewer blocks r'aka.given area.' Heat
loss is great st at the edges ofa b k because the. .

glasb bridges the-air space. The-following U-values show
how larger glass blockAsprovide better insulatioft:
(75,PC,p10)

NOMINAL St2E U-VALUE U-VALUE.

7.)

(single cavity) (double cavity)
.

4 x 12 'inch 0.60 0.52

6 inch sq. 0.60

8 inch sq. 0.58%

12 inch sq. 0.52 '0%44

Note that glass blocks are available with double cavities
with the same overall block depth - usually a nominp-
fOur

3) The greater mass of glass block compared to windowglass
results in a lag in time_between when the Sun first,falls
on the block_land when the room temperature rises,- The
heat gain for west-fac g glass block windowg is.conse-

.11



quently delayed in the morning and conversely, the heat ..1-

gain of east-facing glass block windows will be elevated- 0

.\\in the afternoon. To approximate this lag the solar heat

gain factor from the previous rather than the current
hour can be used in calculating heat gain. This product

plus the heat gain or loss through the block (U-value .

multiplied by the inside/outside temperature-difference)
equals the net heat gain or loss. (74,ASHRAE,p487)

/7
4) The shading coefficient of glass block can be lowered by

contouring the glass surface(s) and/or by fusing various

hypes of inserts between the two halves belfore they are

joined in the manufacturing process.

op (The following table illustrates the effectiveness of

several means of ieducting the shading,coefficients for

nominal 8 x 8 inch'glass blocks. Multiply the coeffi-

cients by 1.15 for 12 x.12 inch blocks -or by 0.85 -for 6,x

6 inch glass blbcks. (74,ASHRAE,p40?).

i

TYPE SHADING COEFFICIENT

-.4' iv EXPOSED TO SHADED SHADED

.. :

(Window glass)
.

Clear bl k

Clear with gla4b
fiber insert

qontoure outer
surfaces
Prismatic inside
surfaces and . .

glass fiber insert

Same as above plus
Cerar4c coating on
insert or gray glass
,used for block or
pyipmatic glass fiber

insert.

= SUN \- N, NW, W, SW
.

NE, E, SE
.-. _

1.06

0:65 - 0.40 0.60

5

0.44 0.34 0.51

0.33 0.27 0.41

0.25 0.18 0.27

'

.1//

.

Note: Shading glass block windows from direct sunlight'

substantially reduces heat gain. By providing roof,

. overhangs calculated to obstruct the summer sun and admit

the 1.44.nter sun, glass block can be used to the best

thermal advantage.
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e- 5) ) Gldre from glass blocks can be reduced with various types
-, of inserts. White opal glass is an example of a glare.

reducing insert which:has the a4ditional benefit of
making the block a more uniform brightness. Glare can
lso be reduced by pressing rid surface into the glass
odiffuse the light.

A
.

.
- -6) Penetration of ligrit into a , room can be increased by

,
casting the inside surfaces of the glass blocks in a
prism configuration to direct the'light uponco a reflec-
tive ceiling. (64,Ulrey,p177) y

7) Operating glass units can be composed, into glss block
panels to provide yentildtion.

ADVANTAGES.:

1) Solar heat gain and daylighting with greatly reduced heat
loss compared to single glazed windows.

2) '.Control of direction of incoming light witCpotential.to

increase penetration into rooms with prism surface blocks.

3) Reduced glare with.use of inserts or diffusing surface '
treatment of_block.

4) Privacy talthdiffusi.por glare reducing glass blocks.
%.

5) Reduce4 sound transmission ranging from 35.3 db at 128
cycles pei second toA7.5 db at 2048 cycles per second.
(64,Ulrey,p175)

)

Vandal resistapt. 'Projectiles which would shatter window
'glass are deflected by glass block.

7) Forced entry greatly impeded.

.8) Fire rated at up to 1 1/2 hours depending upon block
v.type. (75,PC,p8)

D ISADVANTAGES:
IP

I

1) Possible Summer or even ,Spring and'Fal1 over ting'of
rooms with, large expanses of unshaded glass lock and
inadequate provision for natural ventilatio
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'2) Distortion or elimfliation of view out with most glass

block types.-

.3) Elimination of security surveillance of building interior 411.

through glass block windows.

AESTHETICS:

1) Glass block,are available in clear units alfording only
slight' distortion -to view, and in a variety of patterns
which can be combined and arranged in an almost endless-

number of compositions."

Diffusing blocks effectively increase the ambient light'
level of a room.

3). The'joints of glass block impart a grid effect td the

fenestration. The scale ofathe can be adjusted by

the side and proportion of the block.

. COSTS:

The following are a sample of the price of delivered clear

glass block:

EXAMPLES:

SIZE .UNIT COST SQ. FT. COST

6 x 6 $1.75 -$7.00

8 x8 2.25 5.06

12 x 12 4.50 4.50 *.

1)" The following two examples illustrate the light gene-

.
tration with glass block on a south e*posure compfted to
glass block on both a south and north-exposures 90.feet '

apart. Both.cases are, for 40 degrees N. latitude at 10-

a.m. and 2 p.m. on March 21.-.(66,IES,p1-11)
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Figure 36. Glass Block on One Exposure vs. Two Exposures .

-. .
2) Glass'block is effective on north exposures to increase

the ambient 'light level of .a room while prov. iding a

fairly low U-value for heat loss.' The following illus-
tration shows the uqe of glass block to increase the
light level of ,a room and redtice glare from clear glass
-windows. (75,PC ,p15),

..-
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Gwathmey Siegel, 154 W 57th. St., N.Y. 10019

REFERENCES:

ASHRAE, ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, AMerican Society of

Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers,'Inc.,

New York, 1974.

Boyd, Robert Allen, "The Development of PrismatiC Glass Block and

the Daylighting Laboratory", Engineering Research Bulletin Nr.
32, University,of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich:, 1951.

Holtoni,John,K., "Daylighting of Buildings - A Compendium and Study,

of Its Introduction and Control." TBSIR 76-1098, National
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., 1976.

IES, IES Lighting Handbook, Illuminating Engineers Society, NeW

York, ,1966.

P.C., "Glass Block - Decorative and Functional Units for New

Construction and Remodeling", Pittsburgh Corning Corp., Pitts

burgh, Pa., Dec, 1975.,

Smith, W. A., and Pennington, C. W. "Shading Coefficients for Glass

Block Panels", ASHRAE*Journal, ASHRAE Inc., New York, N. Y.,

Dec. 1964.

Ulrey, Harry F., Architect's and Builder's Guide,,T. Audel Co.

Indianapolis, Ind., 1964.
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47 THRU:GLASS VENTILATORS/Ventilation

STRATEGY:

Install a transparent wind-driven rotor with a closable louver
in a hole cut in a fixed glass window to provide controlled
-ventilation.

PHENOMENA: .

.

The transparent rotor spilna4admitting or exhausting air into
or out of a room as a result of air pressure differences
between the inside and outside. Operable louvers allow the.
air flow to be stopped entirely when ventilatiOn is not
desired.

ADVANTAGES

1) Ventilation possible with fixed glass windows.

2) Reduction of strong sudden drafts during gusty winds.

3) SecUrit/A six or eight inch diameter hole in a fixed
glass window limits the size of burglars who can gain
entrance.

DISADVANTAGES:

1) Minimal natural ventilation callipered to operable windows
or even compared to an equal diameter unobstructed hole
cut in the glass.

I2) Cannot be installed in factory sealed double or Cripple
glazed windows, nor in existing tempered glaps windows by
the, homeowner or contractor in the field.

AESTHETICS:

A transparent rotor unit interferess with the view compared to
an uninterrupted expanse of glass. However, the opening,
small as it is, provides a strong contact with the outside in
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_terms of admitting the "smell" of fresh air and the sounds Of

the outdoors. These qualities are largel* lost with normal

fixed glass windows.

COSTS:

The retail costoof a thru-glass ventilator varies with its .

size: approximately $7.00 for an 8 inc unit, $5.75,for a 6-

1/2.inch unit, and $3.50' for a 5 inch unit. (Prices do. not

-include shipping.) Installation entai]Js simply scribing and

`tapping out a round hole in the glass./ Units are available

which lock into place without screws. i

EXAMPLESfc

The folldwing photograph illustrates' one model of a thru-glass

ventilator. (76,Simon,pl) .

L

George Roach Co., 8010 24th Ave. NW, Seattle; WA 98107

REFERENCES:

Simon Ltd., "It Runs On ", George W. Roach Co., Seattle, Was

1976.
4-38-
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5. INTERIOR ACCESSORIES4
YV

The,princiPi adyantage of energy-gonserving interior accessories '

is their` accessibility and hence ease of management as outside

conditions change or as the use of the interior changes.

Interior accessories such as draperies, roll shades, and venetian

blinds are effective in reducing heat gain.in the summer as

well as reducing heat loss in the winter. The principal dia-
..

advantage of interior accessories is tht'fact that in reducing

heat gain, the heat absorbed id the device is radiated into the

building-interior. Also, interior accessories when being used

fOr shading may limit the opening of, nswing w ndows when

shading and ventildtion are desired. In reduci g heat loss, if

.the device does-not effectively trap airs between-itself and the

window, the ingUlative value is minimal. However, >if it is

initiallyltnstailed to provide tight closure and it is subsequent-
_

ly used conscientiously, an interior accessory can greatly

improve the performance of a window.

5-0
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5.1 VENETI N BLINDSrhading, Day lighting

STRATEGY:
ite

Install venetian blinds to reflect the summer sun back out the--
window.;, or to direct daylight to'iliceiling-tur-tetp.Ef light

.

penetration into a room.

4

PHENOMENA:

1) Slatted horizontal or vertical blinds can be tilted to
provide maximum refiettion of sunlight back out the window
in the summer. At a 45 degree tilt'with sunlight perpen-
dicular to the slats, blinds have the following properties:
(74,ASHRAE,p403Y'

Properties of Venetian Blinds

TYPE

Light-Colored Horizontal
Medium-Colored Horizontal
White (closed) Vertical ,

TRANS. REFL. ABSORBED.

0:05
0.05 -

0.00

0.55
0.35

0.77

0.40.

0.60

0.23 --

These chafacteristics translate into the following shading
coefficients for blinds in conjunction with different .

glazing_typesiY (74,ASHRAE,p402)

4
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41.

SHADING COEFFICIENTS OF VENETIAN BLINDS

TYPE OF
GLASS

SOLAR TRANS
OF GLASS

,

MEDIUM
HORIZONTAL

LIGHT
.

HORIZONTAL

.

WHiTE i
VERTICAt>,,

v
Single Clear 0.87' 1464 0.55 0.29.

Single Heat-AB 0.46 0.57 Ai 0.53

Single *Refl.
1

SC=0.30. 0.25. 0.23

=0.40 0.33 0.29

=0.50 0.42 - 0.38

=0.60 0.5Q 0.44

Double Clear 0.57 0.51 0.25

Double Heat-AB
3

-0.39 0.22

Double Reflective

SC=0.20 0.19- 0.18

=0.30 0:27

=0.40 0.34 0.33

NOTES:

1) Shading coefficients (SC) under the reflective glas
column,indicate the performance of the glass without
interior shading for the purpose of identifying glass
types.-,

2) 'White vertical blind performance is rated for tightly
closed blinds-in conjunction with glass having a
solar transmittanceLbetween 0'.71 and 0.80.

3Y, Heat absorbing'glass for r sheet of glass, clear

glaSs for inner sheet of ass.

0
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2) Venetian blinds are an effective means of variably control
'ling the amount of dayli ht admitted into a room. The

slats can be adjusted to b ock'all direct beam sunlight
while admitting diffuse dayli t. With a ligWcolored
ceiling, the slats can even be 'lted to- reflect part of

the direct beam sunlight up to t ceiling where it can be
reflected back down to work surfs es. The amount of.light
transmitted to.the=work surface is great diminished in

the process but glare is eliminated. AutOmated control
sYstemg are, available to adjust the tilt and even raise
and lower the blinds as the outdoor light level varies.
(See AUTOMATIC SWITCHING/Daylighting)

, mg... -
ADVANTAGES:

j

1) Minimal space used to store blinds when open and they
stack with a minimal obstruction of the window area.

.C.,

2) an be selectivery tilted to4tirect daylight to the ceilin g

r

or.O.rectly onto the work sur ace.

.

' 3) Can be partially lowered to eliminate sunlight from only a
portion of a room.

DISADVANTAGES:

1) Cleaninetedius.

2) Maintenance of lifting and tilting hardware and cord
replacement.

--- .

511

3) Decreased effectiveness in reducing winter heat loas
compared t shades or tight-fitting drapes due to cracks
between eao slat. T s

0 .
- f

COSTS:
o

.

o 0

The following are a few sample retail
venetian- blinds in the Washington, D.
widths and-lengths.

*,
5 -3
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NARROW CONVENTIONAL VERTICAL

SLAT 1" , SLAT 2" BLIND

3,61.1 x 6b H 51:72 .18.75 43.00 - 53.00.

36 W x 84 H 66.80 mr 26.25 ' 51.00 L. 64.50

72 11;2160 H -94.04 37.50 75.50 -:-94.00

6

72 W g 8Z H 122 46 1 52.50 90.00 - 116.50

E/KAMPLES:
A

)
--)C, A study by Arthur Rosenfeld and St phen Selkowitz proposes the

11

use of reflective venetian blindsin conjunction with clerest ry
windows to increase the usefulness of beam sunlight inyrovid ng
'Illumination,'' The light entering through hlgh windC is

reflected by the blinds up to the ceiling tien down to,the work
.

surface. It is believed that such a system could pr ide _

adequate illumination throughout, much of the year'. Efficiency
could be further improved by coupling the blinds with electud.c

4: lighting controls. (gee Strategy, Automatic Switching:)
. .- , .

The payback period forsuch a system is illustrated with
calculations for a small office Of 150 square feet with a 12

foot wide south exposure. A clerestory window the full width
of the office would accommodate 12 square feet of beam day-

lighting blinds. The clerestory with,blinds would deliver an

average of 100 lumen er square foot for eight hours on

average clear days. Assuming that daylighting could be utilized
80 Aucent of the occupied hours and the sun shined 65 percent
of tf410e, 'beam daylight would be viable for 50 percent of
the 2,000 annuaL working hours.. (80% x,65%). Assuming 2W/sq.

ft. for electriclighting'the lighting load is (:?ow for the

office of 150 sq. ft': If the clerestory;-blind system provided

' adequate illumination for half,the,time, this would then repre-
sent a savidg of 300 KWH/per yeai or at 3C/KWH,,$9.00/year.
,(50 percent of 2,000 his x 30014. If the utility company has
peak period billing, the savings occur during thepeak'period
and the dollar savings might then be $13 /year.' A timed light

66.

s
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a'
Switch is assumed to pay for ttselT in approximately a year
from night and weekend savings. Reflection blind might cost
$2.00 per square foot,or $24. The payback period for the
system is therefore $24/$13 per year or slightly less' than two
years. (76,1ean,p46)'

REFERENCES: 4

41.

ASHRAE, ASHRAEHandboOk of Fundamentals, ASHRAE Inc., New York,
N, Y., 1974. ,

Alcan, "Aluminum Window Blinds for Solar and Light-gpntrol", Alcan
Building Products, Sodth Kearny, N. J;,. 1/76.

w,

.

Avery, "Sundrape Vertical Blind", J. Avery & CO, Ltd., 82-90 Queens-
land Road, Holloway, London: N7 7AW, April 1976.

,Dean; Edward and Rosenfeld; Arttur, Efficient Use of Energy in
Buildings, LBL 441, Lawrence °Berkeley 'Laboratories, Berkeley,
Calif., 1976.

Dix, Rollin C., and ZaItan, Lavan, "Winddw Shades and Energy Conser
vation ". Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Ill., Dec.
1974.

Levolor, "Window Magic. ", Levolor Lorentien Inc. HobokenN. J.,
1976.

-

Marathon Carey-McFall, "Bali-Architect Venetian inds", Marathon
Carey-McFall Co., Philadelphia, Pad, 1974.

Stephenson, D. G.,and Mitalas, G. P., "Solar Transmission through
Windows with Venetian Blinds", Research Paper No.310, Division
of Building Research, National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada,
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5.2DRAPERIES /Shading, Insulation

r

STRATEGY:

A .---1

Install draperies sealed against the wall or window frame at a
1

-the sides and extending down in contact with the floor or
window sill to insulate the window in the winter and provide
shade in'the summer..

PHENOMENA:

1) Heat loss through windows with tight fitting closed
draperies is substantially reduced compared to the heat
loss of an uncovered window. The effectiveness of a
closed drapery as an insulator is greatly impaired if
conditioned air is free to circulate between the drapery
and the window.- When room air comes in contact with the
cold glass, it is, cooled and cascades back into .the room
at the bottom of the drapery. Under such conditions, the
winter t7 -value of a single glazed window Is only reduced
from "le.13 to 1.06. (74,Dix,p1 ). By contrast, the winter
'U-value of a t 'ght- fitting, ti t-weave closed drapery and
single glazed 1ndow can be ass ed to be as low as 0.88.
(calculated from 74,ASHRAE,p395)

2) In the winter the draperies should be_opened when the
window is sunlit to allow the sunlight to penetrate into
the room, warming more massive materialrand remote
surfaces. The heat will then radiate tb other interior
surfaces rather than directly back to the glass. The

drapery track should extend a sufficient distance.to
either side of the window to permit the draperies to stack
clear of the window to allow all'the sunlight to penetrate.
into the room.

3) Comfort near windows with drawn draperies will be improved %.
compared to uncovered windows. This is due to-the draperies
being much closer-to room temperature than the glass with
a corresponding reduction in body heat loss by radiation.
Tights -weave fabrics are more effective for improving
comfort.

5 -7
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11.

la ,

4) Summer heat gain can be reduCed with draperies. The
effectiveness of the drapery is mainly determined by three
factors: the amount of . incoming solar energy reflected
back at the glass, the amount of solar energy absorbed by
the fabric, and the amount of solar energy transmitted
through the fabric and through-the openings of the weave.
To a. lesser extent, the insulation value of the drapery
also affects how much outdoor heat is added to the air.
conditioning load. FOE. single glazed windows with tight

fitting draperies,-the summer U-value can be as low as

.
0.81 compared to'.1.06 for- the uncoverea window. (74,

ASHRAE,p395), The,shading coefficient of single glazed
windows (1/4" plate) with draperies ranges from 0.80 down
to 0.35, the low value representing a highly reflective
tightly woven drapery material. (74,ASHRAE,p405). The
windoW heat gain can be calculated by adding the solar
heat gain and the conducted heat gain.' the solar heat.
gain'equals the amount of solar- energy transmitted plus
the amount of solar energy absorbed by the configuration
and dissipated into the building interior,. The conducted
heat gain equals the U-value multiplied by the 'inside
outside temperature difference. (See 74,ASHRAE,p388)

5) The use of tight fitting draperies with insulating glasi
even further reduces the saner U-value ashown below:
(74,ASHRAE,p395)

DOUBLE GLASS
(width of air spade) NO SHADING

WITH INTERIOR
SHADING

single glazing 1.06 0.81

3/16" air space 0.66 0.54

1/4" air. space 0%65 0.5-2

1/2" aiT, space 0.59 0.48

6) The use of double draperies, two layers of draperies
separated by an air space, further improves the thermal
performance of windowt. A summer U, -value of 0.65 it

possible for single glazed windolis-assumingthe same'
degree of air tightness for bcith layers,of trapped air.
Assuming a better degree of air tightness between the two
layers of drapery than between the drapery and the window
results in the even lover calculated U-value of 0.57:
(Pennington, p2)

-5-8
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7) Draperies should be installed such that conditio air
blows on the room side of the drapery and not between the -
dapery and the window. Where the register is directly
below or above the window, retrofit deflectors arreadily
available which divert the air'into the room rather than .

upor down the window surface.

ADVANTAGES:

1) Decreased winter heat losszand summer heat gain.

2) Improved comfort near window possible "when draperies
closed. .

3) Glare control..

4
4Y . Privacy

5) Noise absorption. Noise withina room is absorbed by
draperies rather than reflected as from uncovered glass_.
Also, Outside noise transmitted through the'glass is

.partially absorbed. ..The denser the weave and heavier the
drapery; the more etfective it is in reducing noise
transmi ion. The following graph illustrates the effect
of the- enness of, .he weave om sound reduction. (74, .

ASHRAE, 406) ,
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DISADVANTAGES:

1)'' Periodic cleaning reqUired.

2) Obstruction of view when .closed.

3) Possible breakage of glass when used in.conjunction with -

heat-absorbing glass. .(Also true for any reflective
interior shading del/lite.) The glass and the way it is set
should be designed to withstand the additional heat-build-;
up from sunlight being reflected back at the glass from
the closed drapery.

AESTHETICS:.

The desire for an airy open weave drapery conflicts with the
thermal effectiveness of draperies both summer and winter.-

COSTS:

),/

e price ranges largely with the cost of the fabric. A ready-
made drapery'can range in price from $0.85 to $1.5D per square
foot. Custom made ,draperies may range much higher in price.
The, traverse rod is frequently available in various length
increments which are expandable to any size up to the next size
incjement. A,12 to 15 foot traverse rod can range from $12to
$18.

EXAMPLES:

A series of tests were conducted by the Illinois Institute of
Technology to determine the percentage of energy that could be
saved by using shades, drapery, or venetian blinds. The tests
were conducted in two rooms 'with a window mounted between them.
One,room had its temperature varied from 20 to 50°F (-6.7 to

, 10°C) for winter test and froM 85 to- 95 °F (29.4 to 35 °C) for-

. summer test. The other room was maintained at 75°F (23.9°C).
Solar radiation levels-typical of the midiwest were introduced
using heat lamps for the summer test. -All cracks were sealed .

5-10
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around the window to prevent infiltration. The draperies were

hung two inches out from the wall so they completely covered
the window opening. The study concluded than a medium_ colored.

drapery with a white plastic backing reduced conducted heati,1_,..,

loss in the winter by 6 to 7% (74,Dix,pii) and conductive and
radiant heat gains in the summer by 33% (74.,Dix,p21)

REFERENCES:

ASHRAE, ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers, New York, 1974.

Dix, Rollin C. and Zalman, Lawan, "Window Shades and Energy Conser-
vation", Mechanics Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Dept.,
Illinois Institute of TechnolOgy, Chicago, i11., Dec. 1974.

Keys, M. W. "Analysis and Ratintjof Drapery Materials Used for
Indoor Shading", ASHRAE Transactions, Vol. 73, Part I, ASHRAE
Inc., New York, N. Y., 1967.

Morrison, Clayton A. et.al, "An Experimental DeterminAtion of Shading
Coefficients for Selected Insulating Reflective Glasses and- J

Draperies", No. 2382*A132, Mechanical EngineeringlDept., University
of Florida, Gainesville, Fla., undated.

Ozisik,_N. and Schutrum, L. F. "SolaT Heat Gain Factors for Windows
with DrapesV, ASHRAE. Transactions, Vol. 66, ASHRAE Inc.; New
York, N.. Y., 1960.

PA, "Window Coverings", Pr ogressive Architecture, Reinhold Publiihing
Co., Stamford, Conn ov: 1966.

Pennington, C. W., et.al, "Experimental Analysis of Solar Heati:Gain
Thrbugh Insulating Glass with Indoor Shading", ASHRAE Journal,
ASHRAE Inc.,, New York, N. Y., Feb. 1964

.,-'Pennington, C. W., et.al., "Analysis of Double Drape4FenesttatJon
Configurations", Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Univ. of
_Florida, Gainesville, Fla.

.PPG, "The Feneshield_Systee, PPG Industries, Pittsburgh, Pa., Jan.

1974.

40. .

Yellott, J. I., "Drapery Fabrics and Their Effectiveness in Sun
Control',ASHRAE-Trangactions,VO1.71,Partl,:ASHRAgInc.1 ,New

'York, N. Y.,'1965.
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5.3 FILM SHADES Insulation, Solar Heating, Shading

STRATEGY:

vv

Install clear or c ted transparent film shades--singly or in

separated multiple yers and sealed at the sides and bottom to
provide insulation, proved air tightness, solar heating,
and/or shading.

PHENOMENA:
10,

, \

1) A roll shade sealed ag inst the per imeter of a'window
frame will create an insulating layer of air. This effect,
can be,multiplied by pro iding several consecutive layers

..of shades and air spaces. One such system is reported to
provide a U-value for the \iindow of 0.55 with one shade
pulled down, 0.31 with two shades pulled down, and 0.18
with three shades pulled do ( 26,fnsealshaid,p4)

2) A roll shade sealed at the ed es also impedes infil-
tration:

3), A heat - absorbing film shade ih sunlight can have a surface
* ,

temperature above room temperatur and thereby Provide aoi

warm radiant\surace improving,com ort.

4) A ,low-emissivity film shade can redu e the,window's absorp-
tion of heat radiated from interior 11 surfaces, furniture,

and people. This can result in a'hea loss reduction of

57 to 64 percent,from single gl aze' wi ows without a

shade: (75,Dahlen,"Summary"p2)
4

5) A reflgctive film shade can reflect as mu as 60 perbent

of the incoming sunlight back out through e window.

(76,Joanna;p2), .

,

6) A selective, transmissivity film shade car tra mit 75

percent of e visible light but only 5542rce of the

1,total sofa adiation. This allows ugableah 1 ht to

enter but blocks much of the invisible radiation,. thereby
reducing heat gain. (76,Doyle)

5 -13
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ADVANTAGES:

'l) Redupd summer solar gain and winter night losses
with a reflective or selective film, singly or in com-
bination with clear film.

2) Reduced winter heat loss with shade configurations which

c4`
provide insulating, trapped-air space(s).

3) Reduced infiltration provided by obstructing flow of
inComing.aiy with a film shade sealed at the edges.

4) Increased comfort near windows because less body heat is
radiatedto an inside film shade than to a cold laindow.

.5) Elimination, with a heat-absorbing filth, of ultra-violet .

radiation and its resulting fading of earpets and furniture.

6) Reduced sky glare with heat-absorbing films.

7) visibility into building for security
. (e.g., shops, schools, or banks):

8) ytime privacy with reflective film shades.

Self - storing when not in use.

DISADVANTAGES:

1) Required management Of shade by occupants of building.

2) Difficult to install on other-than right angled window
areas.

3) Lack of glare control from direct sunlight.

,4) Lack of privacy with clear shadesor reflective shades at
night.,

Reduced winter solar heat gain through low, emissivity film
sEades,installed to reduce heat losses. Calculation of
thehet_heat gain',or loss for a given loc'tion may suggest-
444-low emissivity film-shades are effective on north,
east, and west4tHentations-and transparent uncoated film
shades are effective on south orientations.

t
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AESTHETICS:

COST:

Film shades may become unattractive after- several years due to
NV77

scratches-and wrinkles, especial at the edge off the shade.
However, replacement of the film is substantially less expen-
sive than thrinitial installation of the complete system.

Delivered Film Cosi:::

'Reflecting Film (3m) 20o/sq.ft.
Char Film 18o/sq.ft.
Absorbing Film 30o/sqft.

A light filtering pr reflective film shade mounted on a roller
costs approximately;

3 x 5 ft.. window $32.50 ($2.16/sg.ft.)
5 x 6/8 patio door $57.50 = (S1.72/sq.ft.)

The estimated installed cost for single-layershade system of
either a clear or a reflecting film with a magnetic edge seal

O

$1.50/sq.ft. on l'arge job (eg., 100 windows)
2.00/sq.ft. on small job (e.g., 10 windows)

.4 be possible to develop a do-it-yourself magnetioally,
sgaled shade system for the homeowfier at a cost of less than
$1.0i per squ foot'.

.The estimated installedzose oE a m system c6n-
sisting'of clear film, heat-absorbing film-, and reflective film
with sealed edges and.automatic venting

.-$4.00/sat. for large windows
$6.00/sq.ft. for tmall wAdows

1
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EXAMPLES;

1) One company manufactures a low-emissivity film shade with
a magnetic edge tape for sealing the perimeter to an iron

,oxide tape adhered to the jamb and sill. Test were con-

ducted on a school in Minneapolis on November 24, 1974.
Measurements were mgde, using an infrared temperature
sensor and thermocouple, on five adjacent windows on the

first floor classroom. One window was'uninsuIated while

the other four received various retrofit optionT7

Inftared photagrapHs were then taken on December 1; 1975,
to confirm the measurements. The tests showed the insu-

- lating effectiveness of the various windows as follows:

(75,Dahnn,p2)

-Percent Heat Loss Reduction
(comparison to single glazed windows)

(1) Conve- ntional roll shade plus a 28-36%

blackout shade for movie pro-
. ,

jecting.
'(2) Clear plastic film shade with 36-43%

all'nerimeter sealed.
(3) Wooden frame exterior storm wLndow. 50-57%

(4) Low heat emitting film shade'sealed 57-64%

on bottom and sides tmly.

.% 2) Another company'manufacturers a system of three shades: a
reflective film shade near the window; a beat- absorbing
film shade near the room, and a-clear shade in the middle.
The shades are operated within frame guides to seal the

411 sides and, bottom.

In,the winter clueing the day, the occupant.should lower
the clear shade and the heat-absorbing shade. The clear

shade creates an insulating air space betweerpitself and
the window. The heat - absorbing shade heats the air in

the space between itself and the clear shade. When the

trapped air temperature becomes warm enough, a bi-metalic
thermostat opens flaps covering slots at the bottom of
the shade frame. °Room air.is then drawn in at the bottom,
heated by the, warm, heat-absoibing film surface, and
convected back into the room at the top'. In the winter

during the night, all thrpe shades are lowered to provide
three insulatingf dead-air spaces.

5-16
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In the summer during the day, the outer reflective film
is pulled doWn to reflect 80% of the sunlight end the
middle clear film is pulled down to provide insulation,.
(76,Insealshaid,p6)

The Sectional drawings following the references illus-
trate combinations of roll shades possible with such a
system.

REFERENCES:

*r (V

-

Dahlen, R. R., Doyle, J. S., Klaenhamma,'B. L., "Summary of WindoW
Insulation Tests for Double-Hung School Windows." 3M Company,
St, Paul, Minneapolis, December 1975.

A
Dahlen, R....R. "Laboratory Measurements of-Window, Shade Thermal

Perforganc.e':, 311, Company, St. Paul; Minneapolis. .

Dahlen, R. R. "Window Ali Infiltration Measurements in School
'Classroom", 3M Company: Paul, Minneapolis.

Doyle, James S. and Dahlen, R. R. Meeting at NBS.
4

Insealshaid, "The More Windows YoU Have, the More You Need Insealshaad."
Ark-tic-seal Systems Inc. Butler, Wis., 19764

IF

Joanna Western Mills, "The/Money Saving Way to Daytime Comforts",
Joanna Western Mills Co.; Chicago, Ill., 1976.
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) Winter Day
Clear and Heat Absorbing

Winter Night
Reflective & Clear & Heat absorbing

d

Summer Night Summer Day

None Reflective & Clear

Fig_ure38. Use Modes of a MultiOle
Shade System

4e,
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5A OPAQUE ROLL SHADES/Shading, Solar Heating

STRATEGY:

Install an opaque or translucent roll shade to reflect sun
back out the window in the summer, and, if the shade has a

dark side and is reversible, absorb solar energy i the
winter.

,PHENOMENAvN

1) Summer solar heat gain through window&can be reduced.by
loweing an opaque,, white roll shade to reflect much of

me
the incoming solar energy -back out through the glass.
"The color of the shade. and its opacity greatly affect /
performance as can be seen in the following table:
(74 ,ASHRAE , p403)

ZARACTERISTIC TRANSMITTED REFLECTED ABSORBED
41000'

o

As is evident from thetable, a shade's ability to reflect

Light-color, translUcent- 25% 60% 15%

White, opagge 0 80 20
. i

-------.

Dark, opaque 0 : 12 88

sunlight is ba4ly impaired if it is a dark color.

The light absorbed by the shade raises the shade temperature.
Heat is then dissipated into the room by ra4plion to
room surfaces, and'by cohvection of room air.in Contact.°
with the' warm shade surface.

2) The effectiveness of ro],1 shades in combination-with
various types of glass is shown below in terms of shading
coefficientS.: (74,ASHRAE,p403)

5-19
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GLASS SOLAg_ . , SHADING COEEFiCIENT

TRANSM. OPAQUE OPAQUE TRANSLUC

DARK .WHITE LIGHT

Single Cltar 87% 0.59 0.25 0.39 .

Single Heat-Ab. 35*' 0.45 0.30 0.36

Double Clear 69* 0.60 0.25 0.37

Double Heat-Ab. 28* 0.40 0.22 0.30

* (75,10F,p19)

3) Roll shades also reduce heat flp14 through a-windowoboth

in winter and summer. Thq U-valueof a roll shade with a
moderately close fit to the window opening in the wall

1 .4g

achieve a summer, U-value of approximately 0.88.

culated from 74,ASHRAE,p395)

4) A roll shade can have a dark color on one side which
effectively absorbs sunlight and a white surface on the

reverse side which effectively reflects sunlight. By

simply reversing the shade from dark side facing out in
winter to reflective side facing out in summer, the shade

can perform as a solar collector or shafting device varying**

with the season. (Silverstein,p63)

ADVANTAGES:

1) Reduced solar heat gain in summer.

2) Reduced conducted heat loss during winter nights.

3) Privacy.

4)- Glare control

5) Self-storing.

DISADVANTAGES: (

11

A

A

,1) Maintenance. Spring mechanism will,fatigue or jamb with time

and need-replacemeilt.

2) View out and shading at .the same time impossible.

3)' Impeded ventilation from the top opening of double hung

.0
windows when the shade is lowered*:

. .

A.
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AESTHETICS:

A 'roll shade is a simple, inobtrusve element which does not
° complicate the appearance of a window, .

COSTS:

The following,are a-sample of retail prices for roll shades in
the Washington, D. C. area:

SHADE TYPE OF SHADE
WIDTH OPAQUE TRANSLUCENT

B6 inches $5.00 $3.70

60 inches 26.00 17.00

EXAMPLES:

r

The following example illustrates the summer.anckwinter energy
benefit,or expenditua'attributable.for One somf6 foot of
window without and with a roll shade in New York ci?p. The
summer calculated energy results plus the solar data, degree
days, and window U-values are taken from a report by Samuel
Berman. (75,Berman,p47) The winter energy data and total
energy data are not from Berman. These calculations differ
fipm his report_in order to consider the window with a lowered
roll shade during winter nights. Three orientations are
calculated with westbeing assumed' similar to east.

The folloWing values are used 'in the calcdAtion:

6
r

,*; t

Type of Glass

Single glass

-_,-

Storm /double

aap

e

Winter U=Values
ShadeUp Shade Down

1.13 0.8a

0.55 0.49

-21
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K
Type of Gkass Winter Solar Heat Gain (WSHG).

(KBTU/winter, sq.ft.)

E,W

sinild 45 . 91 . 159

39-6 139.9

double
: o 80.1

, . .

The shading toefficient for double glass is assumed to be \

0.88.

Heat loss for the winter was calCulated with the shade lowered -

12 hours per- day. The' heating season used was 4714 degree.

days (d) for a period'from October to April.

= (WSHG x - (12 x U
shade

x d) + (12 x
no shade

x d)

Using these assumptions the following winter and summer
-energy expenditures or benefits result from one square foot of

window.

SEASONAL ENERGY EXPE/OITURE FOR A WINDOW IN NEW YORK CITY
( OTU/SQ.FT.) (-2 denotes energy input, required from mechanical system)

GLAZII SHADING ' NORTH EAST SOUTH

Wint. Sumr. Wint. Sumr. Wint. Sumr.

Single None -8a -43 -38 -76 +29

Single roll shade -69 -15 ,23 -26 +45 -20

Savings 15 28 15 50 16

,

Storm/double None -25 . -37 +14 -65 +71 . -51

Storm/double roll shade

. .

-19 -13 +21 '223 +81, -18

Savings 6 f24 7 42 10 33 4

r

Savings roll shade + ' 65 44: 17 53 52 41

'double compared to
. no roll shade + single-

4.
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5.5 INSULATION SHUTTERS/Insulation

STRATEGY,:

Provide hinged or remoyle opaque insulating shutters to
reduce night-time winter heat Ioss.

41
PHENOMENA:

1) The winter heat loss through a.window can be reduced by
covering the window kith an insulating panel in contact-
with the gla s.. The:pelt lose_is then reduced in pro-
portion to t e insaTting value of the panel measured as
resistance, o heat flow per inch'thickness of material.
The U-valu for a window wthh a one inch insulating panel
against it can be approglimated as follows::

4 )
-1

tal
U Panelglass_alone

o,
.This as umes equivalent value§ for the air film at the,
surfac of the panel an& at the interior surface of the
glass, / or an R-value of 0.68 in both cases.

The

0.

11owing;table lists several Comdr.' rigid insulating

materials, their\resistances (74,ASHRAE,p361), and the
winter U-value of a single glazed window with the panel
in Contact with the glass. All values are for4 one inch
thick panels.

5-254
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Material

INSULATING VALUES OF VARIOUS7INSULATING PANEL MATERIALS

Resistance
(for 1" thickness)

Expanded pqlystyrene,
extruded; plain

d-value of
window with
1" panel

4.00 0.20

U-value of
window with

,2'' panel

0.11

Expanded _polystyrene, 3.57 -

molded beads°

0.22 0.12

expanded polyurethane 6.25 0.L

9

0:67 .

Cork (3/4 inch) i iA81 0.39
1

Cork /paper bdg/cork (3/4) 2.561 0.29
1

Plywood 43/4 inch) 1 0.93' 0.55

2) If a gap'existslaetween the insulating panel and the
glass and air can circulate from the room behind the
pnel and asigoss the glass, the effectiveness of the
anel in xeMirtng heat loss will be Arastically reduced.

However, if the'ianel fits tightly to the perimeter of
the wall opening (so that air cannot circulate into ti,a
room), a separation of the panel from the glass will
increase the panel's effectiveness by providing an
insulating layer of trapped air.

-0 ADVANTAGES:

1) Reiduced winter heat loss at night.

2) Imprqved comfort near windows at sigbt.4

3) Reduced sound transmission at night.s

P4vdcy at night.

ri
)
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DISADVANTAGES:

. 1) Bulky to store, during the summer and during day if
demountable panels are used.

2)_ Easily crushed in the case of polystyrene or polyurethane
necessitating periodic 'replacement.

3) Polyst enes and polyurethanes areflamable.and give off
"highly p xiC gases in the event of fire. A proteCtive
claddi g of metal is essential. es'

AESTHETICS:

Rigid insulatiug panels can beNievered'with decorator fabrics
to enhance the character of thelindow. Cork or other insu-
lating materials are attractive in,their natural condition in
many interior,design schemes. In deep window openings, the
window may be sufficiently'recested to accommodate half the
widtkof the window, inwhich case, th6mal panels can be
pi#Sied.;at ekther side withoUi projecting out into the room:
In new construction a pocket can be detailed in the wall
adjacent to the'window into which sliding insulf4.ng panels
can be stored out of sight. Foam panels should be clad
with sheet metal. The metal skin would eliminate the NI

problem of panels" becoming unsightly due to the vulnerability -

of unprotected foam. The skin must also provide protection
from-the toxic fumes even off by certain types of foain
iniulation-in the presence'oea.fire.

,COSTS:

*1,-

4.

I

The following table is a sample of retail pricestfor various
insulating materials:

ACK

material Coit/sq, ft;

.1".'extrudedipolystyreEle $0.35'

1" expanded polystyrene 0.38

3/4" sheet coil( '. 0.50

" pressed paper t 1.1
bo rd with 1/8",cdork

facing both' sides

5-27
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EXAMPLES:

An insulating panel which reduces a single gidaod window's
U-value to 0.38 or less, is twice as insulating as resi-
dential double glass (1/4 inch air space) with a U-value

of 0.65. Thus, if the panels are closed only during the

hours of darkness, approximately twelve hours per c101,
they will achieve energy savings comparable to insulating

glass. Furthermore, the difference between outside day
and night temperatures is likely to be greater than the

differenc between day and niOt thermostat settings.
Therefore even with night -time. thermostat set back the

insulatin shutters can effectively conserve h4ting
energy.

A study in Sweden calculated the difference in energy
flow between insulted glasd,windoPwith therdal shutters
open all-the time and with the shutters closed when
conductivity and infiltration losses exceed solar gain.
The following table gives the annual_ energy saved by
using the shutters in BTUA,x 103 per square foot. 1(Con-
verteS to English Units from 75,Hagman;p2)

LOC DEGREE ORI ENTATION

DAYS NORTH

--

Lulea

Stockholm

Malmo-

NOTES:

SOUTH EAST/WElk. .

11000

WOO

6900

142

106

9\j';

125

._

79

135

99

87

.) The-case of closing the shutters wheneVer the kindo0
loses more heat than it gains would cessitaeg

closing tithe shutters the:entire'da firing December

in Malmo and Stockholm, and NoVeiter through January

in Lulea.

The window with a closel_shutter was assumed td have
an equivalent U-value of 0.09 consiaringtoth con-
duction and infiltration. With the stutter open,
the window alone., considered to be A average
tightness, double g azed unit, theU-va ue assumed
to be equivalentct .53. , ,

528
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REFERENCES:
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- 6. BUILDING INTERIOR1,,
<

The des f the buildingliinterior will determine how useful AL

the energy 40mitted by the window will be. Distribution of

the incoming energy beyond the immediate vicinity of a window

is one b Sic objective. The color, location and height of

partiti s wills determine how deeply daylight penetraeOinto

- a room. The mechanical air irculation system'mayagrovide a ). "ft

means of circulating the w nter olar heat beyond the immedi-

ate vicinity of*the window Another objective of interior,

strategies is to store sdlar heat'during periods of excess

to
it.

be re-radiated later when
%
the room temperature drops.

.
, --A.I.

'A massive floor and wall in the path of the sunlight,can
r

effectively perform. this,. - function. Still another objective

of building interior strategies is to facilitate occupant's
.--

use' of daylight As a substitute for' electric lighting,

thereby reducing energy consumption by both the'lighting

and air conditioning systems. a

In summary,-the design of tie illumination and mechanical

-f

systems, the design and color selection of room surfaces, and

the placement ..of massive building components will determine
4

#

how much the eneriy.gained by.windows can reduce illumination,

.

air conditioning,,and heating energy costs.

111
\
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6.1 FIXTURE CIRCOITAG/Caylighti

STRATEGY:

Provide separately switched circuit's for lights in a tuilding's
peripheral zone to facilitate substituting daylighting for
electric lighting.

PHENOMENfl-

1) Daylight penetrates a finite distance into an interior .

space. The illutaination level can be calculatedand a
zone defined where daylight provides an acceptable_leve
'of illumination-with no, artificial lighting needed.

2) The amount of:,daylight penetrating a given space vales
according -to cloud cover, time of -day, and time of year; -

as well as the visible light - transmission of the- glazing. '

ProViding separate switching for two rows of light000nq
near the Vindow,and one deeper in-the room, would permit
the outer row to be -Sw taaa ofg when daylight . -is adequate ,

near the window.
:

3) Dayligtlin whe excesses are controlled, poses ,less of'
a heat load on_ph ,ir-cohditioning system than even
fluorescent lightiltg. ',Therefore, the capability of .

. switching on.only the rowbf lighting needed,an anot
overcast day_saveselectricity both in' terms of lighting
and air conditioning.

ADVANTAGES:
0

:-.t 14-
,

Reduced elect cd.ifiaMptiOn during the time of the day
when demand on-g*-.011erating-plant is" at a peak. Where.
electric rates areliATlei durints:peak periods, dollar

..
savings are, even gte.gtew. ., .

"..T 4' t. '' 4..- ..'
if ,,.. ..

' If . ,
. \

, .
... ..

..: ,..,

DISADVANTAGES1

.
.

,eol) Potential glare and:*epter variation in light level
.or compared to:compleee,rerivce on artificial illumination.

2) ' Overheating if excesses not tontroiled--with -shading.
4,...

.
. %

r , 6-1
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a I 0

AESTHETICS:

1 . 1) Turning off only the light-fixtures in the area receiving
daylighting may provide a more uniform lighting level
throughout the space. -

I
A
1-

COST:

AddiLonal.first costs include the material and installation of
additional footage of wiring and additional switches.

U)
U)
cj

4

The. following figuw.,illusrates the amount of light
theoretically available from a window in an office space.
The clear' sky curve assumes the sun is directly overhead,.
If the sun were lower in tote sky as in the winter, the
Light level in the'offite would be still higter than' shown.
If the sun were behind th building, the light level wound
approach the,curve for th' overcast sky. t(74,Vild, p3)
The actual illumination in'any office may be substanti ly

lower than these curves. Lower values would actually be

better as, the illumination levels sh9wikare,excessive.

'S

A

'Foot
Candles

400

9'0"

I

2'6"

13'6"

. -

300

200

100

Figure 39. Usable Daylight at Desk- Top Height vs.bistarie from the Window

6-2
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The following example shows bow_much electricity can be.
conserved when daylight would.suffice to provide adequate

, illumination for half t1 office six houri a day.

g

Window

r 1.

L

Office "B"

Figure 40. Lighting Fixture Cicuiting

8 fixtures
2 - 40W tubes.each

8 fixtures
9 hrs/day

fixtures
9 hrs/day

4 fixtures
3 hrs/day

A

5.76 KWH/work dty 2.88 KWH/work day + 0.96 KWH/work day = 3.84,

$1.15/work week $0.77//work week

Savings = $0.38/workeek

;..

r gif

r'"



REFERENCES:

0

Vild, Don, "Benefits of Daylighting in Terms af Energy,Savings",

1,1bbey- ens Ford Corp., Toledo, Ohio, 1914,

.

'

4
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6.2 TASKLIGHTrNG/Daylighting

STRATEGY:

Provide task lighting switched separately from am ient light-
ing to facilitaLe the use of dayli!ghting for ambient lighting.

PHENQMENK:
7

1) Ambient lighting in addition to adequate lighting on a
task is necessary to avoid extreme contrast and resulting
eye fatigue, However, the ambient lighting can be only
approximately 1/3 the level of th& task lighting. ,

(75,GSA,p6-6) By.providing high levels of lighting only/ .

at the task rather than uniformly high levels 9f" light,

considerable electricity can be saved, both ,ff9m reduced
lighting consumption and reduced air conditioning 154rden.
By providing separate switching fot task/and ambient
lighting, the ambient lighting can.be'turned:off when
daylight' is adequate, further increasing the savings.

/

ADVANTAGES:

1) Reduced electricity consumption when daylighting is
adequate' for background lighting.

2) Individual didetion in selecting lighting fott- a task.
With conventional uniform lighting, if one perison feels
he needs,m6(re light he must switch on the lighting for

. -everyone.
!

. 3), No eXectricity,including the resulting increase in air
'conditioning load, is wasted by lighting work arias of
individuals who are absent for part or all, of the day.

a) Depending on
the distance
to'his bask,

DISADVANTAGES:

IV

-

the'mounting system an individual, can vary
and orientation of the luminaire, relative
to suit his personal preference.

-c

Possible glare from the task lighting reflected off the
work surface, into the eyes of the worker.

6-5
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'2) Interference with work task by fixture base if the task.
lighting fixtures areon the work table.

.

Less flexibility in'terms of relocating the task At a
flure date if task lighting fixtures are mounted in the
'ling,

AESTHETICS:

In illuminating the task area more, brightly than the
background, attention is focused on'the wOrk,surface.

Introducing different levels of 'illuminati'on within a
space malted it more interesting than if it were lighted
uniformly.

3) Task luminaires can be an attractive addition to the
furnishing of a space. 4

ft
CQSTS:

An incandescent drafting lamp can be plirchased for $19.00.
4

EXAMPLES:'

,,

The office, of the Piliington Environmental Advisory Service;
Lancashire, England,was experimentally retrofitted with ta0k
lighting and daylightingwas relied Upon to provftle,back,
ground lighting as much as possible. This was accomplished
by providing desk
three-quarters of th
from the ceiling, Des

mps or drafting lamps and removing nearly
fluorescent lighting tubes selectively f

were faced towards the darker, center
'of the space'with daylight then corning from behind the desk
rather than from in frOne'of it,. This reduced "veiling
reflection% (Glare from light reflected by the pages'reducing
the contrast between the ink and the paper.") The fIllowing .

table summarizes the lighting wattages in-the original over-,
all illtimination system and the retrofitted task lighting and
daylight ambient lighting system. (7.5,Cuttle,p24)/

.



COMPARISON OF ORIGINAL AND. RETROFITTED LIGHTING

Installation

Total lighting (W)

Lfghti4 load WW ,

Density of occupancy (m
2
/person)

Background lighting load (W)

Original Retrofitted /
5130 2'866

24.4 13.6

.15 15

95 '

\
, Total lighting load/desk worker (W) 365' \,149

,-Total lighting load /illustrator (WL) 365 40....

-/
..,

REFERENCES: /

P. ' ,;'
/ .

.

,.

Architectural Record, "Task/Ambient Lighting, An Idea Whose TiMe
1 Has Come, But Whose Impiicatiops Need to Be Better Understood,,

\Architectural Record, McGriw Hill Publishing Co. New York,

\\

. 1
N. Y.; Mid August; 197.6.

.,.

i \
,

//.
4 .

i
Cuttle, A. and Slater, A. I. "A Low EnAgy Approach to Office ,

\

Lighting", Light and Lighting. Illuminating engineering Society,.
..

\.i.
119 Westminister Bridge-Rpad, London, England. Jan/Feb. 1975.//

. GSA, Energy Conserlation Design Guidelines for New Office Buildings,
Public Buildi '.Service, GuVernment Services Administration..
Washington, C.,\ July; 1975.
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6.3 'AUTOMATIC SWITCHINd/Daylighting

,STRATEGY:
4

. .

Control light switching faith photo.-electric 14gWeensors or
timers to reduce electric lightitg usage during periods of
adequate daylight.

;
'

PHENOMENA:

..1.
% .

1) SiliCon celfa generate a small e4.ectric current which
.

varies directly with the light level. By measuring this
current or measuring the change. in resistance to-a
current passed through a silicon or seleniuft cell,

e

.

changes in light levels can be Sensed electrically.
. .

This inrormation can be, used by cZntr& systems to
.

-..r..

regulate electric lighting automaacall according.to
need.

2) Silicon cells are more stable and faster re-.onding
selenium cells. Silicon cells are thetefore etter
suited for controlling interior illumination. (Selenium,
cells are*acceptable for less critical tasks suc as
switching.security lighting.) (76,ZaleWski)

3) A timer can be built into the lighting circuit-to
the useof certain electric lights to might-time.

ADVANTAGES:

\
itlim

p
g

, 1) Elimination of the, situation oLg.cloud reducing the
daylight level, the room occupant switching the,lights

a0
on, aftd then leaving them on the remainder of theoplay.

;
, .

.

2)- Reduced%ielecteicityietnand for lighting
.

and associated
.,

air conditioning.
.

. 4

3) Elimination of night-time workersfortetting to turn ouf'/
lights(and daytime w*kers not noticing unneeded'lighta
left on.

All,
* ,...

, .

.

.

6-9
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.DTSADVANTAtES:

, ,,---

.41) D!,f f iculty in purOWsing "off the shelf"/lightiisensing

systems. Only,a fek manufacturers are/involved in their

. production. Furthermore, installation requires careful -

analysis on a case by case basis. A'number of prototype

systems were installed in the lat 1950's,and early

60's, but'inexpehsivesenergy gre ly extended the amor-

tization of first costs. The ed of inexpensive energy
nowprovides an incentive for/ n'stalling .light-sensing,
light switching systems. Seyeral manufacturers have
already identified a market/and are mass producing--or
have in final design develppment--highly sbphisticated,
'light-sensing switchingtsOtems. ,

A

6 .

,. 2) /Need for'the sensors'to be kept clean. Til1s

4
may require

.

maintenance if they are mounted on, roof or-outside
/

. / walls o ,

/ ---
// f )i

.

..,

( Directional sensitivity of outdoor sensors. This requires

careful analysis in predicting what the indoor'illumi-/

naiion level will be for the outdoor light level at
which the sensor responds,by switching on or off indoor' rir

,lights. 1
. !

. .

A iff
/

, Greater variation in indoor light level when daylight, is
,

depended upon Variation may be considered a disadvantage
or an advantage depending on personal preference. , .

THETICS:

1) The light sensor component of the, control system car.

. readily be made inconspicuous in the ceiling system or

'13 ilding facade.

anges from side daylighting to overhead, electric
ighting during the course OZ a day provides a change in

the character of the,interior space. Interior forms are

highlighted in a different manner and the direction and

definitiVeness of shadows change.

2)

,

4

6-10
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COSTS:

I.
1) In addition to the hardware cost of/the actual-control

system, consulting cdsts.afe incurred because lightilg
specialists must balance the system. 'Predicting day-
light is a difficult Rroblem because the absorptiOn and
reflection characterises of both indoor and outdoor
surfaces musk be evaluated as well as-the variability in
the direction and intensity/of the light source.

.

/ *i
. .

24 Circuiting the lights to additional switching co4trols,o
iis an added costs.
I.

I- .
'7.

EXAMPLES:

4

(

''A skylight,manufacturer offers' a daylight sensing, light
'Control system:' A 'tithe delay;is built into'the relay
system so that a change in daylight'leVel must last

,

longer than ninety seconds. This'reduces rapid cycling.
when clouds pass in front of the sun. A counter is also
included to lock the lights on for a periodof an hour
if the lights are switched,an and off more than three
times in less than ten minutes. A clock can be included
to provide - automaticmatic (as well as manual) over-ride to
the system during weekends, holidays, evenings, lunch
hours, and custodial, hours. (76,Commendo)

,2)- 4 recent development is a solid state, dimming.con rol
system which varies the output of fludrescent or me cay
vapor lighting 'according to the availability of dayl ht.

'.When a silicon cell senses the daylight level, the
.

control system varies the electric lighting - output con-,
tinuotTly (rather than incrementally)' (76,Longende fer)

3) A phpto4lactiyated interior venetian blind is manufactured
in Great Britain. Banks of up to '30 blinds can be
operated from one photo-cell unit. The control can be
restricted to Aiy tilting of the blind, raising or
lowering being accomplished manually, or the entire
operation 'of the blind.sy4eM can be 'automated. (74,
Beckett and Godfrey,p295)

4) An experimental system was installed in two classrooms.
of Heather 'Drive Elementary School in Aurora, Illinois.

A sensor at the window turned off the row of lights

-

4
^.

6-11
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.s.
.

nearest the-interior wall when the outdoor light level
exceeded 1500 foot candles: A second row was. turned off

at 1000 foot'candles, thiid.at 850 foot candles, fourth
at 700, fifth at 600, andthe,sixth (nearest windows) at
500.- After carefully measuring electric consumption
for.4n entire semester,it was.found that two unautomated
classrooms (used as an experimental 'tontrol) used
percent more'electristirr than did the classrooms with

automated switching. (63,Chapmen,p193)'

New office space in a'San Francigco building has been,
provided with ancillary ligh.eing.in certain areas whiCh
is controlled, by a photo -cell override which limits its

. use to non-daylight hoursonly. -(76,Architectural
Record,p120)

6) One floor of the Manchester Federal Office Building is
equipped with automaticg.pwitth194 The three perimeter

-rows of lighting are connected to-photo-electric-cells
'adjacent to each rowdf.lighting. When daylighting is

adequate, each row is independently switAed off: A30
secondtime delay prevents the lights from rapidly
switching onor off as would be the case with a cloud
momentarilyblocking ehe sun. (75,Isaak,p23)

Architectural 'Retard, 'Task Ambient Lighting" 4Architectura1
Record, McGraw-Hill Publishing.Co'., New York,..N. Y., 14e,

August, 1976. .
.. , '

Beckett, H. E. and Godfrey, J. A., Windows, Performance, Design,
.

and Installation,, Van No,strand Reinhold Co.; New York, 1974.

Chapian, William P., "Automatic Coptrols Can Cut Lighting Costs", f.

Architectural Record, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., New York May
1963.

'Commendo, John, telephone conversation, Natilralite Skylights,
'Garland, Texas, June 1,-1976..1

Isaak, Nicholas and Andrew, Designingan Energy Efficient Building,
General Services Adminigtration,Jublic Building Service, '-
Washington, D. ., Sept. 1975. V-

enderfer, John, telephone
A
conversation, Lutron Co., Allentown,

., June 9, 1976.

Zalew ki, Edward, telephone conversation, Metrology Section,
Nat onal'Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., May 20, 1976.
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'.1'6A INTERIOR COLORS/Oaylighting

STRATEGY:

.

- Paint interior4surfaces a light colorsto'increase the light
. level possible from daylighting.

,

(\
PHENOMiNA:4 4 '

1)
ei

Light colored surfaces reflect light increasing the
ambient light leVel for a 'gtven amount of available

:14ht. Dark surfaces absorb light decreasing the ,

.4iliant-light level. The following table gives typical
rbflection factors- fbr different colors: (75,Kern,p336)

- REFLECTION FACTORS OF COLORS

COLOR REFLECTION FACTOR

White \* 80 to 90'percent

Pale yellow, rose . 80

Pale beige,'liaac , 70

.

*4.

2

Pale title, green 70 to 75 *.-
.

Mustareyellow

Medium, brown . 25 4

Medium blue, green 20 to 30

Black 10

Note: Reflection factor = reflected light/incident
light given as a percentage.

The exact reflection factors for a given color can be
determined by matching it to a standard 'system of colorS
called "Munsell Colors" and using a conversion table to

4 determine the reflectivity. (72,IES,p5 -16)

6-13
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The folloWing a e_exaMple reflection factors desirable,,
for different su faces o a room: (75,KeTn,p336) ,

P

DESIRABLE REFLECT N FACTORS FOR INERTOR SURFACES

REFLECTION.FACTORSURFACE

Ceilings'

End walls:

402

f-
A

-4

,80 percent

in poorly lighted room 70.

in well lighted rooms 25

Walls containingwindow(s) 80

.P

Floors 25

Note:

The'use of light- reflective colors on thp wall(O'con-
taining windoci(s) decreases the'con rast .6etween the
windows and the surrounding surfaceg For the same'

reason, the window frame, sash, and ntins should also

be a light color. Light boIots on su aces adjacent to
orppposite windows should have a matt finish to')
alleiriate the.'potential _problem pf frefl cted glare.

.

S) ihe-Tiketthuod of-a-room-Ining-adequately,dayllt is- - -

lessened if it is furnished with dark olo d draperies,

carpeting, wall hangingS,vand fuinit re.

,

ADVANTAGES:

1) Increased availability' of dA\ ylight for,task'ill i inatIon

or ambient illumination.
, . \

2). Decreased likelihood of glare 'from excessille-Contr
between bright windows and'dark\sucroUndinis.

DISADVANTAGES:

Dirt, fingerprints, and
light-colored surfaces:

O

markg:afe mode conspicuous on

6-14
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AP.

.

AESTHETICS:'

A

Selected colors can have pitaresting effects upon people'. A
"rile of thumb" is td use warm cOldrs (yellows, oranges,
Teds) in north-facing rooms receiving little or no sun, and
cool'colors (greens, blues, and violets) in rooms receiving
,plentiful sunlight.

COSTS'S
4

The 'cost,of light colored paints versus dark colored paints
is tbe same or insignificantly different. -

"`

EXAMPLES:

The following table illustrates the improvement in, illumination
both in'uniformity and 13ightness possible with increasing
reflectances of walls, floors, and ceilings. The illumination
at the rear of a room with very dark surfades.is used_as the'
basis of comparison. The room is 30'x'32 x 12 ft. high with
6 ft. directional glass block the full 32 ft.-lengtk.1(§6,
IES,p7-10)

EFFECT OF .SURFACEItEFLECTANCE .UPON REL. ILLUMINATION

-
Reflectance Factor, _Relative Illumination .at various

(percent.i distances,from 'fenestration

Wails Floor Ceiling .3 feet 15 -feet' 17 feet

6 6 . 2.45.I. 1.00,.6.57
.

28 28 28. 8.55 3.62 1.64:,
1 . ,

62 28 *- 62 4 11.98- 5.75 3.16

4

REFERENCES:

- .
,

IES, IES Lighting Haid15ook, Illuminating Engineering Society, New -.
4 York:, N. Y.,, L46. .. , -

.

4

Kern, Ken. The
:

Owner tale House? Charles Scribner's Sons Inc.,
New York,' N. Y., 1975. ,

C.
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6.5 THERMAL MASS/Solai. Heating

STRATEGY:

Locate massive materials directly in the path of winter sunlight
.transmitted through windows in order to store part Of the
incoming solar heat, avoid overheating, and provide re-radiated
heat'dUrIng non-sunlit hodrs.

: r
- PHENOMENA:

.

V

a

4
AO

1) Large window areas, especially in small rooms, can transmit
so much solar energy that overheating may occur during
periods of peak solar intensity. This.can be partially .

remedied with t'he use of heavy,' massive' material. If, the

sunlight enteriigroom falls on,the surface of a massive
mateuial,uch as a slate f/por, part of the energy isA
reflected as light, and part'of the'energy is alAarbed and
becomes heat.° This heat raises the surface temperature of
the material. When the internal temperature of the material
iskower than the room ait temperaturet the heat is ,con-

r

'ducted inward into
1

the xass-Of the. material. When the room
temperature later begins to drop and becomes lower than ehe
surface temperature of the material, the'heataccumulated
within the material flows outward. The heat is returned to
the rdern.by-conveCtiomat ihe-surface-of the -ma crial -and
by radiation from the .surface of the material-tObpposite
and adjacent room surfaces with a lower temperature.

2) How effectl%4 asmaterial is in,storingheat can be judged
from its ability to absorb sunlight, conduct surface;lheat
into its mass (conduCtivity), and hold-the resulting heat. ,

... -

The ability of a material to absorb sunlight is largely'
determined by Its ,color and texture\ The. ollowing
table provides an apprOximationof the percent of solar
radiatiOn absorbed by different colors. (65,ASHkkE,p1-
65

COLOR,

whitesmooth surfaces
gray to dark gray. .

green, red, brown .k
dark brown, blue

"'ark blue, black

6-17
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40 to 50
50-to 70
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3) The ability of a material to...I-laid heat can be judged by its
, ' "thermal capacity" which equals its density multiplied by

its specific'heat. (Density:,,. founds per cubic foot or
.kilograps per-cubic meter; Specific heat: BTU/lb°F pr
KJ/Kg°C.) '

.

The greaser the thermal Capacity, thebetter the material
is for storing heat. If two materials have, a similar
thermal capacity, the material with the higher conductili
ity is a better storage medium. rthe following table
provides information on both solar absorption and thermal
capacity of several common.materials.. (Calculated from 67,
Baumeister,p4-11'and 6-8)

SUITABILITY OF MATERIALS FOR STORING HEAT FROM ,SUNLIGHT
, 1 . -

. CONDUC-. . . .

MATERIAL-e0LOK TOTAL PERCENT ,THERM CAPACITY TIVITY . ,
'SOLAR ABSORBFD1 -(ETUrnft.3)-- BTU/hr ftdF

1 ..

Brick

..,

1vAlazed white 0.26 24.6 .-

0.4
Brick - coMMon,.red 0.'68 '24,.6

Marble,- white 0:44 . 35,7
%,

.."

Marble - dark 0.66 35.7

Granite - reddish '0.55 32-.2

.

a

1.5

Slate - blue gray T,

Slate - dark gray, rough . 0.90

Concrete -

Wood - white pine

Wood - white oak

Steel L enamel i'ed
a

Water

t

NOTES: .

.

' . \i,.. Source: (65,ASHRAE,p1-61) ') .

46
.

IT. .
,

2.- Conductivities are gived without regard to color in
, 72,ASHRAE,p570. . - .

I %* _ .

4) The following table can be used as a guideline to roughly
approximate' how much mass should be arovidedio store a *

window's solar heat gain. (Square eet of material 'per
.

0.65

37.8

22,5 '',

18.1'
.

27.4

0.81 58.8

0,06

0.10

*
26.2

t

62.P 0.35

6-18
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%,s'quare foot t-of winflow.) .Diffeient areas of material are
given'for'different thickness of materials,for different
amounts of daily solar heat gain, and foi' differeht
average inside-outSide temperature' differences. (7ip,

Anderson446) The inside - outside tempgrAure differefice

is important because it determines, how much'heat is
needed°to maintain a' comfortable, room temperature. Not

given is the'resistanceto outward heat flow afforded by,
the building'envelope. A well insulated double glazed
residence would require less mass.

AREA Oi'CONCRETE.REQUIRED TO' STORE wriqww SOLAR HEAT GAIN (SQ.FT..Y
. .

THICKNESS bFCONCRETE2

Avexage Daily
Solar Heat Gain.
Through the Windoml

Allow. InSide
Temp. Sw1hi

2".

'25.00

.12.40

8.34

6.25

' 5.00

37.50
18.75

12.50
9.38.

7.50

50.00
25.06
16.67

12.50
10.00

62.52

CF)

, 5

10

15
?

20

25

5

10

15

20 '

25

5

10
c
15

. 20

25,

5.,

---..

, /

500 Btu/ft
2

.

75e Btu/ft
2

a
.

1000 Btu /ft2
. :

,(

1250 Btu/ft
2

*

1500 Btu/ft2
.

-

c

'10

15

20

25

5

10'

15.

/

-31.25

20.83.

- 15..63

. 12.50

75-..so9

37.50
7,25.00

20 18.75
25 15.00

5 62:52
10 31.26

175(1 Btu% f t2 15 20.81
20 15.63

25 0 12.50
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Notes:

1)'e average ,daily' solar heat 'gain for a specific
regiOn and''orientation can be found dh pages 388

- . through 392 of the1972 edition of the,ASHRAE/.
Handbook of Fundamentals.

2) To estimate the ax'ea of other mOnolithIc materials
required,, multiply the area given in ,the table by

the ,following values:
4

wood' 1.00 stone 0
(-

,83

'brick 0.86 water °O.
)

5) . Massive materials may be effective during the summer, if
the .night tempeAtures are substantially lower than into
the daytime temperature. Outdoor night air allowed.to
enter,thrOugh Open windows and passing over'a massive ,

material will lower its surface temperature: Subsequently,
the internal heat will be drawn out of the material.
During the day, if the outside air temperature is greater
than the indoor air temperature, the windows are closed
and shaded. As the room air temperature rises, heat is,

. absorbed back into the cooler massiveaterial The
rate at which the room air temperature rises is'thereby
reduced.

't

6). The geometry of a building material mill slso affect its
ability tp,store winter solar heat or summer evening
coolness. Steel is .a good storage material due to its
high density (in spite of its low specific heat).
However, if the material occurs in a shape with a great
deal of surface area such as a,widi flange beam, there
is very-little thickness where the heat can be stored
unless for a short period, of time. The large surface-

-- area to volume ratio limits the ability of the beam to
store heat.

7) T he effectiveness of a massive material ift augmenting the
heating or cooling system can be increased by embedding al.r
ducts or copper tubing in the material and routing the heat
transport medium of the mechanical system through the slab.

.

ADVANTAGES:

1) Increased utility of solar energy transmittet through windows.

2)° Delayed day time temperature rise during the summer.

3) Reduced frequency of heating or cooling system cycling
'(switching on and off) due to the-"thermal inertia",of the
Massive.material'. .

t

e

4)
. ,

Reduced sound transmission when massive materials"are used
.

between spaces to be acoustically separated.

'6-20
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DISADVANTAGES:

1) Decreased responsiveness of room temperatures to the
heating or cooling system.

,,,2) Increased reverberation of sounds within the room due
to the surface hardness common to dense, massive
materials.

sl

°

3) Decreased flexibility in furniture arrangement.

4) Decteased. flexibility in repartitioning floor 'space

when masive"materials are used tn the interior wall
construction.

. .

5) Increased loading'which must be carried by the structural
- system. (However, the massive material may be part of

the structural system as with load bearing interior .

masonry walls.)

AESTHETICS:

a

1) Massive walls, floors, or ceilings give a sense of
permanence'

20 The hard surfaces of massive materials may be smooth
or textuted to reduce their harshness.

3) Tapestries; rugs, and other coverings must be located
sOas not t(6 reduce the-effectiveness of massive-
materials.

COSTS:

,

.0.

1..., .

( '

The cost of massive materials such as concrete, marble,
, slate, or brick flooring may ,be justified on an.aesthetie,
durability, or structural basis with the

>-

thermal mass
considered a supplemental benefit. _

EXAMPLES:

1) The National Concrete Masonry, Association, using the
National Bur-eau'Of Standards Computer Program (NBSLD)
to evaluate the effects of mass on the size of air.
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conditioning_equipment, calculated a 16 percent reduction

. 'in peak cooling load could be achieved thitough the usp
of massive materials. In the first seriesW computer
runs a 2-story building was' exposed to a 24:hour-cycle
of temperatures ranging, from 76°F to 94°F. for the
first computer run the walls were assumed to be composed
of wood studs and insulation Falling a weight o 8 lbs.

per square foot and U-value of 0.10. Results cAthe
analysis indicated that maintaining"75°F would respire
air.conditioning,equipment with a peak cooling load
capacityof 40,500 Btu per hour: For the second
computer run the wells were changed from insulated
wood frameto insulated concrete masonry with, the same
U-value, but the weight was increased to 40 lbs. per
square foot (8" light-weight concrete.block). The

peak load was then calculatedto be 34,000 Btu, or a

o savings of 6,500 Btu, a reduction of 16 percent.
(75,NCMA-TEK,p2)

2) A house in Santa Fe,, New Mexico,is entirely heated
from solar heat transmitted through 384 sq. ft. of

'south-facing double glazed windows. To/hioscirb the

heat and keep the room.temperature comfortable, the
9 house has a large amount of interior mass. Wails are ,

14-inch adobe, floors are brick with 24 inches of
underlying adobe, and several benches in the path of
the,incoming sunlight contain'55 gallon drums of '

water. This-mats is capable of keeping the home
comfortable for three to-four sunless days. ' (76,Cole,p22)

'3) A vacation house in Illinois built by the owners for
approximately $10,000 is capable of achieving.tempera-
tures pp to 100 degrees with window solar heating
(37.8°C) when the outside temperature is five degrees
(-15°C). drk.of the key cotpoDents of the system is

..:,;:the provision of heat storage. Two 16 cubic feet
in,s1:lat90_,steel tanks filled withwater^are located-In
,the-path of sunlight entering through side windows and
skylights. dOpenedrefleCtfve panels outsidethe
'window reflect. additional gunlight.through the skylights
during the heat collection period, then the panels are
closed at night to help reflect the heat radiating
from the storage tanks back into the'room. In the

summer the process is reversed: the panels, are closed

during the day then opened at night to allow the heht'
accumulated in the water from the room to be dissipated
to-,the-night sky. (75,Hbuse-and Garden,P134)
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CONCLUSION

r

A window can be a'solar collector introducing valuable
energy 'which can lower winter heating costs; a source of illu-
mination which,can substitute for artificial lighting tq lower
electricity expenditure; and a means of natural ventilation which
can Postpone the need for air conditioning in the spring and.

-fall, and substitute for a r conditioning on cool slimmer evenings.

Numerous design str egies cah.i4rove these capabili4es of
a window. The solar energy a window receives'can be increased by
light-colored adjacent ground surfaces and by favoring southern
exposuies. The usefulness of sunlight inside the building can be
increased by providing mass to store part of the sun's heat. The
utility of daylight can be increased,by providing light-colored

..,walls and ceilings, and by facilitating the, substitution of
daylight for electric light. Examples include separate switching I

of perimeter.lighving, task lighting separate from ambient
lighting, and-automatic control systems driven by light, sensors
and/ortimers. Finally, the ability of windows to provide venti-
lation can be improved through ,proper orientation to prevailing
winds and by selecting operatinpwindow types which effectively
direst ,the entering a exititlg ain stream. Even when fixed

r.glass is required.opp rtunitiesifor admitting outside air are.
available,with frame ventilators or thru-glass ventilators..

,

i) . .

Dgeigft strategies can likewise minimize the window therMal
load on mechanical systems.- Winter Heat loss through windows c

f be reduced' with'double glazing, storm sash, or edge-ealed tra
nparet roll shades. Night-time heat loss can be minimized wit
. ,

tight-fitting draperies, opaque foll shades, or insulating sh tter
Leakage of unconditioned outside air in and conditioned insi.-
air out through window cracks can be greatly reduced by init ally/
installing good quality windows, by providing weatherstripp ng,
and by landscaping and exterior appendages which redude th= forge
of the wind. Finally, there are - numerous means of blockin solar
heat gain in the Summer, the most effectivesolutiondbei

. exterior appendages ,or site solutions. /
.

, . /

Window design strategies can provide occupanti wit' more
.,freedom in managing their individual enVironments,!and hen:

effectively used, they can improve comfort, and reduce purc asee
energy expenditures. * /

f

.

ri
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